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VDFZF lJRFZM ;NF CM 5lJ+4 CM JF6L VDFZL ;NF l5|I;tI4
H[ SDM" VDFZF CM 5}6" lJX]wW4 5|EM CM VDFZ]\VF ÒJG 5|A]wW4
VD[ TFZL XF\lTG] JFÒ\+ AGLV[4 ;NF :G[C VG[ zwWF4 VFXFG[ JZLV[4
VDFZ]\ÒJG CM ;NF ;tIvlGq94 VDF~\SJG CM 5|SFX[ 5|lTq94
5|EM ;FZL ;'lq8G] S<IF6 YFI4 D/[ ;]BvXF\lTG[ ;\TF5 HFI[4
G[ ;tIDvlXJDv;]\NZDGL ÒJGDF\4 5|EM ;J"SF/[ l+J[6L ZRFI[P
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Note From The Management:
India is famous as a great country of many cultures,
traditions, religions and geographical characteristics. However,
at the same time, India is also known by the sobriquet “male
chauvinistic nation”. Even so it is still referred to as “Bharat
Mata” the mother to every Indian. Traditionally, women have
been compelled to play the second fiddle in every sphere, be it
in family or public life. In India women nowadays, are no less
proficient than men in any field. Today women are not what
they used to be some years ago, they have now made their
presence felt in every sphere of life. Women have ultimately
discarded their homely image and are now making meaningful
contribution to the progress of the nation. However in rural and
underdeveloped areas like Porbandar district, women still
remain underprivileged. We, at Dr. V.R. Godhaniya College, have
always emphasized the promotion of women's education in all
areas of learning to eliminate any kind of inequality. Since the
establishment of our institution 25 years ago, we have come a
long way by spreading our reach from K.G. to P.G. education and
dramatically improving our infrastructure. Even so we must
not sit back thinking about our achievements as we still need to
achieve a lot.
Today our country is facing many evils including
extreme poverty and to resolve these issues we need to provide
opportunities to all individuals, especially women, to thrive
through education, nutrition, and health. In order to achieve
this goal, a greater emphasis must be placed on gender equality
and the removal of barriers that disproportionately affect

x
women. Education is considered as one of the most important
means to empower women with the knowledge skills and selfconfidence necessary to participate fully in the development
process. Since employment plays a vital role in improving
women's status in a society, education of women is of prime
importance especially in case of rural areas of Porbandar.
THE MANAGEMENT
Shri Maldevji Odedra Smarak Trust,
Porbandar (Gujarat)

Editor’s Note:
The current issue on the theme of “Women
Empowerment” is a special issue for reasons more than one. A
quarter of a century has elapsed since the institute's vision and
mission of empowering women was first conceived on 1 July,
1988. Again an issue dedicated to women empowerment as a
contemporary need in a Women's college by a majority of
employees employed in a women's college is a pointer to the
realistic seriousness inputted both ideologically and
pragmatically by the Trustees, the Staff and the students into
realizing this objective. I have always believed that the concept
of 'women empowerment' begins at an individual level. And
here the mantra is self-reliance through education. When one
views the current scenario from a global perspective one does
not fail to notice that developed countries have a higher
percentage of educated people and consequently the level of
gender disparity is very low. Rightly, the focus in India should
be education and this growth in levels of higher education
would in turn gradually eradicate all socio-economic, political
differences.
The papers in this issue, like all the previous issues, are
multilingual in nature. They range, among others, from looking
upon 'Chitra and Savitri as epitomes of Women empowerment';
'Modern Women; Women in Gujarat: Present and Future';
'Empowering women through ICT'; 'Women and women's
writing'; 'Women Empowerment: The Right Direction for a
Strong India'; 'Women Empowerment in the twenty-first
century'; 'Women in Gujarati Literature'; 'Relationship

xii
between Print Media and Women Empowerment'; 'Women
Empowerment in Indian English Fiction'; 'Feminine issues in
Bharati Mukherjee's Jasmine' and 'Kiran Anand: A Fiery
Personality'. All the contributors have taken pains to
encapsulate the core ideas revolving around the idea of
empowering women. I hope that these papers would make a
good case for worthwhile reading.
Dr. ANUPAM R. NAGAR
Principal
Dr. V. R. Godhaniya College,
Porbandar

Referee’s Note:
The current issue on the theme of “Women
Empowerment” is a special issue for reasons more than
one. A quarter of a century has elapsed since the
institute's vision and mission of empowering women was
first conceived on 1 July, 1988. Again an issue dedicated to
women empowerment as a contemporary need in a
Women's college by a majority of employees employed in
a women's college is a pointer to the realistic seriousness
inputted both ideologically and pragmatically by the
Trustees, the Staff and the students into realizing this
objective. I have always believed that the concept of
'women empowerment' begins at an individual level. And
here the mantra is self-reliance through education. When
one views the current scenario from a global perspective
one does not fail to notice that developed countries have a
higher percentage of educated people and consequently
the level of gender disparity is very low. Rightly, the focus
in India should be education and this growth in levels of
higher education would in turn gradually eradicate all
socio-economic, political differences.
Girish Teivedi
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English

Chitra and Savitri as epitomes of
Women Empowerment:
A Study in Comparison
DRS. ANUPAM R. NAGAR & KETKI N. PANDYA
I.INTRODUCTION:
Rabindranath Tagore's lyrical drama Chitra reminds man
that the ultimate truth is to be found not at the physical base but in the
steady evolution of the self. The illumination of a young princess'
mind lies in the recognition and realization that it is in Truth alone
that true happiness resides. Similarly Aurobindo's epic Savitri
narrates the story of a young princess who saves the life of her
husband from Death and thereby suggests the ultimate liberation of a
man from universal Death. Aurobindo therefore writes poetry to
enunciate his philosophy in terms of spiritual action and vision. Chitra
and Savitri are Upanishadic works in the sense that their principal
theme is search for knowledge ('vidya'), that liberates man from
ignorance ('avidya'), and that their main stylistic device is the
conversation between the human and divine characters.
Evolution thus becomes the watchword of both Aurobindo
and Tagore. The awakening of the self or raising the life and existence
to a higher level of consciousness (a spiritual form of women
empowerment) is one of the parallel themes observed in Chitra and
Savitri. Further, the integral transformation of Chitra and Savitri and
their inner intuitive development has a much wider connotation to
mankind at large. An endeavour is made to establish Chitra and Savitri
as works of self-discovery. Although there are fundamental
differences in terms of the nature of Chitra and Savitri's awareness
there is no denying that these legends from the Mahabharata are
exquisite examples of the feminine aspect of the Indian Women.
Tagore observes that Indian women know that it is their duty to make
their life an image of the eternal life, and that love's mission is truly
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performed when life has a spiritual meaning. Aurobindo too
recognizes woman as the symbol of shakti, the creative power and in
this context Chitra and Savitri are the highest tribute to women in
general and stand tall as illustrious examples of Women
Empowerment.
In effect, Tagore and Aurobindo seek to achieve a realization
of human unity, universal peace and happiness, based on a spiritual
foundation, which ensure the orderly progress and fulfillment of
human destiny. Chitra and Savitri are concerned with the
consciousness of man and how it, like all other living things, grows
according to its own nature. The drama and the epic offer to mankind
the spectacle of a rebirth of life in spiritual terms. The heroines of
Chitra and Savitri extend their level of empowerment by their
experiences of life and eventually acquire self-knowledge and selftranscendence. They educate themselves in the self and in otherness
by seeing themselves, their false selves, and finally their whole
transcendental beings. The action of both Chitra and Savitri is internal
and manifesting an uplifting of thought, feeling and sense. The inner
mind is the focal point of the two works. Chitra and Savitri also bear
witness to self-expansion and the conscious subjectivity of the
modern feminine mind. Their inwardness is intolerant of the otherworldliness and the asceticism of religion on the one hand and the
abstraction of philosophy on the other. They rather meditate on the
truth of life and the truth of the spirit respectively.
II. The Chitra and Savitri Legend:
II. I THE CHITRA LEGEND:
“Manipureshwaram Rajan dharmagyam Chitravahanam
Tasya Chitrangada nama duhita charudarshana”1
Chitra is based on the Mahabharata legend of Chitrangada
and Arjuna. Arjuna came to Manipur during the course of his
wanderings to fulfil a vow of penance. He saw Chitrangada, the
beautiful daughter of Chitravahana, the king of the country and was
captivated by her charming beauty. He then asked the king for the
hand of his daughter in marriage. The king asked him who he was. On
learning that he was Arjuna, the Pandava prince, the King told him
that one of his ancestors in the kingly line, named Prabhanjana, was
childless for quite a long time. In order to obtain a successor he
performed severe penances. Lord Shiva who was pleased with his
austerities, granted him a boon that he and his successors would each
have one child. It so happened that the promised child had invariably
been a son. But Chitravahana, was an exception, as he was the first to
have only a daughter to continue his race, whom he named as
Chitrangada. He, therefore, always treated her as a son and had also
made her his successor. The son that would be born to her would
continue the race of the king. He demanded from Arjuna that son as
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the price of the marriage. On this consideration Arjuna could take her
in marriage. Arjuna made a pledge to the King that the son born of this
union would continue Chitravahana's race and then Arjuna took
Chitrangada as his wife. He lived in her father's capital for three years.
When a son was born to them, he embraced his wife with warmth, and
bidding farewell to her and her father, set out again on his travels.
Tagore's Chitra is based on the Mahabharata. It is a
dramatic sermon on the theme of true love. Arjuna, the Pandava
prince spurns the princess Chitra, the daughter of the King of
Manipur. Later when transformed into a beautiful damsel by a boon
from the god of Love and god of Spring she approaches Arjuna again.
He is infatuated. But Chitra conquers her unease by boldly revealing
the truth about her. The false woman redeems herself as the true
mother-to-be. The sensual is transcended in the spiritual, and the
union is consecrated at last. Thus, Tagore's Chitra has a compact and
neat structure. But much complexity and richness has been lost in the
process of translation. His principal characters tend to be symbolic.
His setting is invariably non-realistic. His drama firmly rooted in the
Indian ethos in its themes and characters and eminently expressive of
his deepest convictions in creative terms, is comparable at its best
with the modern imaginative drama of W.B. Yeats and Maurice
Maeterlinck.
Let us now examine the variations in the original
Mahabharata text of Chitra and the re-contextualized Chitra text by
Tagore:
II.II. VARIATIONS IN TAGORE'S CHITRA:
Like Shakespeare, Kalidas, and Shelley, Tagore deviated from
the original story to suit his requirements. The following are the
variations that are observed in the text of Tagore from the
Mahabharata:
1. The Chitrangada-Arjuna episode in the Mahabharata runs up to
15 verses, (beginning from stanza no. 13 to stanza no. 27), while
Tagore's lyrical drama involves nine scenes.
2. In the Mahabharata, Arjuna meets Chitravahana, the King of
Manipur, whereas in Tagore's Chitra, Arjuna never encounters the
King.
3. In the Mahabharata, Arjuna accidently meets Chitrangada while
in Tagore's Chitra, it is Chitra who sees Arjuna accidently.
4. In the Mahabharata, Chitrangada has been depicted as a youthful
damsel of exquisite beauty she is Charudarsana and Vararoha,
whereas in Tagore's Chitra, Chitra is unattractive and plain. The
whole plot of the drama hinges on this point. Had Chitra been a
beautiful woman she would not have approached Madana (Eros)
and Vasanta (Lycoris) for lending her charm and grace even for a
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day, so that she might win the heart of Arjuna.
5. In the Mahabharata, Arjuna makes up his mind to have
Chitrangada as his wife and therefore he goes to the King and
seeks his permission for the hand of Chitrangada, whereas in
Tagore's Chitra, Arjuna does not seek her hand in marriage with
the permission of her father or any of her guardians.
6. In the Mahabharata, Arjuna lives with Chitrangada in Manipur for
three years, while in Tagore's Chitra, Arjuna stays with her for
only a year.
7. In the Mahabharata, Chitrangada gives birth to a boy-child and
Arjuna after having presented the son to the father of
Chitrangada, leaves, whereas in Tagore's Chitra, Arjuna is
illuminated with revelation after a year and is reminded of his
home. Here Chitra offers the last sacrifice at Arjuna's feet (i.e.,
flowers of incomparable beauty from the garden of heaven and
tells Arjuna that she will teach her child to be a second Arjuna).
8. In the Mahabharata, Chitrangada is observed as a submissive
daughter and wife. She accepts anything and everything, while in
Tagore's Chitra, Chitra is a strong-willed daughter and a fierce
individual.
Having studied the Chitra legend in both the original and the
reinterpreted mode let us now examine the Savitri legend in both the
modes:
II.III THE SAVITRI LEGEND:
“Savitrya preetaya datta Savitrya hutaya hyapi
10
Savitrityeva namasyaschakrurvipraastatha pita.”
Savitri is based on the Mahabharata legend of Savitri and
Satyavan. Aswapathi, the king of the Madra kingdom was a popular
king, but his one worry was that he had no child. So he performed
austerities for eighteen years. The goddess Savitri, then appeared and
vouchsafed the boon of a daughter of great beauty.
As prophesized by the goddess, the queen gave birth to a
female child before the end of the year. The child was named Savitri,
who grew up to be an intelligent, courageous and beautiful girl, loved
by all in the kingdom.
The king then told Savitri to choose her life partner, a prince
who would be worthy of her. In obedience with the royal command,
Savitri travelled with an escort, visiting many countries, till finally she
chose Prince Satyavan who was living in a forest hermitage with his
father, the blind king Dyumathsena of the Shalwas and mother
Shaibya who had lost their kingdom.

Savitri returned home, jubilant and satisfied with her choice.
She found her father with the famous sage Narada, who immediately
asked her who she had chosen for her husband. When Narada heard
that Satyavan was her choice, he begged Savitri to reconsider her
decision, as he knew that Satyavan had only one more year to live. But
she was determined to marry Satyavan, with whom she was already
deeply in love. And so, ignoring the pleas and appeals of her family, she
married Satyavan at Dyumathsena's hermitage in a simple ceremony.
Savitri and Satyavan went round the sacred fire hand in hand as the
priests chanted Vedic mantras.
Savitri and Satyavan loved each other, and were happy
together. However, she carried a heavy heart, as she could not forget
the prophecy regarding Satyavan's life. Time flew by. Savitri realised
that Satyavan's death was approaching. Four days prior to the
prophesized end of Satyavan, Savitri undertook a Tri-Ratra vow. On
the day marked for Satyavan's death, he set out to the woods with an
axe upon his shoulders as usual. Savitri begged him to allow her to
accompany him, and with the permission of the in-laws they walked
into the forest.
As he was chopping wood, Satyavan felt some pain. He rested
his head on Savitri's lap and fell into a slumber. Nearby, a dark
shadowy figure emerged, carrying a noose in his hand. He was Yama,
the god of Death. Masking her fear of the god, Savitri pleaded with him
not to take her husband from her, but Yama refused to listen and
started carrying Satyavan away. Savitri followed, persistent and
unyielding, as Yama traversed through the forests with Satyavan on
his shoulder. Savitri pleased him with her discourse and purity of
heart. Yama then told her to ask for any boon except for her husband's
life.
Being wise, Savitri immediately asked that her father-inlaw's eyesight should be restored. The boon was granted, but Savitri
did not leave. Yama then granted her three more boons. As a second
boon, Savitri asked for the restoration of Dyumathsena's kingdom.
This was granted. Her third boon demanded that her own father be
blessed with a hundred sons. This too was granted. As the fourth
boon, she asked that she herself should bear a hundred sons. Yama
granted this boon too, not recognizing the predicament he was to face.
Savitri smiled, pointing out to Yama that she could not have a hundred
sons without her husband being restored to life. Realizing that he had
been outwitted, Yama released the soul of Satyavan from his noose.
Savitri returned to the place where Satyavan's body lay. She
took his head on her lap, and within a moment, Satyavan regained his
life. The couple then proceeded back to Dyumathsena. Concluding his
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narrative, Rishi Markandeya said:
“Even thus did Savitri redeem from peril and raise to high fortune
herself, her father and mother, her father-in-law, as also the whole
11
race of her husband.”
Thus, the Mahabharata is also the source of Aurobindo's
Savitri. Aurobindo has taken 'the Savitri-Satyavan episode' from the
Mahabharata and has treated it in his own style in order to fulfill his
aim which he has discussed in his 'The Life Divine' (a vast
philosophical prose epic) - the issue between threatening Death and
the hope of New Life – a marvellous future possibility, is presented in
terms of poetry.
II.IV VARIATIONS IN SAVITRI:
The following are the deviations that are observed in the text
of Aurobindo from the Mahabharata:
(I)
In the legend, the character of Ashwapathy is described only
in seven verses. He is said to have resorted to austerities for
the personal gain of getting a child. But in Savitri, Aurobindo
elaborates the character of Ashwapathy in about twentythree Cantos. He practices yoga not only for his own selfperfection but also for finding a way for man's liberation.
(ii)
In the legend, the whole period of Aswapathy's tapasya as
reported has been transformed by the poet into an epic climb
of the human soul in its journey from the inconscient to the
very gates of the Superconscient.
(iii)
In the legend, Savitri is said to be a gift of Goddess Savitri. But
in the epic, the Divine Mother accepts the prayer of
Ashwapathy and incarnates Herself as Savitri to vanquish
Death.
(iv)
The legend does not describe the growth of Savitri. But the
epic narrates it in a Wordsworthian mode. It is said that
Savitri grows imbibing the forces of Nature.
(v)
The legend just mentions the meeting of Savitri and
Satyavan. But the epic describes their meetings in detail for
two reasons. First, it gives the poet an opportunity to sing the
glory of love. Secondly, the poet can highlight the virtues of
Satyavan. The meeting between Savitri and Satyavan is said
to be the unique example of spiritual love.
(vi)
In contrast to the legend, in the epic the episode of Narad's
declaration of the fate of Satyavan has been raised to a very
high pitch of spirituality where in cosmic purposes and

intentions, the destiny of man, all are brought into play.
(vii)
In the legend, the queen of Ashwapathy is merely a name. But
in the epic, she is a very forceful character. She raises all those
questions of life, which are usually asked by the agnostics to
prove the non-existence of God. Narad patiently answers all
her questions.
(viii) In the legend the conversation which takes place between
Savitri and Yama is rather conventional, but in the epic,
Savitri clearly stands not merely as the representative of the
race but also as a representative of the Divine Mother. She
defies the law of Death and defeats him with the strength of
her divinity. Then Death is seen in a different form. A voice
from infinity introduces him as the creator of the world and
as the carrier of the seeds of thought. The whole dialogue
moves on a very high plane of inspiration.
(ix)
In the legend, Savitri and Satyavan, after the conquest of
Death, return to the earth and Satyavan regains his father's
kingdom and rules it for many years and is happy ever after
with Savitri and their children. But in the poet's symbol both
Savitri and Satyavan rise from the kingdom of Death to the
region of the Eternal Day where the Sun of Truth never sets,
where Ignorance is unknown and Death has no place. There
she meets the Supreme Reality and asks for His Peace,
Oneness, Energy and Joy for earthly creatures. After staying
in this region of Truth for some time, they look upon the earth
and return to it in order to execute the Divine Will of raising
human beings to the divine heights.
Having discussed the content of the Chitrangada and Savitri
episode in both its original and re-contextualized format, let us now
identify the similarities and the dissimilarities as observed in both the
texts:
III.
The Comparison between Chitra and Savitri:
(I)
Both the works are inspired from the Mahabharata. Chitra
forms a part of the Chitrangada-Arjuna episode in the Adi
Parva of the Mahabaharata whereas Savitri forms a part of the
Savitri-Satyavan episode in the Vana Parva of the
Mahabharata.
(ii)
Both the works have been titled on the names of their heroinesChitra and Savitri.
(iii) Both Chitra and Savitri are not puppets in the hands of the
destiny. They are the creators and moulders of their own
destiny.
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In both the works the action takes place in the forest.
Both Chitra and Savitri are very unhappy and sad at the end of
the year.
(vi) In both the works, the heroines pray to God (Madana and
Vasanta in Chitra and Yama in Savitri).
(vii) In both the works, Time is an important factor i.e., Chitra enjoys
a year's union with Arjuna and Savitri is destined to lead a
happy married life for a year only.
(viii) Both the works deal with a grand subject that is philosophical
in nature.
(ix) In both the works, we find 'woman in action'.
(x)
Both the texts conclude that love is the main source of life, it
leads to self-knowledge and immortality.
The points revolving around the names of the heroines; as
moulders of their own destiny; self-knowledge all go hand-in-hand
with the idea Individuality, self-hood and self-knowledge in the
discourse of Women-Empowerment.
The Contrast between Chitra and Savitri:
(i)
There is a difference in ideology. Chitra longs only for
happiness, which is temporary while Savitri longs for
wholeness, completeness and perfect-permanent union.
(ii) Chitra is a plain and an unattractive princess in man's attire
whereas Savitri is a radiant, bright, calm, dignified and
beautiful princess.
(iii) In Chitra, Chitra finds Arjuna and is enamoured by him. In order
to marry him she requests the god of Love and the god of Spring
to grant her only a day's perfect beauty. She marries him in
complete knowledge about the impermanence of her
relationship with Arjuna whereas in Savitri, Savitri searches
out Satyavan on her own without making any request to any
god. She marries him in complete knowledge about the short
span of Satyavan's life.
(iv) Chitra accepts her fate whereas Savitri changes her fate with
the assistance of her strong will.
(v) Both are brought up in different environments. Chitravahana
brings Chitra up as a son and therefore she does not know
anything about feminine delicacy and grace whereas Savitri
has grown up in the lap of nature. She is wiser and mature than
Chitra.
(vi) In the case of Chitra there is no direct divine working hand

whereas a divine hand works directly in the case of Savitri.
(vii) Chitra is hasty to win the heart of Arjuna whereas Savitri takes
her time and does not practice any falsehood anywhere or at
any time to win Satyavan.
(viii) Chitra wins the love of Arjuna temporarily from the gods
whereas Savitri wins the love and life of Satyavan permanently
from Yama.
(ix) The theme of Chitra is the evolution of human love while the
theme of Savitri is the evolution of human soul.
(x) Chitra fights against Illusion whereas Savitri fights against
Ignorance.
(xi) In Chitra, the chief characters are represented thus:
(a)
Chitra: Human Desire for love
(b)
Arjuna: Seeker of Love
(c)
Madana: god of Love
(d)
Vasanta: god of Spring
In Savitri the chief characters are represented thus:
(a)
Savitri: Divine Grace-Light
(b)
Satyavan: Divine Truth
(c)
Aswapathy: Lord of life-energy
(d)
Dumathsena: Divine Mind
(e)
Yama: Darkness of Ignorance
(xii) In Chitra at the end both Chitra and Arjuna part whereas in
Savitri at the end both Savitri and Satyavan get united.
The points of ideological distinction, difference in upbringing
in keeping with one's environment and the strong will to evolve
through self-realization all go together with the principles of Women
Empowerment.
III.The Re-contextualization of Chitra and Savitri in terms of
Women Empowerment:
IV.I.THE MAHABHARATA CONTEXT RE-CONTEXUALIZED:
Our study of Tagore's Chitra and Aurobindo's Savitri, reveals
that both the texts have carved a particular niche for themselves for
their thematic concerns, philosophical depth and height.
Rabindranath Tagore and Aurobindo Ghose drew their inspiration
from the immortal epic - the Mahabharata for their works viz., Chitra
and Savitri as these heroines strike a few points of comparison with
Gandhari, Kunti, Draupadi, Damyanti, Arundhati, Lopamudra,
Sukanya, Odhavati and others. Both Tagore and Aurobindo are

(iv)
(v)
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thinkers and therefore they have brought about quite a few variations
in the original legends of Chitra and Savitri. Tagore and Aurobindo
have chosen these stories to fulfil their aesthetic and philosophical
purposes. Being good artists they know very well how to conceal their
art. They do not philosophize directly but advocate a method of selfanalysis in order to attain Vidya (knowledge). Chitra and Savitri are
works that tell us about the greatest possibilities and purposes of
human love and human life.
The impact of the Indian Renaissance, to which Tagore and
Aurobindo belong, is clearly discernible in their works. Both
appeared on the Indian cultural scene at a time when India was
continually experiencing the colonial impact in every sphere of life.
Both Tagore and Aurobindo were conscious of the colonial influence
generating a habit of mind, which was ever weakening in us the
apprehension of truth. In order to rebuild the nation's consciousness
it was imperative for the two poets to search for legends that would
sink deep into the living texture of a culture, and at the same time
would have the widest extension of meaning and signification. This
visionary quality of Tagore and Aurobindo created Chitra and Savitri.
Another significant aspect of Chitra and Savitri is that they
are grounded in the Bengal tradition where women had been
subjected to all possible social ordeals as sati-system, child marriage
and the refusal to permit widow-remarriage. Tagore and Aurobindo
were alive to these social issues and therefore they drew in Chitra and
Savitri women characters who reject these orthodox notions of the
contemporary times. The two texts are a record of the progress of the
society that Bengal witnessed in matters relating to the position of
women in society. They succeeded in injecting the much-needed
reformation in the social, cultural and religious position of the women
of the times.
IV.II SOCIAL AND SPIRITUAL EMPOWERMENT:
The aim of Tagore and Aurobindo is to attain victory over
one's false-self and death, in Chitra and Savitri respectively. The outer
world, the society, philosophy, science, art, music reminds them that
the ultimate truth in man is in the illumination of the mind, in the
extension of consciousness, in the steady evolution of the self, in the
recognition of the one Truth, in the recognition for the harmony of
contrary forces, in the realization that all things are spiritually one
and in acquiring self-knowledge and self-transcendence. Both the
artists intend to awaken the self, to raise the life and existence to a
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higher level of consciousness. Their works show us how an individual
begins with himself, by raising his consciousness, purifying himself
and realizing a wider meaning of life. They primarily aim at the
unfolding of the self and the world in their works.
Both the legends of Chitra and Savitri are recreated to
recover the human wholeness. They are spiritual in their theme,
conception and execution. They believe in the implicit following of
one's cultural heritage and familiarity with tradition. In adapting the
legends of Chitra and Savitri to contemporary times, both Tagore and
Aurobindo were already in an activity of tradition and cultural
analysis. The mythical framework of the works highlights the Indian
tradition more competently than any other text. The legends have
been explored to understand the deepest mysteries of life, love and
death and answer some essential existential questions. They
depersonalize and become archetypes of the quest theme of the
human spirit, which refuses to accept even the limitations of
borrowed beauty and death. Thus, the source text – the Mahabharata,
the impact of the Indian Renaissance on Tagore and Aurobindo, the
grounding of the poets in the contemporary Bengal tradition, and the
purpose behind the creation of these two works logically lead us to
the reasons behind their choice of the two female characters – Chitra
and Savitri.
IV.III WOMEN EMPOWERMENT: AS A SYMBOL OF SHAKTI – THE
DIVINE ENERGY:
The Indian mind is largely familiar with the idea of God in an
eternal feminine aspect and therefore the Indian people have always
cherished the legends of the great women of the ancient epics. The
Chitra and Savitri legends are suggestive of the commitment that
women have towards actualizing their real self and thereby fulfilling
the purpose of life. Both of them symbolize the principle of Shakti, the
creative power that manifests itself in order to fulfil human destiny
and the cosmic design of God. Tagore and Aurobindo's quest is
directed towards the realization of human unity, universal peace and
happiness. Chitra and Savitri are concerned with the consciousness of
men and show how they, like all other living things, grow according to
their own nature. They offer to mankind the spectacle of a
reawakening and rebirth of spiritual life. Chitra and Savitri extend
their consciousness by their experience of life and eventually acquire
self-knowledge and self-transcendence. They are educated in the self
and in otherness by seeing their self, their other-half, their opposite,
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their false-selves and finally their whole transcendental being. In
Chitra, Madana and Vasanta and in Savitri, Yoga is the means to enact
the ancient story with new motifs. In both the works the action is
internal, shifting back and forth on the various planes of
consciousness and manifesting a spiritualized uplifting of thought,
feeling and sense. The inner mind is the central point, the background
of the two mighty opposites - love/beauty, reality/illusion, and
love/death, knowledge/ignorance, of the two works. Both Chitra and
Savitri bear witness to the conscious subjectivity of the modern mind
and the expansion of the self. They meditate on the truth of life and the
truth of spirit.
IV.IV GENDER EQUALITY:
Tagore was one of the earliest writers to work on the Chitra
episode. The story of Chitra revolves around Chitra, a Manipuri
princess, who longs to possess Arjuna at all costs. It is a powerful work
on the psychological tension of a woman caught between her patience
and realization of the importance of physical charm. The most
dominant feature of the play, however, is the assertion of equality of
women. Tagore has made Chitra an extremely poignant drama. When
Arjuna develops a liking for Chitra, the huntress, Chitra expresses her
knowledge of male psyche and reveals the social discrimination in our
society. She asks Arjuna in sarcasm whether a woman is merely a
woman when she winds herself round men's hearts with her smiles,
sobs, services and caressing endearments or when a woman exhibits
her learning and achievement. This question of Chitra is very
significant as it throws light on our social attitudes towards women. It
is taken for granted that a woman is supposed to take care of the man
and her primary duty is to entertain him. A man's responsibilities as
such do not ever equal that of a woman. The man may do whatever he
desires to do. Neither is he supposed to take care of a woman's
emotions and nor does he hold dependability in the rearing up of a
child. The woman has to behave according to his whims and
prejudices. But the man may behave according to his likes and
dislikes. Moreover, the man has a tendency of not being very
appreciative of a woman's accomplishments apart from the wealth of
her physical details.
IV.V. THE FEMALE-SELF: AN INDIVIDUAL IN HER OWN RIGHT:
Quintessentially, the female-self of Chitra is representative of
the everyday issues of the Indian women in general. The debate of
man/woman's equality would become perpetual if both were not to

value each other. And Arjuna does respond positively to her queries.
He does understand the need to recognize a woman's
identity/individuality or else the woman would remain a mystery for
the man. Chitra's and Arjuna's realization is an acknowledgement of
each other's individuality. That each one of them reserves the limited
space defined for her/him; that no character stands to be
marginalized and that each one holds a defined center, forms the
pivotal idea of Chitra. (The work also carries parallels with Kalidasa's
Abhigyan Shakuntalam in terms of the character's growth, education
and more importantly the attainment of Self-Knowledge).
On the other hand, Aurobindo was the first to elevate the
Savitri episode to epical heights. In Savitri, the story rotates around
Savitri, a Madri princess who eventually gets married to Satyavan. But
he is destined to die within a year. Savitri, inspite of her mental
anguish, resolutely decides to confront Death and break the cosmic
law of Karma. In her quest of the Ultimate, she does not compromise
with the laws of Ignorance, Darkness and Death. Rather, she
successfully persuades the god of Death to give back the life of the
young prince. Savitri's debate with death and her ultimate triumph
over mortality have sunk deep into the soul of India. (The discussion
that ensues between Savitri and Yama holds a similarity with the
dialogue that takes place in the Katha Upanishad between Nachiketa
and Yama).
In Chitra, Chitra had a desire in the past to fight a combat with
Arjuna and defeat him in it. It obviously points to the concept of
equality between man and woman. Chitra believes that both man and
woman possess the same quality of intelligence and skill in every
deed. And given an opportunity she is capable of proving herself in
every sphere of life. Chitra consequently marks out the equality
between man and woman from the physical and mental points of
view. Savitri also exhibits the fact that not only holy men - rishis - can
dare encounter and defy the mighty god of Death, but a woman too,
armed with the qualities of Shakti (power) and Bhakti (devotion), can
defeat the god of Death. Savitri conclusively indicates the equality
between man and woman from the mental and spiritual points of
view.
V. CONCLUSION:
It is thus noted with categorical explicitness that all the
principles of Women Empowerment as Strong Individuality, Equality
and nondiscrimination, and the Desire for Evolution and
Empowerment are all found in both Chitra and Savitri:
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The points of comparison run thus:
1.
Both, Chitra and Savitri, are the only children of their parents.
They carry a background story of divine birth. They do not
come from conservative families but from respectable royal
families which give them freedom to think, to decide and to
execute deeds according to their wish and will.
2.
Both Chitra and Savitri in choosing Arjuna and Satyavan
repectively, go on to exhibit their feminine right, will power
and confidence. Their decision to select their life partners is
essentially a continuation of the tradition established by
Shakuntala, Ganga, and Sharmistha.
3.
Both are the recipients of Divine Grace. Chitra becomes a
perfect beautiful damsel like Shruchavati and Sulabha and
Savitri defeats the god of Death like Odhavati.
4.
Both encounter barriers in the path of love and finally succeed
in winning back their life-mates. Chitra displays growth in
understanding and realization, while Savitri exhibits
growth in consciousness. They realize their 'self' and
embody in themselves the qualities of female psyche and
unusual female achievement.
5.
Both reject the two negations - the ascetic's denial of life and
the sensualist's denial of the spirit.
6.
Both are concerned with the welfare of humanity in general.
They are not self-centered. Rather both see salvation in
depersonalization. Chitra, the huntress comes to the aid of
the villagers in times of distress, while Savitri dedicates herself
to the cause of uplifting mankind. Both, therefore, stand as
milestones in the history of women's free thinking.
7.
Both exemplify and justify the meanings inherent in their
names viz., Chitra - the beautiful image and Savitri – the image
of the Sun god.
8.
Both exemplify a life that is a synthesis of tradition and
modernity. On the one hand they are fully conscious of their
rights and on the other they examine their respective roles of
cultural representation.
9.
Both assert their individuality/ identity in relation to others.
Chitra presents her true/false being only because she
encounters Arjuna and Savitri transcends the physical
categories of existence only because she has Satyavan
living/dead by her side.

10.
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Both are responsible for bringing happiness/bliss to their
families; they are seen as good friends of their respective lifemates; they are affectionate, intelligent, self-respected
women; they are made up of a jivan shakti (life-force)/ femaleconsciousness that makes them distinguished; and they, as
would-be mothers, are complete women.
11.
Both are seekers of truth and knowledge. They successfully
actualize their potential by manifesting their real self
through self-upliftment. Chitra discards her borrowed beauty
to face Truth as it is and Savitri defeats death by raising herself
to a higher plane of consciousness.
12.
Both live life as the precious gift of God. They care for the body
as the temple of God and think the soul as the ultimate reality.
13.
Both reflect Indian culture, Indian women and the way of living
life. They assert women's valuable and meaningful place in
society and public life.
14.
Both exhibit the magic of Shakti (power) and the power of
Prakriti (nature). They symbolize the evolution of the human
love and human soul towards the Ultimate Reality.
The study reveals the following points of contrast:
1.
Chitra and Savitri have a fundamental difference in terms of
their familial background, social environment and mental
makeup which leads to their having a different aptitude,
attitude, ideology and approach to life.
2.
Chitra loses her distinct personality (temporarily) for winning
the love of Arjuna, while Savitri neither loses nor gives up her
personality for winning the love of Satyavan.
3.
Chitra struggles with her inner lower self, while Savitri
struggles with the outer lower being.
4.
Chitra asks for beauty for herself, while Savitri asks for life for
her husband.
5.
Chitra is devoid of patience, while Savitri is the very
embodiment of patience.
6.
Chitra's self revolves around matter, life, knowledge, bliss and
consciousness, while Savitri's self revolves around matter, life,
mind, knowledge, bliss, consciousness and existence.
Inspite of these few points of contrast, the two works primarily
discuss female-consciousness - nari Chetna, WHICH IS A FORM OF
WOMEN-EMPOWERMENT (stri-shashaktikaran) Chitra and Savitri
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succeed in asserting the supremacy of female discourse over male
discourse. Chitra initially persuades the male gods (Madana and
Vasanta) to see her point of view and then gets from them the boon
desired. The boon is again a medium for Chitra to destabilize Arjuna's
patriarchal position and she precisely succeeds in doing that when
she observes that Arjuna cannot do without her. And then she reveals
her true self. Similarly, Savitri through her dialogue with the male god
of Death (Yama) subverts the traditional equations. Her victory in
getting back Satyavan, is an effort to establish the superiority of
female colloquy over male colloquy. The prime object of these femalecentered works lies in seeing the subversion of the male-dominated
society, valuing the female-self, recognizing the gender-difference
and thereby discerning what may be seen as an Indian mode of
feminism.
Tagore and Aurobindo as ceaseless experimenters made a
quest for novelty. They tended to seek new things by adapting the old
legends to present times. The women characters in the Mahabharata
are powerful but none display the fearless attitude to meeting the
challenges of life and death. In the entire gamut of Indian literature
only Chitra and Savitri stand apart as the very models of female
will, female psyche, female consciousness or what we call in
modern times as Women Empowerment. Furthermore Tagore and
Aurobindo have used Chitra and Savitri as symbols of Saundarya
(beauty) and Shakti (power). They are women who can fight even
against the greatest of evils - Illusion and Ignorance respectively.
Their popularity in present times is an indication of the universal
appeal that the works evoke irrespective of time and place. They stand
as immortal characters for they are bursting with life and ceaseless
vitality. Tagore and Aurobindo wanted to guide and shape the
contemporary Indian sensibility. Both Chitra and Savitri guide the
comtemporary women how to live life, how to be fearless and
determined for self-realization.
Conclusively, the source text of Chitra and Savitri - the
Mahabharata - reflects the socio-cultural, religious, political and
economic conditions of the age. Chitra and Savitri are certainly the
renderings of the ancient Hindu legends and bear close affinities with
the mode of the Vedas and the Upanishads. The contemporary concept
of ever-increasing inwardness is realized to its full potential in Chitra
and Savitri. Chitra and Savitri gained fame on account of their
perseverance in self-analysis and the ultimate realization of their real
selves. The constant endeavour of Tagore and Aurobindo to awaken
and fulfil human-hood is achieved in Chitra and Savitri. Chitra and
Savitri are filled with the dharma of life-force. Thus, Tagore and
Aurobindo through Chitra and Savitri display an extraordinary
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competence and artistic skill in arranging and molding the legends to
suit their literary/social/philosophical requirements. They have a
sort of secret harmony in sensing the pulse of the times. Chitra and
Savitri, therefore have an inner stream of feminine power/lifeforce and on account of this they do not depend on the traditional
roles assigned to women in India.
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Empowerment of Indian Women: A
Challenge of 21st Century
DR. ILA A. THANKI
Empowerment –Conceptual Framework
The origins of the concept of empowerment go back to the
civil rights movement in the USA in 1960. It has since then been
interpreted differently and filled with new meanings and is today
used in such different sectors as business, social work, development
discourse and by advocates of very different political agendas. The
different definitions of empowerment range between defining it as a
largely individual process of taking control of and responsibility for
one's life and situation, and defining it as a political process of
granting human rights and social justice to disadvantaged groups of
people. At the former end of the continuum, where empowerment is
defined largely as an individual process, empowerment can be used in
the conservative political rhetoric of freeing the government of
responsibility for injustices and for granting social security. Instead,
the argument makes individuals and communities responsible for
their own social security and welfare, without providing the
necessary support and resources.
The empowerment of women is located within the discourse
and agenda of gender equality and is increasingly being taken in the
agendas of international development organizations, perhaps more
as a means to achieve gender equality than as an end in itself.
At the Social Summit in Copenhagen in 1993 and the
International Conference on Population and Development in Cairo
1994 Governments committed themselves to the empowerment of
women. This commitment was operationalized and formulated into a
clear action plan at the Fourth World Conference on Women in Beijing
1995 where Governments committed themselves to the
“empowerment and advancement of women, including the right to
freedom of thought, conscience, religion and belief, thus contributing
to the moral, ethical, spiritual and intellectual needs of women and
men, individually or in community with others and thereby
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guaranteeing them the possibility of realizing their full potential in
society and shaping their lives in accordance with their own
aspirations.”
Different Levels of Empowerment
In line with most theorists on empowerment the one has to
view empowerment as taking place at different levels and that change
at all levels is necessary if the empowerment of women is really to
occur.
We have to relate empowerment at three levels:
empowerment at the individual, group, and societal/communitylevel and the interaction between these.
The individual level deals with individual women's abilities
to take control over their lives, their perceptions about their own
value and abilities, their abilities to identify a goal and work towards
this goal.
The group level deals with the collective action and sense of
agency that woman experience together, in a group.
The societal level deals with the permissiveness of the
political and social climate, the societal norms and the public
discourse on what is possible and impossible for women to do, how
women should behave etc.
The different levels are seen as interconnected and mutually
reinforcing, e.g. when empowerment at individual level occurs, this
will have effect at the group and societal level. Women who are
empowered at an individual level will most likely go on and affect the
other levels. Empowerment at a group level e.g. women organizing
around a particular need is likely to have effect on the individual
empowerment of the women in the form of increased self-esteem and
sense of agency.
Empowerment of Indian Women: A Challenge of 21st Century
Women's empowerment is a new phrase in the vocabulary of
gender literature. The phrase is used in two broad senses i.e. general
and specific. In a general sense, it refers to empowering women to be
self-dependent by providing them access to all the freedoms and
opportunities, which they were denied in the past only because of
their being 'women'. In a specific sense, women empowerment refers
to enhancing their position in the power structure of the society.
The word women empowerment essentially means that the
women have the power or capacity to regulate their day- to- day lives
in the social, political and economic terms -a power which enables
them to move from the periphery to the centre stage.
The principle of gender equality is enshrined in the Indian
Constitution in its preamble, fundamental rights, fundamental duties
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and directive principles. The Constitution not only grants equality to
women but also empowers the state to adopt measures, a position;
indiscrimination in favour of women. Within the framework of
democratic polity, our laws, developmental policies, plans and
programmes are aimed at women's advancement in different
spheres. India has also ratified various international conventions to
secure rights of women. The women's movement and a widespread
network of Non-Government Organizations (NGOs) having strong
grass-root presence and deep insight into women'ss concerns have
contributed in inspiring initiatives for the empowerment of women.
Women today are trying to understand their position in the society.
Women have become increasingly aware of sexual inequalities in
every sphere of life and are seeking ways to fight them.
The Indian women have cast of their age old shackles of
serfdom and male domination. She has come to her own and started
scaling the ladders of social advance with proud and dignity. Women
of India are now uplifted and emancipated and granted equal status
with men in all walks of life-political, social, domestic and
educational. They have a franchise, they are free to join any service or
follow any profession. Free India has, besides her woman prime
minister, women ambassadors, women cabinet ministers, women
legislators, women governors, women scientists, engineers-doctorsspace researchers-giant IT specialists, women Generals, women
public officers, judiciary officers and in many more responsible
positions. No distinction is now made in matters of education
between boys and girls. Their voice is now as forceful and important
as that of men. They are becoming equal partners in making or
dismissing of a government.
Hindu law has been changed and modified. Far-reaching changes
have been introduced in the Hindu Marriage Act. Women have been
given right to divorce in certain cases. Besides this, the Hindu
Succession Act has given to the daughter; the right to the property of
her parents. Our Constitution has given equal rights to women. No
distinction has been made on the basis of caste, religion or sex. Their
rights have thus been safeguarded. Thirdly, three percent reservation
for women is apt to be enacted in the future.
Women Empowerment- still an illusion of reality
Not-withstanding the remarkable changes in the position of
women in free India, there is still a great divergence between the
constitutional position and stark reality of deprivation and
degradation. Whatever whiff of emancipation has blown in Indian
society, has been inhaled and enjoyed by the urban women, their
population belonging to the rural areas are still totally untouched by
the wind of changes. They still have been living in miserable
conditions, steeped in poverty, ignorance, superstition and slavery.
There still exists a wide gulf between the goals enunciated in the
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Constitution, legislations, policies, plans, programmes and related
mechanisms on the one hand and the situational reality on the status
of women in India, on the other. The human rights scenario in the
country continues to be dismal and depressing. Women are being
brutalized, commoditized, materialized and subjected to inhuman
exploitation and discrimination.
Although, gender discrimination has been banned by the
Constitution and women have been guaranteed political equality with
men, yet there is a difference between the constitutional rights and
the rights enjoyed in reality by women. Even after half a century of
independence, barring a few exceptions, women have mostly
remained outside the domain of power and political authority.
Although they constitute about half of the citizen and over the years
their participation by way of voting has increased, yet their
participation and representation in law making and law
implementing bodies are not very satisfactory. No doubt the 73rd and
74th constitutional amendment acts have provided access to women
in the decision making process at the grass-root level but their
representation in the Parliament and state legislatures is woefully
poor. Insecurity does not allow the women leaders to identify
leadership at the grass-root level. In politics when a man proposes,
they themselves depose. In reality women representatives are
ornamental in nature and political consciousness is found lacking
among them. They are affected by the caste and class divisions, feudal
attitudes, patriarchal nature of the family and village-social,
environmental, ethnic, religious separatism and the like. They are
members on record only. Allegedly, they are not consulted while
taking decision. Thus, women representatives are not free from male
dominance in the village administration and no significant change in
the power equal is observed in the villages.
In these days of scam-ridden politics, the increasing role of
money and mafia in elections keeps most of the women away from
politics. Increasing violence and vulgarity against them intimates
women and consequently they prefer to stay out of politics.
What are the reasons for this sorry state of affairs? Issues may be
various and varied, however a few basic issues deserve specific
mention:
· Lack of awareness
· Lack of social and economic empowerment
· Lack of political will
· Feebleness of accountability mechanisms
· Lack of enforcement by the police force
· Lack of gender culture
The question arises, how greater participation of women in
politics can be achieved? Generally, the answer is suggested in the
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form of 'reservation'. However, mere reservation will not solve the
problem unless and until women are given commensurate powers to
function effectively and they themselves become more conscious and
aware of their rights and duties.
More steps to be taken
There cannot be any dramatic movement in the system just
by including women members in Gram Panchayat. At the same time, it
is also essential to shed certain stereotyped prevailing notions about
role and importance of women in socio-economic development.
Women should be encouraged to play a more active part. The male
representatives have to establish a rapport with female
representatives and give due respect and attention to their views. In
the process of development and decision-making women have to
operate along with men.
Of course, there is some awareness among women due to
reservation for them in the Panchayati Raj Institutions (PRIs). But
there is need for appropriate training and education relating to
different aspects in functioning of Panchayats to make women
members conscious enough about their effective role and
representation in the Panchayat Samiti. This kind of training can be
organized at the district or block level immediately following the
election. We have to understand that women representatives can play
a vital role in the formulation and implementation of various women
and child development programmes. This would increase the efficacy
of such programmes. For instance, the women representatives and
Gram Panchayat should have sufficient control over the primary
education, primary health care and running of the public distribution
system.
The state must pass and enforce legislation so that the status
of women in society is brought to a respectable level through the long
arms of the law. In 1985, a separate department of Women and Child
Development was set up. In the Sixth Five Year plan, a separate
chapter on 'Women and Development' was included. The government
had started and implemented major programmes like Support to
Training-cum-Employment for Women (STEP), Mahilakosh,
Women's Development Corporation, etc. However, legislations and
efforts of the state have not made deeper in-roads into the rural and
urban areas. For example, sex determination of fetus still continues in
all the rural regions of the country despite the enforcement of
legislation on Pre-natal Diagnostic Technique (Regulation and
Prevention of Misuse) Act, which was passed in 1994. The women of
India must oppose this sex determination of foetus, eve-teasing, bride
burning, child marriage, exploitation in the offices, lower wages for
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labour etc. women from all walks of life must unite and must give
priority to their education, growth and the prosperity of their
families. Police should accept more female officers and constables so
that they are able to deal with the female victims of our society.
Female infanticide, female torture, Sati and dowry must be banned in
the country.
Women must become literate, as education is beneficial for
them as well as their families. The family web is woven around the
women. She has to be up to the mark and educated so that she could
fend for herself and her family during the hour of crisis. The status of
women would improve only if they educate themselves and grab
every opportunity to become stronger and more powerful than
before.
The discussion brings a major conclusion to light-the status
of women could be improved by women themselves and nobody else.
It is the modern era of satellites, achievements and technology-based
gadget. Why should women be left behind?
There should be a better and fuller understanding of the
problems peculiar to woman, to make a solution of those problems
possible. As these problems centre round the basic problem of
inequality, steps should be taken to promote equality of treatment
and full integration of woman in the total development effort of the
country.
The main stress should be on equal work and elimination of
discrimination in employment. One of the basic policy objectives
should be universal education of woman, the lack of which tends to
perpetuate the unequal status quo. The popular UNESCO slogan
should come in handy: ''educate a man and you educate an individual;
educate a woman and you educate a family.''
Women will have to empower themselves 'from below' in
order to compel the government to empower them 'from above'.
Further, there is a need for a change of values and behaviour in the
society, a need for positive socio-cultural and economic
empowerment and above all the will power and strong determination
of women to join politics. Education can play a vital role in bringing
about the desirable behavioural changes among the women and make
them well equipped in terms of knowledge, competence and capacity
to deal with different political problems.
It may be concluded that women have shifted traditional
assumptions about their roles and capabilities. There has been a
marked change, and it has been for the better. Many of its benefits
however have yet to touch the majority and all of us continue to
experience various forms of gender discrimination. If laws designed
to address the concerns of women are to have a dramatic and positive
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impact on women's lives, they must be sensitive to the social,
economic and political disempowerment of women throughout the
world. The most important measure of their success should be the
extent to which they enable woman to interpret, apply and enforce
laws of their own making, incorporating their own voices, values and
concerns.
Conclusion
The Empowerment
of women has become one of the most
st
important Concerns of 21 century not only at national level but also
at the international level. Efforts by the Govt. are on to ensure Gender
equality but Government initiatives alone would not be sufficient to
achieve this goal. Society must take initiative to create a climate in
which there is no gender discrimination and Women have full
opportunities of Self decision making and participating in the Social,
Political and Economic life of the Country with a sense of equality.
Then only the Vedic verse I+ GFZL 5}HIgT[ ZDgT[ T+ N[JTF (Wherever Women
is respected, God resides there) would come true.
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A Study of Relationship between Print
Media and Women Empowerment
RAKESH KAKKAD
“Our first attempt should be directed towards the awakening
in the minds of as many women as possible, a consciousness
of their present condition.”
Mahatma Gandhi
The primeval portrayal of a God 'ArdhaNarishwar' is half
female (prakriti) and half male (purusha), thus clearly defining that
both man and woman are equal in all aspects of life. How far is this
true?
Repression of women is a well observed fact, not only
restricted to the underdeveloped nations but is equally prevalent in
developed countries too. Women in India have stereotypical image
living with two contraries, almost concurrently – shakti (power) the
primordial cosmic power, the source of power itself and – the
powerless, unfortunate with no identity of her own.
“Tottilaioatumkaitollulakaiaalumkai”, we say the hand that
rocks the cradle governs the world. But, the harsh reality is that
women have been exploited in our society, over centuries. The level of
development of women is different in different parts of the country.
This probably is one more example
of the reality that Indiath is like a
st
snake whose head is in the 21 century and the tail in the 17 century.
From the years of sati, devdasi system and child marriages to the
recent years, women have undergone a substantial transition, like an
avalanche which laid frozen and static for centuries but is now full of
positive energy and moving rapidly.
Woman in India has always been considered as an instrument
of procreation or to be exploited physically and thus never considered
anywhere equal to the males. Till date this fact exits to such an extent
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that a boy child is any day preferred over his counterpart.
Discrimination and exploitation of women along with poverty,
ignorance and denial of basics of life aggravate the inequalities that
women are forced to face. Gender equality is a prime human right
allowing women to live independently with dignity.
A vital feature for the success of gender equality is the
empowerment of women. In order to achieve this, the focus should be
on providing more freedom to women, to organise their lives and also
to identify and reduce power imbalances. Women's empowerment is
believed to be a dynamic process of individual as well as collective
struggle against the forces which suppress and subordinate women. It
accentuates a procedure of reorganisation of all existing resources in
the society, be it social, economic, political, intellectual or cultural. It
indicates a change from a state of powerlessness to one that
recognises and strengthens women to take greater control over their
lives. Women empowerment is to be achieved by insuring that women
are productive labour, they have equal right to work and property and
right to life.
The Indian Constitution in its Preamble, Fundamental Rights,
Fundamental Duties and Directive Principles enshrine the principle
of gender equality. It not only grants equality to women, but also
authorises the state to approve procedures of positive discrimination
in favour of women. But this is not enough, the stress is to be laid on
women representing their views and unsolved issues and their
portrayal in an encouraging manner which will finally lead to women
empowerment.
Though globalization has clearly led to an exemplar change in
women's role in the society, but even with the introduction of various
development measures, the situation is still not in their favor. Female
sex ratio is merely 933 per 1,000 males, and female literacy is 53.7 per
cent, it is 21.6 per cent lower than the male literacy rate (according to
2001 census) which indicates the shrewdness of our development
programs. This is only half the story, it is glaring to note that
discriminating old customs, skewed attitudes and patriarchal system
continues like a rabies and even the government rulings have helped
very little to cure it.
Year 2001 branded as Women Empowerment Year was
certainly a successful year, dedicated to improve the status of women
in the society. The objective was to create an extensive awareness
with active involvement of women themselves. The primary focus
was to bring women into the national mainstream and to guarantee
their rightful place in the economic development of India.
A series of World Conferences related to women have
strengthened social, economical, and political magnitude of gender
equality through empowerment of women, internationally as well as
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nationally. The two calculated objectives of Beijing Platform of Action
concerning women and media that aims to promote women
empowerment is to increase women involvement in decision-making
through media and other technologies of mass communication; and
promotion of non-stereotyped portrayal of women in media.
Communication invigorates all forms of human efforts to
enlighten and encourage, inspire and organise, build poise, restore
confidence, change behaviour, and so on. Communication is one of the
most essential two way process of life. A baby cries when it is hungry,
thus communicating its need. The mother hears the cry and she
assures that baby is fed properly, thereby fulfilling baby's need.
Information is a major contributor in the progress of change
and development. It is only through communication that one acquires
information associated to our immediate surroundings. To get
information on national/international news, politics, health, science,
or trade, one of the media (print/electronic) comes into play directly
or indirectly. Thus, media is the foremost source of information
dissemination which considerably influences masses' opinion. Views
or behaviours are based on what an individual perceives from
information collected through media.
For the empowerment of women, exposure to mass media
channels of communication contributes as a major factor. Women get
considerable information on issues related to their empowerment if
they are more open to the elements of mass media channels like
newspaper, magazines, radio or television. Communication processes
and media together can bring socio-economic development in a
developing country like ours.
The exposure to mass media can help in gaining knowledge
and change attitudes which will indirectly help women gain freedom
at all fronts. Mass media aims at improving the quality of life of those
who are under developed and marginalised, thus contributing to
empowerment. With the present advancements in global
communications, the media has a larger role to play in the
empowerment of women.
The Indian media, in its initial 30 years after independence,
ignored women or merely focused on middle-class domestic
problems. But in late seventies when women organisation's kicked off
movements, media invariably played an important role in spreading
information and ideas about the status of women in society and the
need to improve it.
'The crucial role of media for transmitting the development
information was well perceived in Seventh Five Year Plan (1985-99)
when a separate Chapter on “Communication, Information and
Broadcasting” was included in the planned document. In this Chapter,
the mass media has been highlighted as, 'A vehicle of education and
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extension to narrow the information gap between different target
groups like youth, women, children and weaker sections.'’
The Eleventh Five Year Plan tends to ensure that every Indian
woman develops her full potential and share the advantage of
economic progress and prosperity. Women empowerment is
fundamental to sustainable growth and recognition of the human
rights. It is a proven fact that women are major contributors to the
growing economies of the world and for the same to be replicated,
woman's development and empowerment has to be ensured by all
means.
As our country is already experiencing a communication
revolution, the mass media's role of disseminating social and
economic messages to large section of society will further commence
the process of development in itself. Indian women being portrayed
as a fairer sex can change the public image by gaining access as well as
control to country's means of mass communication.
This proves beyond doubt that for developments in any society,
media plays a crucial role and serves as a powerful instrument of
social transformation.
The rapid expansion of print and electronic
th
media in 20 century is accountable for letting the sheltered and
isolated women curbed by old societal norms to know their rights and
revolt against inequality.
The present decade is a decisive time for Indian society, as the
nation faces gender imbalance upon which the civilisation depends is
unraveling with daring consequences. To build a sustainable future,
the minds of the society need to be cultured, all issues concerning
women have to be understood and responded. To live in a new global
reality of empowered women in all respects, a giant leap needs to be
taken by the media. The Indian media needs to react strongly to sociocultural forms of gender prejudice. Media has the power and wherewith-alls to provide magic multipliers for development causes.
Indian patriarchal society has diversified traditions, cultures,
beliefs and mindsets. The media being a powerful tool of
communication can help in molding the thoughts and beliefs of a
society. The role of mass media as a social constructor and as an agent
of change is too obvious to be ignored. The media acts as a catalyst for
the development of entire society and a nation as a whole by
exterminating ill practices prevailing in the social system. It is for the
media to contemplate on the long-term inferences of their efforts on
society at large. The contents of the media, if powerful and appealing
are nurtured by the masses. Today, the importance and urgency of
nation building and the ideals on which it rests, requires adequate
projection and reinforcement by the media more than ever before.
The woman folk desperately need their rightful share in the
development plans of the nation along with recognition of their
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productive role in strengthening the family and society. The
development efforts should be aimed at elevating the status of
women in order to bring them into the national mainstream. The
focus needs to be on wider perspectives of development and not only
by raising their economic status but at the same time empowering
them in all spheres of life.
The responsibility of media in projecting women's role in
society is extremely crucial and decisive. Determining selective issues
relating to women on their status, political participation, economic
contribution, and social importance and further projecting these in
mass media would create awareness and lead to women
empowerment.
Print media has a larger role to play in originating opinions on
vital issues in a democratic system. It is further strengthened by the
fact that during freedom struggle it played a critical role in mass
awareness. Media's role in handling and highlighting women issues is
seen to be believed. Due to its wide outreach and affordability, print
media can be one of the most effective medium of generating
awareness among women. Women need to know their rights and
should give away with the discrimination which is deep rooted in the
age-old traditions and prejudices. Media plays a crucial role in
articulating voices of the oppressed women by highlighting issues
affecting them. The need of the hour is to understand the key
variables and follow a constructive approach and remove the area of
hindrances. To this end, media should play an everlasting role in
empowering the women.
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Feminine Issues in Bharati Mukherjee's
Jasmine
RUSHI SUMANKUMAR PANDYA
The aim of my research paper is to critically analyse the
character of protagonist of Jasmine so as to investigate and
comprehend the predicament of women in Indian as well as global
society with special reference to feminine issues like racial and
gender discrimination as well as alienation and assimilation with
reference to Indian diaspora. Most of the female characters of the
novels of Bharti Mukherjee seem to be caught in a flux of tradition and
modernity. Neither can they completely detach themselves from their
past, nor do they have any certitude in the future. Their never ending
struggle to survive and adjust in accordance with the shifting cultural
and social values is in the centre. Whether it is India or any other
foreign country, the female characters are victimized and sometimes
even enslaved due to gender discrimination. Moreover, racial
discrimination seems to be an inevitable compensation that
immigrants will have to forfeit. Bharati Mukherjee unveils these
issues very faithfully in her novels. Furthermore she has a profound
understanding of the issues related to the settlers. Therefore their
struggle to reconcile in an alien society has been illustrated very
effectively. It is noteworthy that they are alienated from both foreign
as well as their own culture and society.
Bharati Mukherjee, born in July 27, 1940 in Calcutta, is an
Indian American novelist and short-story writer whose works reflect
Indian culture and immigrant experience. She was born into a
wealthy Calcutta family. She attended a Bengali school from 1944 to
1948. She later travelled with her parents to Europe after
Independence. After three years abroad, the family returned to India.
Mukherjee attained the degree of B.A. from the University of Calcutta
in 1959 as a student of Loreto College, and subsequently earned her
M.A. from the University of Baroda in 1961. She then entered the
University of Iowa, earning an M.F.A. from the Iowa Writers'
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Workshop in 1963 and a Ph.D. from the Department of Comparative
Literature in 1969. From 1966 to 1980 she lived in Montreal and
Toronto, which she found provincial and racist. She then moved to the
United States in 1980 and began teaching at the university level. She
became a U.S. citizen in 1989 and that year accepted a position of
teaching postcolonial and world literature at the University of
California at Berkeley. In addition to writing numerous works of
fiction and non-fiction, Mukherjee taught at McGill University,
Skidmore College, Queens College, and City University of New York
before joining Berkeley.
Bharati Mukherjee's contribution as a novelist and short story
writer is unique in the sense that she is able to represent the
immigrant conditions as they are. Being an immigrant, she has the
first-hand experience of immigrant psyche and issues pertaining to
migration. In fact, other writer's like Jhumpa Lahiri have also
contributed a lot in defining the immigrant issues, even so the variety
and multidimensionality evident in the works of Bharati Mukherjee is
rare. Moreover conditions of immigrants, especially immigrant
women, are not static and the process of assimilation and changing
environment adds new dimensions to it. In case of the Bharati
Mukherjee's writing such dynamism and lifelike characters and
situations could be found. She depicts not only cultural clashes but
also undercurrents of violence in her works.
Her first novel, The Tiger's Daughter (1972), narrates a story of
a protected Indian woman jolted by the cultural shock of America,
then again shaken by her return to violent Calcutta. Wife (1975)
details the descent into madness of an Indian woman trapped in New
York City by the fears and passivity resulting from her upbringing.
Even in her short stories, like in collection of short stories entitled
Darkness (1985), many stories consist of not only indictments of
Canadian racism and traditional Indian views of women but also
sharp studies of the edgy inner lives of her characters. The Middleman
and Other Stories (1988) centres on the story of immigrants in the
United States. Jasmine (1989) is the most celebrated novel of the
author having a powerful protagonist willing to assimilate in the U.S.
at any cost. The Holder of the World (1993), Leave It to Me (1997),
Desirable Daughters (2002) and The Tree Bride (2004) are her
later novels dealing with various feminine issues.
She along with her husband, Clark Blaise, has also written Days
and Nights in Calcutta (1977), an account of their 14-month stay in
India, and The Sorrow and the Terror: The Haunting Legacy of the Air
India Tragedy (1987). Mukherjee also wrote several works of social
analysis, including Political Culture and Leadership in India (1991), an
assessment of leadership trends in West Bengal. In most of her works
she majorly deals with the nostalgia of immigrants and other
feminine issues. Her novels depict women in search for identity and
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quest for the definition of self. They don't seem to have any certainty
regarding their role and place in the hierarchy of the society. Thus, the
author has dealt with various feminine issues profoundly.
The role and status of women in Indian society have never been
incessant and if we consider it from the diasporic perspective, as in
case of the novels of Bharati Mukherjee, they shift so dramatically and
swiftly that either an aspirant individual like Dimple may turn into a
self-destructive maniac or a powerfully willed person like Jasmine
could adapt and evolve into a whole new being of freewill. To claim
that any one society or culture is free from the patriarchal dominance
will be an utter mistake as the question of gender discrimination has
been raised throughout the world by the voices like Simone de
Beauvoir who admits,
“Thus humanity is male and man defines woman not in herself
but as relative to him; she is not regarded as an autonomous being.
Michelet writes: 'Woman, the relative being ...' And Benda is most
positive in his Rapport d'Uriel: 'The body of man makes sense in itself
quite apart from that of woman, whereas the latter seems wanting in
significance by itself ... Man can think of himself without woman. She
cannot think of herself without man.' And she is simply what man
decrees; thus she is called 'the sex', by which is meant that she
appears essentially to the male as a sexual being. For him she is sex –
absolute sex, no less. She is defined and differentiated with reference
to man and not he with reference to her; she is the incidental, the
inessential as opposed to the essential.” (The Second Sex 8)
Apart from dealing with patriarchal society, female
immigrants also have to undergo through the racial discrimination.
Their conditions are worse in the sense that not only because they
belong to the second sex but also because they are immigrants. The
outlook towards them is well revealed by Bharati Mukherjee as
described here,
“Many who meet Jasmine, the character in the novel of the
same name, underestimate her because there is an unwritten
assumption – expressed by Half-Face before he rapes her – that all
immigrants are dirt-poor, uneducated, and innocent of modern
technology” (228).
The case of Jasmine is very different as she begins her journey
from a small feudal village Hasnapur where patriarchal norms assert
that “we are brought up to be caring and have no minds of our own.
Village girls are cattle; whichever way you lead them, that is the way
they will go” (Jasmine 46). Their role is always secondary and they are
looked upon and, in fact trained in a way to serve their masters. Even
so she is not the one who succumbs to the patriarchal authority very
easily. Even at the age of seven she is confident enough to discard the
prophesies of the village astrologer in hash terms. She says, “You're a
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crazy old man. You don't know what my future holds!”(Jasmine 3). She
refuses to marry the widower selected by her grandmother and
marries Prakash Vijh in a court of law. Prakash is a modern man who
delivers Jasmine the freedom she longed for. Her new transition as a
wife is symbolized by the act of her husband's giving her a new name,
Jasmine. Prakash encourages Jyoti to study English, and symbolically
gives Jyoti a new name Jasmine, and a new life. “He wanted to break
down the Jyoti I'd been in Hasnapur and make me a new kind of city
woman. To break off the past, he gave me a new name: Jasmine...Jyoti,
Jasmine: I shuttled between identities.” (Jasmine 77) He considers
Jasmine as both an object of physical satisfaction and his caretaker,
however at the same time hd does provide her with her own space
and freedom not looking down on her as a mere object of sexual
pleasure and personal servant. He is, like a modern husband,
sometimes even “afraid of embarrassing with any desire or demand”
(Jasmine 79). Even though his act of marrying a girl of fourteen puts an
end to the discussion proving that more or less he is also a
representative of patriarchal society. Nevertheless she is content
playing a role of wife for some time until her dreams are shattered by
the murder of her husband.
After the death of Prakash she does not give up and accept the
cursed life of a widow in her patriarchal society. Now she is in search
of a new identity to live on instead of ending it like a “Sati”. Jasmine
sways between the past and the present attempting to come to terms
with the two worlds, though it is not an easy choice but she prefers to
live a life of immigrant in an alien country. From an oppressive and a
rural family in India, she enters into America in search of a more
fruitful life and to realize the dreams of her husband. Jasmine sets off
on an agonizing trip as an illegal immigrant to Florida, and thus begins
her symbolic trip of transformations, displacement, and a search for
identity. The outlook of men as an object is not limited to any country
or region, in fact, women are victimized everywhere no matter where
they are. We see that Jasmine is raped by the Half-Face, captain of the
ship in which she travelled. Nevertheless she quickly regains her
confidence. She reflects, “I could not let my personal dishonour
disrupt my mission” (Jasmine 118). She is not the one who can allow
anyone to treat her as an object and she knows that her search for
identity will end even before its beginning if she does not assert
herself with authority and thus she takes her revenge instantly. Here
we see that violence is taken for granted for self-assertion which is
depicted as quite natural and most feasible option.
Jasmine finds a new life by the support of Prof. Vadhera and his
family. However she soon realizes that spending time there will not do
any good to her. She is all the time reminded of her widowhood and
she felt aggravated there as she states, “In this apartment of artificially
maintained Indianness, I wanted to distance myself from everything
Indian, everything Jyoti-like. To them, I was a widow who should show
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a proper modesty of appearance and attitude” (Jasmine 145). Though
she is protected there but she seems to be caught in more or less the
same kind of patriarchal bondage and Indianness which haunts her of
robbing her freedom.
The metamorphosis of the protagonist takes another leap
when she meets Prof. Taylor who offers her independence in the form
of 'day-mummy' to Duff. The symbolic representation of her
transformation in the form of changing names again takes place when
Taylor rechristens her as Jase. She falls in love with Taylor and is
totally Americanised. However if look deeper this change is more
outer and representative of her willing effort to assimilate. From
inside she is still in conflict with her multiple selves as revealed from
her reaction towards the idea of adoption, “I could not imagine a nongenetic child. A child that was not my own, or my husband's, struck me
as a monstrous idea. Adoption was as foreign to me as the idea of
widow remarriage” (Jasmine 170). She has not been able to accept the
alien culture from inside. All her efforts are directed towards her
survival and for that she could go to any extent. In fact, at this juncture
she seems to be wearing a masquerade as denoted here, “I wanted to
become a person they thought they saw: humorous, intelligent
refined, affectionate. Not illegal, not murderer, not widowed, raped,
destitute, fearful” (Jasmine 171).
Another shift comes in her life when she spots the murderer of
her husband and eventually flees to Iowa. Here she is acquainted with
Bud Ripplemayer who recruits her as a teller girl in a bank. She begins
a new life with a new name Jane and a new a live-in-relationship with
Bud. Her changing attitude with reference to sexuality is a big leap
towards her being Americanised, it is something Jyoti would have
never thought of doing. Adaptability is the key to success in case of
Jasmine. In her case her gender relations change dramatically with
changing and developing identity. Her diasporic movement exposes
her to a new culture with new possibilities and she adapts to it.
However it also turns out to be another temporary setback in her
journey of identity crisis as Bud is shot down and she has to act as a
caretaker of Bud and their adopted son. She even carries Bud's child in
her womb.
As a final gallop towards her formation of identity she even
throws away the sense of guilt and moves back to California with
Taylor, deserting Bud. She emerges as the boldest character of Bharati
Mukherjee when she admits,
“It isn't guilt that I feel it's relief. I realize I have already stopped
thinking of myself as Jane. Adventure, risk, transformation: the
frontier is pushing indoors through uncaulked windows. Watch me
re-position the stars, I whisper to the astrologer who floats crosslegged above my kitchen stove (Jasmine 240).”
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She rejects every norm of the patriarchal society and manages
to shape her life fruitfully after a long struggle with her displaced
identity. She is really “greedy with wants and reckless from hope”
(Jasmine 241). The author instils unfathomable possibilities in her.
She is the most suitable example one can give for the theory of
evolution and adaptability. In fact she is made for it as she admits
while noticing Du's progress, “My transformation has been genetic;
Du's was hyphenated” (Jasmine 222).
The author identifies herself with Jasmine very proudly by
admitting that “Jasmine goes through several transformations, and I
like to think that she is still open to many more self-inventions. She
lives on, very fully, inside my head” (Personal interview). She
overcomes the dilemmas between past and present, tradition and
modernity, patriarchy and self-assertion, sacrifice and selfhood and
so on. She is no more a woman in exile; in fact, the whole world is her
playground. Thus, it is quite clear that the feminine issues, such as
gender and racial discrimination as well as identity displacement and
assimilation in the midst of shifting values with reference to Indian
diaspora is well revealed and discovered here.
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Empowered Women in Corporate Field
in India
VIPUL DASANI
Earlier Indian women were meant to be family-keepers and
home-makers only. There are examples of women who came out of
crowd of millions of dependently secured women and led the
surrounding masses. The history substantiates the fact that the
dynamic ladies like Razia Sultana, Rani Laxmibai, Kasturba and
Mother Teresa have played different vital roles in extreme conditions.
Today the Indian women have penetrated a field which was
earlier meant solely for men. They have come forward and are holding
the reign of large business-houses. The role of the women which we
often see in vegetable markets as a seller of trifle things has been
transformed into controlling the MNCs.
The glimpses of emergence of women from house-keepers
to
th
the business-keepers can be seen everywhere. On 13 of August this
year; an event, at the Central Hall of the ITC Hotel in Mumbai,
showcased the high-profile Indian business women icons. The words
of Naina Lal Kidwai (Country head-HSBC) were infectiously energetic
for the audience there: “One should be impatient with steps one takes
but be patient about the outcome.”
Are Indian women really impatient to take steps especially in the
field of commerce?
The substantial presence of the women in the Indian corporate
boards is evident in many cases. Interestingly, this presence is seen in
banks in higher proportions. There are numerous examples for the
same as follows.
Chanda Kochar, MD & CEO, ICICI Bank
She is known for shaping the retail banking sector in India. She
is the head of India's largest private sector bank. She was conferred
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the 'Padma Bhushan' – India's highest civilian honors, in 2011.
According to Fortune magazine she is one of the most powerful 50
business women worldwide. (www.icici.com)
Vinita Bali, MD, Britania Industries:
She has worked in corporate giants and MNCs like Cadbury,
Coca-Cola and Voltas. She has played a key role in Coca-Cola Company
in African and Latin-America regions as a vice president.
Vijyalaxmi Iyer, Chairperson & MD, Bank of India
She has served Central Bank of India, Union Bank of India and
then joined the Bank of India.
Shikha Sharma, CEO, Axis Bank
rd
She is the CEO of the bank which is thranked 3 in private sector.
According to the Business Standard, 14 October issue, the share
price of the company has increased by 90% during her tenure. She is
one of the heftily paid directors in India – her basic salary is 1.96
crore!
Renu Sud Karnad, MD, HDFC
She started her journey in 1978 with HDFC at the age of 26 and
after 35 years now, she is the head of India's largest private bank.
Kiran Mazumdar-Shaw, Chairperson, Biocon
She started Biocon in 1978 and made the company a fully
integrated bio-pharmaceutical company having good balanced
business.
Archna Bhargav, Chairperson & MD, United Bank of India
She started her career in Punjab Nation Bank in 1977 as a
Management Trainee and then joined Canara Bank.
Renuka Ramnath, Founder & MD-Multiples Alternative Asset
Management:
Stepping out of the leading private sector financial institution
like ICICI, Renuka founded her own investment company. According
to what she believes, she runs this equity firm to channelize long term
capital to create valuable enterprises.
Vanitha Narayanan, MD, IBM-India:
Under her leadership, the company secured a land mark deal of
$750 million from Bharti Airtel for 10 years and some significant
contracts from the companies like Birla-Sun Life, Asian Paints, Godrej
Consumer Products etc. IBM-India is said to be the largest
multinational employer in the country having the workforce of
around 150,000 employees.
Pallavi Shroff, Senior Partner, Amarchand & Mangaladas &
Suresh Shroff and Co. (India's biggest Law Firm):
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She has successfully represented corporate giants like the
Tatas, Apollo Tyres, Coca-cola, GE, Nestle and many more. Even the
biggest business-associations of India like CII and FICCI took her
advice on the matters of auction policies of the government for natural
resources like mining, spectrums and water, when directed by the
Supreme Court.
Shubhlaxmi Panase, MD, Allahabad bank:
She is the first woman to lead 148 years-old institute, pursuing
her doctorate at Pune University.
Priya Nair, VP (ditergents), Hidustan Unilever:
She has worked in the consumer research, sales and marketing
departments as the brand manager of brands like Dove, Axe, Rexona,
Close-Up and Pepsodent and now she is working as the head of the
company's largest sale-contributing vertical- detergents.
Anjali Bansal, MD, Spencer Stuart India:
She set up this executive search company here in India. Under
her leadership, the company is now engaged in services like boardadvisory and succession planning too.
Swarupa Sanyal, Head-Strategy and Corporate Initiatives,
Genpact:
Genpact is a giant BPO company and has knocked the net profit
of around $178 million in calendar 2012. Swarupa uses her business
skills to form the strategies for the development of the business in
Genpact.
Sumitra Gomatam, Senior VP, Cognizant:
Cognizant is India's second largest IT services company. She
took Cognizant's software testing practice to a new height from 800
people in 2004 to 23,000 people. She leads company's 50% business
in business units such as insurance, life-sciences, media and
entertainment having the turnover of around $7 billion.
Nishi Vasudeva, Director (marketing), HPCL:
She is the only full-time director in some 20 public-sector oil
and gas companies in India. She is responsible for the sale of
company's
30 million tons of petroleum products. She is nominated
st
on 21 August by the central government for the post of CMD
(Chairman and Managing Director) of HPCL Ltd.
Asha Gupta, MD, Tupperware India:
Under her leadership, the company sailed high and recorded a
growth of 38% surpassing the 6% global growth of the company. She
has fuelled the entrepreneurship among the women and has around
114 women distributors for the company.
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Shanti Ekambaram, President-Corporate and Investment
Banking, Kotak Mahindra Bank:
She led major 19 M&A transactions and her efforts have made
it possible to earn pre-tax profit of Rs. 1211 crore in 2012-13 from Rs.
1972 crore for the company. She led 16 stock market transactions for
selling shares in 2012/13 including IPOs & FPOs from companies like
NTPC, SAIL, Bharti Infratel etc.
Moreover there are other contributors like Archana Hingorani,
CEO and Executive Director, IL&FS Investments, Chitra Ramkrishnan,
MD & CEO, National Stock Exchange, Kirthiga Reddy, Facebook's first
employee in India and now Senior Head. Very long though this list is, it
doesn't actually prove that the Indian women have developed and
their social conditions have tremendously improved, but it gives us an
idea about the changing scenario. The declining sex-ratio in India is
really a matter of concern. This can result in a social chaos too, as we
all know. But their participation in economic activities and
independence will at least help in maintaining Status Quo in their
situation and, hopefully, that will improve their social status.

Women Empowerment in Indian
English Fiction - A Bird's Eye View
POONAM P. JOSHI
Introduction
In Indian society atrocities and discrimination against women
is a way of daily life. One of the major aspects of women
empowerment in India is to change the attitude of society towards
women. The problem of Indian society is that the people never
worked on gender equality. Still in India, women are considered to be
only worthwhile of household activities and raising children. The veil
system, child marriage and dowry are evidences of this truth. Women
have never been part of the mainstream society and are still
considered as a responsibility. Majority of Women in India often end
up in the daily struggle of managing an ill equipped family and are not
in a position to drive out themselves from the oppressive and
regressive social and economic conditions.
Women's empowerment cannot take place unless women
decide to self-empower themselves. Self empowerment can begin by
facing day to day issues and tackling them for improving the overall
living conditions of women and all strata of the society. For this
purpose progressive and resourceful women in the society need to
come forward to help their less privileged sisters in as many ways as
possible. This shall help to sow the seeds of real women
empowerment in India. The women of today have triumphed over the
myth of femininity. They are beginning to assert their independence
in concrete ways; but they have not succeeded.
Indian English Literature
Today Indian English literature has attracted worldwide
interest, both in India and abroad. It has been accepted as part of
world literature in English. The credit of this rich harvest goes to the
pioneers-Raja Rao, R.K. Narayan and M.R. Anand who have raised
Indian English Fiction to a new height. Apart from the male novelists,
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women writers too occupy a distinctive place in enriching Indian
English literature. Woman has inspired literature and has been one of
its pivotal themes too. She herself is also a creator of literature and
therefore a woman's presence in literature is all pervading.
Traditionally, due to patriarchal society the works of Indian women
writers have been undervalued.
Women are born storytellers. Indian women novelists have
contributed substantially to Indian fiction in English. Their fiction can
be the expression of a different way of looking at the world with a
female pair of eyes. Indian women writers have started questioning
the age old male authority. They are no longer puppets in the hands of
men. Their writings have shown their worth in the field of literature.
Today, the works of Kamla Markandaya, Nayantara Sahgal, Anita
Desai, Geetha Hariharan, Shashi Deshpande, Kiran Desai, Manju
Kapur, Jhumpa Lahiri and many more have left a deep-rooted
impression on the readers of Indian fiction in English. The work of
these novelists have been widely noticed and acclaimed.
Many Indian women novelists have explored female
subjectivity in order to establish an identity. They chiefly explore
psychic dilemmas and their impact on women characters along with
their efforts to cope with the challenges and achieve a new harmony
of relationship with themselves and their surroundings. They project
the 'New Indian Woman' who is dissatisfied with her traditional role.
Throughout the last decade, women writers have moved away from
conventional enduring self-sacrificing women towards conflicted
female characters searching for identity. The fiction written during
this period provides a glimpse into female psyche and deals with the
full range of female experience.
The major themes explored by these women novelists include
the gender issues, female exploitation and oppression, the concept of
being 'other' in a patriarchal society, the theme of growing up from
childhood to womanhood, liberation through self quest, sexual
autonomy, human relationships, realism, magic realism, fantasy, the
image of 'new-women', Indian culture, urbanization, migration, eastwest confrontation, clash between tradition and modernity and
struggle for independence. Indian women novelists in English have
created a position for themselves which becomes clear from the
distinguished critical awards they have received in recent times. They
were conferred with the prestigious awards like Booker Prize,
Commonwealth Writers' Prize for Best First Book (Eurasian section)
and the esteemed Sahitya Akademy Award which unquestionably
establishes that women novelists are no longer 'others' in Indian
English literary scenario.
Eminent Women Fiction Writers of India
Nayantara Sahagal
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Nayantara Sahgal was the first female Indo-Asian writer to
receive wide recognition. Her fiction deals with India's crises created
by political change. She is the leading practitioner of the political
novels in India. Sahgal's women are educated, intelligent, aware and
sensible women, who live a life of luxury, comfort and security but
they refuse to barter their individuality or freedom for a little security.
Her women characters are aggressive and strong women in their own
unique way. Sahgal's women characters live their lives by their choice
instead of the patriarchal norms.
Anita Desai
Anita Desai is one of the celebrated Indian - English fiction
writers. She holds a unique place among the contemporary women
novelists of India. She has to her credit a large number of creative
works and a growing readership throughout the world.
Anita Desai's women characters rebel against patriarchal
community in order to live in their own terms. They take the position
as outsiders to fight and criticize those cultural ideologies that come
in their way of becoming free individuals. For survival in a men
dominated community they choose withdrawal from the society as a
weapon. Desai's women, thus, want freedom within the community of
men and women. Desai's liberated woman, Bim in the novel Clear
Light Of Day, is an unmarried woman and her married women
characters like Maya in Cry, a Peacock, Monisha in, The City, Nanda in
Fire in the Mountain, and Sita in Where Shall We Go This Summer?
become depressed, violent or self-destructive.
Anita Desai, in her psychological novels, presents the image of
a suffering woman preoccupied with her inner world, her sulking
frustration and the storm within: the existential predicament of a
woman in a male subjugated society. Through such characters, she
makes a plea for a better way of life for women. Her novels have
Indians as central characters. In her novels, she enacts not only the
courageous attempts of women individuals to liberate themselves
from inherited cultural and social bonds but also her own freedom as
an artist.
Bharati Mukherjee
Mukherjee's works focus on migration and alienation faced by
expatriates as well as on Indian women and their struggle. In The
Tiger's Daughter a young girl named Tara comes back to India after
many years of being away only to return to poverty and turmoil. In
Wife, Mukherjee writes about a woman named Dimple who has been
suppressed by men and attempts to be an ideal Bengali wife, but out of
fear and personal instability, murders her husband and commits
suicide. Jasmine develops the idea of mixing of the East and West
encounters by a young Hindu woman who leaves India for the U.S.
after her husband's murder. The unity between the First and Third
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worlds is shown to be in the treatment of women as subordinate in
both countries. In Leave It to Me, a young woman Debby Di Martino
seeks revenge on parents who had abandoned her. The novel also
appears at the conflict between Eastern and Western worlds as well
as at mother-daughter relationships through the political and
emotional topics by the main character in her quest for revenge.
Shashi Deshpande
Shashi Deshpande is a winner of the Sahitya Akadami award,
for her novel 'That long silence'. With a geocentric vision she has
anticipated a new female face with personal experiences. She reflects
on the problems and concerns of the middle class Indian women. Her
feminism is Indian in the sense that it is borne out of the predicament
of Indian women placed between contradictory identities. With
traditional approaches her women characters are trying to tie family
and profession to maintain the virtues of Indian culture.
The underlying theme in Shashi Deshpande's novels is human
relationships especially between father and daughter, husband and
wife, mother and daughter. In all relationships, the women occupy the
central stage and the narration shifts through her feminine
consciousness.
Ruth Prawer Jhabvala
Ruth Prawer Jhabvala's earlier novels including the Booker
Prize-winning Heat and Dust, were set entirely on India. She has
successfully expressed the psychic fragmentation through female
characters. Female subjectivity is one of the most retrogressing
elements in a social set up. The women long for love, dependency and
the material and emotional comfort of fixed class identity. The
arguments related to feminism and female subjectivity are not new,
they have existed since time immemorial.
Arundhati Roy
Arundhati Roy, the author of the novel, God of Small Things
received the prestigious Booker Prize in 1997. Arundhati Roy's
maiden novel, God of Small Things claimed critical praise from readers
and critics throughout the world. The novel received admiration for
various aspects like the shifting of past and present, her narrative
style which is satiric in tone and her anger on caste system which
dominates our society.
Kiran Desai
Kiran Desai's novel The Inheritance of loss won the 2006
Booker prize and the National Book Critics Circle fiction award. Her
first novel 'Hullabaloo' published in 1998, won 'Betty Trask Award', a
prize given by the society of Authors for the new novels by citizens of
the Common Wealth of nations under the age of 35. Kiran Desai has
handled several major issues of modern civilization in her novel. The
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concept of globalization has been many sided. Many aspects of
globalization like economic, political, social, cultural and educational
are discussed in her novel.
Jhumpa Lahiri
Jhumpa Lahiri's debut short story collection, Interpreter of
Maladies (1999), won the 2000 Pulitzer Prize for Fiction, and her first
novel, The Namesake (2003), was adapted into the popular film of the
same name. Lahiri's fiction is autobiographical and frequently draws
upon her own experiences as well as those of her parents, friends,
acquaintances, and others in the Bengali communities with which she
is familiar. In her recent novel Unaccustomed Earth, she examines the
fate of the second generation immigrants and their children. As
succeeding generations become increasingly assimilated into
Western culture and are comfortable in constructing global
perspectives, Lahiri's fiction shifts to the needs of the individual
identity. Her characters embark on paths marked by alienation and
self-obsession.
Namita Gokhale
Namita Gokhale's Paro is the story of Paro and Priya. It is an
account of their experiences in life. Paro due to her courage and
convictions becomes the symbol of liberation and individuality.
However, later Paro is doomed to suffer from emotions and cynicism
due to her uncontrolled freedom ending up as a disillusioned woman.
Priya's identification with Paro adds to her misfortunes. The novel
reflects mysterious level of Indian society gaining its strength from
the interplay of reality and fantasy. Gokhale also depicts women
characters in the Indian social setup and their varied responses to
society.
Anita Nair
Anita Nair is a name amongst the rising contemporary women
novelists. She has proved her potential by her work. Her work
consists of understanding of humane psyche as well as knowledge of
mythology which she uses in her novels. Anita Nair depicts realistic
social settings with her knowledge of South Indian culture to give
authenticity to her background. The readers are spellbound by her
ability to delve deep into human mind.
In Ladies Coupe Akhila, the protagonist listens to the various
stories she tries to find a solution to a question which has been
haunting her for long; “Can a woman stay single and be happy, or does
a woman need a man to feel complete?” After the death of her father
Akhila assumes the role of the “man of the family” for she hails from a
matrilineal tradition of Tamil Brahmins. She decides to remain single
after a brief love affair with Hari, a North Indian man much younger to
her. The stories of the various co-passengers refer to their personal
crises such as loneliness, ill treatment rape, abortion, madness,
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betrayal and how each one coped with them. Akhila reconciles with
life by coming back to Hari. Nair also depicts the plurality of women's
desire.
Githa Hariharan
Githa Hariharan is another significant writer who made her
debut in the nineteen-nineties. The Thousand Faces of Night won the
Commonwealth Writers Prize for Best First Novel in the Eurasian
region. Hariharan's fiction has been translated into a number of
languages including French, Italian, Spanish, German, Dutch, Greek,
Urdu and Vietnamese.
Manju Kapur
The other, noted novelist is Manju Kapur. Her first Novel
Difficult Daughters' received the Common Wealth Award for the
Eurasian region. In her writings, Manju Kapur has emphasized on the
patriarchal issues, inter-religious marriage, family bond, male-female
bond and co-existence of past and present. Her women protagonists
are victim of gender, domestic violence and circumstances.
Conclusion
The works of Indian women writers are significant in
providing the society with a medium for self-expression and rewriting the History of India. Modern woman now has paved way for a
new dimension of the Indian novel in English and has acquired
substance. The image of women in fiction has undergone a change
during the last four decades. Women writers have moved away from
traditional portrayals of suffering and self-sacrificing women.
Female characters are searching for identity. In contrast to earlier
novels, female characters from the 1980s onwards defend themselves
and defy marriage and motherhood.
The twenty first century novels give examples of a whole range
of attitudes towards the burden of tradition. Some novelists offer an
analysis of the family structure and the caste system as the key
elements of patriarchal social organization. They also re-interpret
mythology by using new symbols and challenging the canonic
versions. In short, the works of Indian women writers are significant
in making society aware of women's demands and in providing a
medium for self-expression and rephrasing the History of India.
The image of women in fiction has undergone a change during
the last four decades. Women writers have moved away from
traditional portrayals of continuing self-sacrificing women. Female
characters searching for identity are no longer characterized and
defined simply in terms of their victim status. In recent Indian
women's writing a major preoccupation has been a description of
inner life and interpersonal relationships.
The above study shows that women writers have expressed
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their concern for women and their problems. The variety of subjects
has been touched upon. There is a great contribution of women in
creating consciousness for the modern women all over the globe. It
needs an appreciation as the variety of subjects has been handled by
them keeping in mind an Indian environment. Some of the writers
have not claimed that they belong to feminist's movement yet their
writings suggest that their inner spirit and feelings are for the welfare
of the women only.
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ICT and Women Empowerment
KALPANA P. JOSHI
1. Introduction
It is understood that any project to change the quality of
people's lives in developing countries would be incomplete without
the empowerment of women. Information and Communication
Technologies [ICTs] are technological tools and resources to create,
circulate, store, bring value-addition and manage information. The
ICT sector embraces diverse segments such as telecommunications,
television, radio broadcasting, computer hardware, software,
services, electronic media etc. ICTs are mounting as powerful tools for
gender empowerment in a developing country like India. According
to the 2004 report by Cisco Learning Institute women encompass
only 23% of India's internet users. This gender digital divide is
characterized by low levels of access to technologies. Poverty, lack of
computer literacy and language barricades are among the issues
impeding access to ICT infrastructure.
There is a rising recognition of the newer and wider
possibilities that technology presents before the society in the
modern times. IT together with Communication Technologies has
brought about unprecedented changes in the way people
communicate, conduct business, interact and obtain pleasure.
Depending on the kind of individual ICT usage one can either flourish
or perish. Our government has taken initiatives to develop standards.
Implementation of ICT policies has helped in strengthening India's
position in the software driven ICT sector across the world. For
example Tamil Nadu, Andhra Pradesh, Delhi, Goa, Gujarat, Haryana,
Karnataka, Kerala, Madhya Pradesh, Maharashtra, Meghalaya, Orissa,
Punjab, Rajasthan, Sikkim, Uttar Pradesh, West Bengal, Pondicherry
etc. announced several ICT policies in their respective states.
Information and communication technology (ICT) is a
powerful tool to enable economic growth in the under-developed
areas. ICTs have played an important role in women's development
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and provided opportunities for empowerment. ICTs have the
potential to exchange information and empower women. This paper
is to discuss women's empowerment through the use of ICTs.
2. Need of ICT for Women
Women's need for information in the new globalized
environment is as diverse as the socio-economic scenario.
Considering women, as a huge group will over simplify their
information needs. Computers in schools provide wider access to ICT
and encourage new ways of learning. Interactive Learning packages
are available on CDs for different subjects. ICT emphasizes more on
interactive education. Besides this general advantage in education it
also provides more advantages for different groups.
Urban women and ICT
Urban educated women need information on:
·
Educational & research opportunities
·
Career advancement facilities
·
Employment prospects in India and abroad
·
Fashion and market values
·
Art and entertainment
·
Social support system for working women
·
Legal rights and provisions
Urban lower middle class women need information on:
·
Educational facilities and opportunities
·
Knowledge updating
·
Career advancement and job opportunities
·
Health and childcare
·
Legal rights and provisions against social injustice and
domestic violence
Poor urban women may need information on:
·
Free health services and child care facilities
·
Job opportunities in the low paid informal sector
including domestic services
·
Free educational facilities and government programs for
poor.
By promoting e-Skills we will be fighting against digital divide.
This is true whether we are supporting more safe, connected and
convenient future for all women or opening up new career options for
women who are zealous about working in the ICT sector. Information
and Communication Technologies are for everyone and women have
to be equal beneficiaries of the advantages offered by the technology,
products and processes, which emerge from their use.
3. Roles of Women in India
The Government of India has ushered in the new millennium
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by declaring the year 2001 as 'Women's Empowerment Year' to focus
on a vision 'where women are equal partners like men'. Women build
their careers without compromising their other responsibilities. The
Constitution of India not only grants equality to women, but also
empowers the states to adopt measures of positive discrimination in
favor of women.
4. India insight
For centuries, women in this country have been socially and
economically handicapped. They have not been offered equal
participation in the socio-economic activities of the nation. The
Constitution is organic and living in nature. It is also well settled that
the interpretation of the Constitution of India or statutes would
change from time to time. Being a living organ, it is ongoing and with a
passage of time, laws must change. It is established that Fundamental
Rights themselves have no fixed content; most of them are empty
vessels. There cannot be any distinction between the Fundamental
Rights mentioned in Chapter III of the Constitution and the
declaration of such rights on the basis of the judgments rendered by
the Supreme Court. [1] Thus, horizons of Constitutional law are
expanding. Further, it is presumed that the Parliament intends the
court to apply to an ongoing Act a construction that continuously
updates its wordings to allow changes since the Act was initially
framed. In the application of law on any day, the language of the Act
though necessarily embedded in its own time, is nevertheless to be
construed in accordance with the need to treat it as a current law. [2]
Thus, we cannot allow the dead hand of the past to stifle the growth of
the living present. The Constitution of India recognizes equality of the
sexes and in fact provides certain provisions under the Chapter on
Fundamental Rights which are more favorable to women but in actual
practice they are not observed properly.
In our society the freedom of women to seek employment
outside the family is a major issue. This freedom is denied in many
cultures and this attitude in itself is a serious violation of women's
liberty and gender equality. The absence of this freedom militates
against the economic empowerment of women, with many other
deleterious consequences. [3]Thus, this Constitutional ideal has by
and large remained unaccomplished and we have to cover a long
distance before the benefits of ICT can be reaped by women
effectively.
The situation is worst when it comes to rural women. In our
society, whether they belong to the majority or the minority group,
what is apparent is that there exists a great disparity in the matter of
economic resourcefulness between a man and a woman. Our society
is male dominated both economically and socially and women are
assigned, invariably, a dependant role, irrespective of the class to
which they belong. Thus, ICT can play a major role in women
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empowerment if they are provided employment opportunities at the
village level after providing them suitable training. We have to open
more village kiosks so that greater women participation can be
achieved. This cannot happen till we make the e-governance and ICT
strategies and policies transparent and accountable. Mere
computerization is not e-governance.
5. Women Empowerment through ICT
A nation that wants to progress cannot afford to disregard
capacity building and empowerment of women. Gender sensitivity is
the precondition that must prevail and be strengthened at all levels.
Women's development is now inextricably associated with
technology. Thus, technological intervention undertakes a greater
and more vital role, especially when viewed globally. It's potential to
sweep across political, geographical, economical and social
barricades is just the leverage that women need to build for
themselves a new distinctiveness and a more honorable place in the
society.
As has been experienced the world over, women have limited
access to technologies in India. However, there are now enough
experiences to show that when women are trained, they show
noteworthy understanding and control in using technologies
commendably. In India, women comprise a large portion of the rural
population and play a significant role in the rural sector. Their
involvement in a number of productive actions is commonly
overlooked. The experience of women in the field of farming, pottery,
and mammalcare is remarkable. But technical information was
offered in such difficult terms that it mystified even technical workers.
The manuals and charts listed the do's and don'ts for working in the
field. Large groups of women in the dairy industry greeted this
information as it empowered them with appropriate knowledge.
6. Challenges
Access issues- The new technology comes at a financial cost,
which is one of the obstacles in its access to the individual and at the
community level. The difficulty is compounded by the fact that
women in developing countries have little switch over the household
income and do not have the decision-making power to capitalize in
these technologies.
Capacity and skills-Instigating knowledge networking
processes and benefiting from them entails a level of capacity and
trained human resource power. Women because of their backward
positions are at poor position than men to fully benefit from
knowledge networking.
Language -Much of the knowledge existing in the global pool is
in the English language, which is not understood by the rural
communities.
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Conclusion
Information needs of women as well as their ICT use differ
widely. However, there is no ideal ICT that fits all situations. Though
women are engaged in numerous roles in agriculture, they are keen to
have information related to other areas, such as child health,
nutrition, prevention and cure of common diseases, employment
opportunities etc. Those trying to install ICTs for women
empowerment should build their strategies grounded on ICT use
pattern and varied information needs of rural women.
Creation of dynamic and relevant content for rural women
continues to remain a major challenge. Ample resources need to be
allocated for this activity, if profits from resources invested in
connectivity and hardware have to be copiously realized. The best
part about ICT is that it is capable of several adjustments as per the
necessities of the segment using the same. The same can also be
adjusted as per the needs and requirements of women in India. This
means that even traditional families can allow women to use ICT from
their respective homes. However, the awareness and facilities are
missing radically. The national policies and strategies have not yet
taken into consideration this unexplored potential pool of intellectual
inputs. With humble training and awareness programs we can make a
big transformation.
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Shashi Deshpande on Woman
Empowerment
HIRAK R. JOGIA
Empowerment in its simplest form means “The
manifestation of redistribution of power that challenges
patriarchal ideology and the male domination”. It is both a process
and the result of the process. It is transformation of the structure of
institutions that re enforces and perpetuates gender discrimination.
It is a process that enables women to gain access to, and control of,
material as well as informational resources. Empowerment is
envisaged as an aid to women to achieve equality with men, or at least
reduce the, gender based discriminations considerably.
Empowerment would enable women to perform certain social
roles that they cannot perform without it. It includes political,
economic and social gender equality enshrined in the fundamental
rights under the constitution. The major strategies of women
empowerment include – social empowerment, economic
empowerment and gender justice e.g. to eliminate all types of
discrimination against women and the girl child.
“Women without men, I realized then, are totally different
creatures.”
Shashi Deshpande gives microscopic details of the
development of female characters in her novels. She has shown a
series of girl-children, where each girl faces a different problem
within the family. Violence against women, whether physical, mental
or emotional, is an issue that crosses all borders and all classes of
women. Feminism and its movement against male dominated
societies are of special importance in the Indian context. In this
research paper, I want to present woman empowerment in Shashi
Deshpande's well-known novel 'The Dark Holds No Terror'.
The novel 'The Dark Holds No Terror' is an insightful novel of
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the feminist aspirations. The conflict leading to the disillusionment of
the educated woman in a tradition bound Indian Society is the
elective theme of the novel. But after the ultimate realization at the
end, after a prolonged mental dilemma and a long drawn self-analysis
- women empowerment or women's quest for self-exploration is
recognized as the principal theme of this novel. The novels of Shashi
Deshpande are about women's self-quest and struggle to free
themselves from the restrictions imposed by society, culture and
nature. It is a story about a doctor who is disappointed as a daughter
as the rapport between her and her mother is little bit strained. She is
unable to identify herself as a beloved daughter to her mother and
when she grows up she is unable to be attractive. And so she realizes
that what she is as a girl is not what that makes her. She understands
that what she is to become is going to give her the identity that she is
searching for. She realizes that becoming is productivity which means
making life pleasant, and comfortable for others, and so she selects
the avenue of medicine.
The novel describes the story of a marriage in a difficult state.
The central character Saritha is a successful lady doctor. The story
depicts conflict that she has to face as a doctor and as a wife. During
daytime she is a lady doctor and afterwards she becomes a puppet in
the hands of her husband, Manohar. The novel begins with Saritha
returning after fifteen years to her father's house. She once
proclaimed that she would never come back to her father's place. She
returns because of the sexual brutality of her husband. The rest of the
novel is about a brief confession to her father about her suffering. The
narrative roams between the past and the present. Her stay at her
father's house gives Saritha a chance to review her relationship with
her father, husband and her dead mother. She remains unmoved till
the end. She has a better understanding of herself and others. This
gives her the courage to challenge reality.
The Dark Holds No Terrors is a story of a girl finding her inner
self. The girl child Saru grows up as a prey of her mother's sexist and
gender-based prejudice, which reduces her later life into a desperate
struggle to overcome the initial victimization, to justify her decisions
to her mother who no longer acknowledges her as a daughter, and to
find out a new meaning to her life which could enable her to develop
and nurture a balanced perspective towards her diversified roles as a
mother, as a wife, and as a career woman. Saru's mother never forgave
her son's death. In her grief she is not able to comprehend her
daughter's bewilderment and sense of being lost. Saru had also lost
her kid brother and needed emotional support. Yet all the blame is put
on her and she is not allowed to escape from this sense of guilt, which
makes her too insecure in her relationships with others. Saru's
experiences at home have made her discover inferiority in herself as
affixed and preordained essence. In her adolescence she is treated by
her mother as an adult rival. Her mother means to show that she still
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has the upper hand and the daughter's curiosity, outside her domain,
shall not be tolerated. Now her mother is dead and Sarita returns to
the family home, seemingly to take care of her father. But as a matter
of fact she wants to escape the nightmarish brutality her husband
imposes on her every night. In the lull of her old father`s company,
Sarita wants to forget all her grief. Sarita reflects on the events of her
life, which includes her small town childhood, her tyrannizing
mother, her marriage to the magnetic young poet Manohar, her
children, etc. She explains how her husband turns harsh when he
realizes his career is going nowhere and that his wife has overtaken
him professionally. In his case a sort of male chauvinism worked out.
As she struggles with her emotions and anxieties, Sarita gradually
realizes that there is more to life than dependency on marriage,
parents and other such institutions. And subsequently she resolves to
use her newfound truths to make her life better. Thus it is a
tremendously powerful portrayal of one woman`s fight to survive in a
world that offers no easy outs. The story line is mainly on the waking
up to the releasing knowledge that there is more to life than
dependency on husband or parents and social acceptance. The
woman is self-sufficient in all aspects and in this story the protagonist
is in the process of searching that.
The initial experiences in her girlhood days influenced Saru
heavily that she wanted to become a powerful dominant person in her
life. This made her realize that she can fulfil her ambitions through
education. After her school years she aspired for college education
and became a doctor.
Her neighbours become aware of her professional identity, the
day she walks back to her home in a blood stained coat, after treating
victims of an accident. Instantly her profession achieves for her a
position superior to Manu's. She is recognized and respected by the
neighbours who came frequently to consult her. The respect that Saru
gets disturbs the traditional symmetry of the superior husband and
inferior wife. Later, analysing her marital relationship she
remembers, “But now I know it was there it began this terrible thing
that has destroyed our marriage. I know this to that the human
personality has an infinite capacity for growth. And so the esteem
with which I was surrounded made me inches taller. But perhaps, the
same thing that made me. Inches taller made him inches shorter. He
had been the young man and I his bride. Now, I was the lady doctor
and he was my husband.”
The suffering that Saru experiences makes her consider
writing to the young students of her friend Nalu. She wants to tell
them the rigid rules of tradition according to which: “A wife must
always be a few feet behind her husband. If he's an M.A you should be
a B.A. If he's 5'4' tall you shouldn't be more than 5'3' tall. If he's
earning five hundred rupees, you should never earn more than four
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hundred and ninety nine rupees. That's the only rule to follow if you
want a happy marriage… No partnership can ever be equal. It will
always be unequal, but take care it is unequal in the favour of the
husband. If the scales tilt in your favour, God help you, both of you.”
Saru's long hours of self-analysis into her marriage makes her
realize that her professional success had killed Manu's spirit. Actually
her self-examination helps her to free herself from the feelings of guilt
that she has made Manu what he is. She decides that she would not
endure any more disgrace because of Manu's failure and her success.
She decides to assert herself and fight her own battle. She realizes
that her life is her own which she will have to shape as well as face.
There is no refuge, other than one's own self. With this mind she
confidently waits to confront her husband and decides to go back to
Bombay. Actually this going back to her husband is not to endure the
humiliation. Saru as a wife finds refuge in the doctor, in her own self. It
is the doctor who is going to help the wife in her. She is bold enough to
go back to her husband and cure him of his depression caused by
inferiority complex and bring normal harmony in her family life.
This is how she is achieving power and identity of becoming a
doctor and this doctor in her has given her comfort and happiness in
her personal life as well as in the life of others. This capacity to create
and give happiness gives one an identity. This is the identity that Saru
searched for which gave her the recognition.
Thus the novel ends with the certainty that how Saru will no
longer be a victim of Manu's hindrances. A confident and empowered
Saru realizes that the essence of any marriage is understanding and
mutual respect. With this knowledge she readies herself to confront
Manu. She could take such a revolutionary decision only because of
her empowerment.
Our society is full of paradoxes and contradictions. Here a
female is considered a peripheral member of the family, both in her
parent's house as well as husbands. Throughout her lifetime, she is
unable to discover her roots and this leads to her insecurity. As the
daughter is closest to the mother, this insecurity is rubbed on to her
also. Saritha confronts reality and, at the end, realizes that the dark no
longer holds any terrors to her. She empowers herself to survive in a
male dominated world that offers no easy outs to women. She neither
surrenders to nor does she escape from the problems but with great
strength she faces the challenges.
The true substance of the novel lies in the mental process that
Saru goes through during her apparently eventless existence at her
father's place. She analyses all the dark corners of her soul. She
introspects. She judges life, relationships and chooses her way of
living. She decides to live in the present circumstances only by making
herself courageous enough to fight against the unwanted situation.
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Saru carries within her the sad effects of gender discrimination but
her feminism springs out as a reaction to this discriminatory
psychological set up of society and her parents in particular. It is to be
noted that Saru, at the end of the novel, has come to realize that her
profession as a doctor is her own and she will decide what to do with
it. She will no longer be a puppet. She wants to take her own decisions.
She longs to live a life as she desires to live without having any
interference in her personal way of life. Thus she becomes fully
vigorous to face what may come to her. Thus we have a strong
example of women empowerment.
Saru is presented both as an individual and as a female. Saru
longs for security and emotional attachment. She wants her father to
support her. We find her true self while she is reweaving her mind
through memories and dreams. The process demands real efforts.
She endeavours hard to gain what she had lost her self-respect. She
tries hard to overcome her mental fears.
In this novel we can observe that, after distancing herself from
herself from her family, Saru realizes that one has to grow up to know
that the darks holds no terror. We have to find out our own way of
salvation by killing the ghost that haunts us. Saru also accepts her
isolation and tries to surpass it, “All right, so I am alone. But so is
everyone else. Human beings - they're going to fail you. But because
there is just us, because there's no one else, we have to go on trying. If
we can't believe in ourselves, we're sunk.”
She ultimately determines to face her husband and assert her
own independent individuality. This confidence imparts a casual
touch to her behaviour towards the end of the novel. The conclusion
of The Dark Holds No Terror tells us that a woman should not only be
independent but she should also believe in her strength. A woman has
to put these experiences into a proper perspective and maintain her
individuality, only then she can discover her true identity. Thus this
novel has a particular significance for today's Indian Society.
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DCFtDF ßIMlTAF O},[ VF{Z :+L lX2F
0F"P ÈDP ÈGP JF3[,F
;DFH VF{Z ZFq8= S[ lGDF"6 D[\ GFZL SF IMUNFG pTGF CL DCtJ5}6"
C{4lHTGF 5]~Q SF × GFZL ;DFH SF VlEgG V\U C{lSgT] JC V5GL l:YlT
;[ SFOL S]K V;gT]q8 C{× S[J, GFZL S[ N'lq8SM6 ;[ CL GCL\4Al<S ;FZ[
;DFH SL N'lq8 ;[ EL GFZL SL JT"DFG l:YlT 5Z lJRFZ lSIF HFGF RFlCÈ
× IC S{;L ;FDFlHS jIJ:YF C{4HM GFZL SM N[JL S[ ~5D[\5}HGF RFCTL
C{4,[lSG GFZL SM ÈS .g;FG S[ ~5 D[\GCL\N[BGF RFCTL mAFAF ;FCA G[
SCF C{lS v——DG]qI SM HLG[ S[ l,I[ ZM8L CL GCL\RFlCI[4p;S[ 5F; lNDFU
C{4 lH;[ lJRFZM\ S[ EMHG SL VFJxISTF C{×˜˜ l:+IM\S[ D}<I SM ,[SZ
HAZN:T V7FG jIF>T C{× S[J, 5]~Q JU" D[\CL GCL\Vl5T] l:+IM\D[\EL ×
l:+IM\S[ ÉIFvÉIF ST"jI C{4pGSF ÉIF IMUNFG C{m ;DFGTFÈ¥ VF{Z
lJlEgGTFÈ¥ ÉIF C{ m .G ;ASF lC;FA ,UFIF HFGF RFlCÈ m 3Z
D[\4VF;5F; 50F[; D[\4UF¥J D[\4B[T D[\4AFHFZ D[\4CDFZ[ ;DFH D[\SM." VlWS
CTFX C]VF C{TM J[ l:+IF¥ CL C{VF{Z .; JHC ;[ CDFZF VWo5TG EL C]VF C{×
IlN :+L B[TM\D[\4H\U,M\D[\4BNFGM\D[\4R]GF. S[ SFDM\D[\43ZM\D[\4UFZ[ lD88L
D[\DHN}ZL SZ ZCL C{TM VlWS ;[ VlWS p;[ ZMHL CL R]SF. HFÈUL × .;;[
VlWS p;SF SM." VlWSFZ GCL\C{m
5]~QM\S[ ;DS2 l:+IM\SL ZFHGLlTS4;FDFlHS VF{Z X{l2S
;DFGTF SF VFgNM,G4lH;[ S]K JQ" 5C,[ TS —GFZLJFN˜ SCF HFTF YF ×
V\U|[HL D[\.;S[ l,È —Feminism˜XaN kRl,T C{× IC VFgNM,G D]bITo
U|[8 lA|8G VF{Z ;\I]¾T ZFßI VD[lZSF D[\X]~ C]VF × .;SL H0[ !*JL\;NL S[
DFGJTFJFN VF{Z VF{nMlUS S|FlgT D[\ YL ×O|F\;L;L S|FlgT S[ NF{ZFG DlC,F
lZ5la,SG S,AM\G[ DF¥U SL YL lS VFHFNL 4;DFGTF VF{Z E|FT'tJ SF
jIJCFZ lAGF lS;L l,\UE[N S[ ,FU] CMGF RFlCÈ × ;DFH VF{Z ZFq8= S[
lGDF"6 D[\GFZL SF IMUNFG pTGF CL DCtJ5}6" C{4lHTGF 5]~Q SF × VFH S[
;DI D[\;A;[ A0L IlN SM." lJDX" R,TL C{TM JC :+L VF{Z Nl,T lJDX"
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C{× CDFZ[ ;DFH ;]WFZSM\G[ ;DI v;DI 5Z GFZL J ;DFH ptYFG SL
EFJGF ;[ ;DFlHS4WFlD"S ;\:YFVM\SL :YF5GFÈ¥ SL × ZFHFZFD DMCGZFI
G[ ;DFH SL :YF5GF ;GŸ !*@* D[\SL × :JFDL NIFGgN;Z:JTL
G[—VFI";DFH˜ ;GŸ !*&% D[\:YFl5T lSIF VF{Z 0F"PVFtDFZFD TB"0SZ äFZF
;GŸ !*^& D[\:YFl5T —kFY"GF ;DFH˜ S[ l,I[ DCFN[J UMlJgN ZFGF0[ G[
SFI" lSIF × DCFtDF ßIMlTAF O},[ G[ ;GŸ !*&# D[\—;tIXMWS ;DFH˜ SL
:YF5GF SL × DCFtDF ßIMlTAF O},[ S[ RlZ+SFZ WG\HI SLZ —;tIXMWS
;DFH˜ S[ AFZ[ D[\l,BT[ C{\lS ——JC ÈS È[;L ;FDFlHS ;]WFZJFNL ;\:YF
YL4HM VFW]lGS EFZT S[ lGDF"6 D[\ÈS :YFIL VF{Z DCtJ5}6" lHdD[NFZL
VNF SZGF RFCTL YL × ;FDFlHS NF:TF S[ lB,FO VFJFH A],gN
SZG[JF,L4,MUM\SM ;FDFlHS gIFI SF DT,A ;DhFG[ JF,L TYF
;DFH;]WFZ SF ;5GF JF:TJ D[\,FG[ JF,L JC ÈS HG VFgNM,G SL
;\:YF YL × ;lNIM\;[ HM ;FDFlHS A]ZF.IF¥4H]<D VFlN ;CG SZT[ VFI[ Y[
vÈ[;[ ,MUM\SL IC ;\:YF ÈS A],gN VFJFH YL ×˜˜
EFZTLI ;DFH HLJG SM GIF VFIFD N[G[ SF TYF p;D[\D},To
GIF5G ,FG[ SF kIF; lHG DCFG]EFJM\G[ EFZT D[\ lSIF4p;D[\DCFtDF O},[
s!*@& v!*()f SF :YFG AC]T é¥R[ NH[" SF DFGF HFTF C{× VF5SF 5}ZF GFD
HMlTZFJ UMlJ\NZFJ O},[ C{× ;GŸ !*#) ;[ CL ;IFHLZFJ UFISJF0
DCFZFH VF5S[ SFI" S[ klT VFNZEFJ ZBT[ C]È VF5SM —DCFtDF˜ p5FlW
;[ ;\AMlWT SZT[ Y[ × DHN}ZM\S[ klT ;NŸEFJGF TYF ktI2 SFI" S[ SFZ6
CL pgC[\—EFZT SF SF,"DF¾;"˜ ;dAMlWT lSIF HFTF C{× ßIMlTAF O},[ SF
HgD DCFZFq8= D[\X}N= DFGL HFG[ JF,L DF,L HFlT D[\!*@& .P D[\C]VF YF ×
pGS[ l5TF SF GFD UMlJgNZFJ O},[ TYF DFTFHL SF GFD lRD6FAF." YF
×HMlTZFJ O],[ SL DFTFHL lRD6FAF." SF lGWG HMlTZFJ SL S[J, ÈS
;F, SL pD|D[\ CL CM UIF YF × HMlTZFJ O],[ SL DFTFHL S[ N[CFJ;FG S[
AFN pGSL lJWJF DF{;[ZL AlCG ;U]6FAF." 2LZ;FUZ4HM HMlTZFJ ;[ pD|
D[\S]K A0L YL4p; 5Z HMlTZFJ S[ ,F,Gv5F,G SL lHdD[NFZL YL ×
;U]6FAF." 2LZ;FUZ CL HMlTZFJ O],[ SL ;rRL k[ZS Xl¾T YL × lH;[
HMlTZFJ G[ ÈS N[JL SL TZC IFN lSIF C{× l5TF G[ HMlTZFJ SM :S},
E[HGF X]~ lSIF ,[lSG TA pgC[\AC]T W¾SF ,UF HA A|Fï6M\G[ NAFJ
N[SZ pgC[\:S}, ;[ lGSF, lNIF × pGSL lX2F AFlWT CM U." × ,[lSG TA
TS HMlTZFJ O},[ SL VF¥B[ B], R]SL YL\× pgCM\G[ V5GF VwIIG HFZL ZBF
×TLG JQM\" AFN HA J[ lDXG :S}, D[\N]AFZF 5-G[ UI[ TM pGSF lZxTF
VFW]lGS lX2F ;[ AGF ×pgCM\G[ ÈSGFY447FG[xJZ 4T]SFZFD4 DCFEFZT4
ULTF4 p5lGQN45]ZF6 VFlN :5[g;Z SM EL 5-F × lXJFHL VF{Z HFH"
JFlX\U8G SL HLJGL SF EL pGSL ;MR v;\J[NGF 5Z UCZF V;Z 50F ×
DCFtDF O},[ :+L lX2F S[ ;DY"S VF{Z VU|6L DFG[ HFT[ C{× pGS[
;DI D[\,0lSIM\SM :S}, E[HGF VXMEGLI ;DhF HFTF YF × DlC,FVM\SM
3Z S[ AFCZ SND ZBG[ S[ AC]T SD VJ;Z kF>T CMT[ Y[ × pGS[ AFZ[ D[\IC
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;MRF HFTF YF lS VUZ pgC[\lX2F C[T] :S},M\D[\NFlB, lSIF UIF TM
5]~QM\;[ p;SF D[,HM, A-[UF lH;;[ p;S[ SND ACSSZ pGS[ 5lT
VF{Z 5lZJFZ SM p,hG D[\0F, ;ST[ C\{× ßIMlTAF O},[ TFlS"S VFWFZ 5Z
:+L lX2F SF ;DY"G SZT[ Y[ VF{Z ,0lSIM\SL lX2F S[ l,È
VlEEFJSM\SM DFGl;S ~5 ;[ T{IFZ SZG[ D[\SFOL S]K CN TS ;O, C]È
× IC ÈS S|FlgTSFZL ;DFH 5lZJT"G YF × .G[vlUG[ .;F." :S},[\DF{H}N YL\×
È[;[ :S},M\äFZF lX2F 2[+ D[\.";F." WD" SF kRFZ CMTF YF × HG ;FDFgIM\S[
l,I[ lX2F SL ;]lJWFÈ¥ GCL\YL × ÈS AFZ ßIMlTAF O},[ VCDNGUZ
D[\.;F." :S}, N[BG[ UI[ TM ;\:YF kD]B lD; OZFZ G[ pgC[\;,FC N[T[ C]È
SCF ¾IM\G VF5 V5G[ ;5GM\SL :YFl5T SZ[\m .;F." lDXGZL :S}, D[\ 5FG[JF,[ VlWSTZ lJN[XL C]VF SZT[ Y[ × VYF"TŸ .;[ EFZTLI GCL\SCF HF
;STF × ßIMlTAF O},[ G[ .G :S},M\;[ k[Z6F ,[SZ :+L lX2F C[T] B]N S[
5lZzDM\;[ VF{Z NM:TM\SL ;CFITF ;[ :+L lX2F,2L :S},M\SL :YF5GF SL ×
DCFtDF O},[ SF N'- DFGGF YF lS lX2F ;DFlHS 5lZJT"G SF
kD]B DFwID C{× lX2F SF ;LWF ;dAgW HFU~STF ;[ CMTF C{× lX2F
DG]qI S[ VgNZ :JTg+ lG6"I ,[G[ SF EFJ TYF V5G[ VlWSFZM\S[ klT
;HUTF SL EFJGF SF lJSF; SZTL C{× JCL ,MU VlWS ;O, VF{Z
lG5]6 CMT[ C{\4lHgCM\G[ V5G[ lNDFU SM µ¥R[ NH[" TS TZ¾SL NL C{× VrKL
TZC ;]lXl2T VF{Z klJ6 DG CL N]lGIF D[\;A;[ VlWS p5IMUL ;d5lT C{×
ßIMlTAF O},[ S[ ;DI SL ;FDFlHS X{2l6S l:YlT AC]T NIGLI YL
×;lNIM\l5K0[ C]È Nl,TM\VF{Z l:+IM\SM p5Z µ9FGF C{TM lX2F S[ V,FJF
N};ZF ZF:TF GCL\C{×lX2F S[ ;CFZ[ CL J[ IC HFG ,[\U[ lS J[ VFH
HCF\C{JCF\¾IM\C{\m pgCM\G[ !*$* D[\5]6[ S[ EL0JF0[ D[\X}N=FlTX}N= ,0lSIM\S[
l,I[ lJnF,I VFZ\E SZ .; X]ESFI" SF zLU6[X lSIF × .; 2[+ D[\SFI"
SZG[ JF,[ J[ 5C,[ EFZTLI Y[ ×.; lJnF,I D[\VwIF5G SFI" SZG[ S[ l,I[
lXl2SF lD,GF Sl9G YF × VTÈJ ßIMlTAF G[ :JI\V5GL 5tGL
;FlJ+LN[JL SM .; SFI" S[ l,I[ T{IFZ lSIF ×;G !*%! ."PD[\VK}TM\S[ l,I[
5C,L 5C,L 5F9XF,F BM,L × EFZT SL VFZ\lES VFgNM,G
S¿F"VM\D[\kD]B YL 5\l0TF ZDFAF." VF{Z ;FlJ+LAF." O},[ × NMGM\CL
pgGL;JL\;NL S[ pTZFâ" D[\;lS|I ZCL ×
5\l0T ZDFAF." G[ l:+IM\S[ VlWSFZM\S[ l,I[ ;\3Q" lSIF4lCgN}WD" SL
~-LJFlNTF 5Z VF3FT lSIF TYF pgGL;JL\XTFaNL S[ VF9J[\NXS
D[\l:+IM\SL :JTg+TF SL AFT SL × pgCM\G[ :JI\;NF :JFWLG HLJG lATFIF
× ;FlJ+LAF." O},[ G[ l:+IM\SL lX2F S[ l,I[ DCtJ5}6" SFD lSIF × ÈS
TZC ;[ CD pgC[\ N[X SL 5C,L lXl2SF SC ;ST[ C{\× lGZ2ZTF S[ VlEXF5
;[ ;DFH SM ARFG[ S[ l,I[ l:+ AC]T S]K SZ ;STL C{× CD[\IC GCL\E},GF
RFlCÈ lS DCFtDF O},[ VF{Z AFAF ;FCA G[ V5G[ ;DFH SL R[TGF SM
HUFG[ S[ l,I[ lX2F 5Z VlWSFlWS HMZ lNIF × ;DFH S[ TLJ|lJZMW S[
AFJH}N EL AFAF O},[ G[ V5GL 5tGL SM 5-FIF × V5G[ DlC,F lX2F
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lJnF,I D[\lXl2SF AGFIF × A|Fï6M\G[ pGS[ l5TF 5Z :S}, A\N SZG[ S[
l,I[ EFZL NAFJ 0F,F × pgCM\G[ lJJX CMSZ ßIMlT AF O},[ S[ ;FDG[ IC
Sl9G k:TFJ ZBF lS :S}, A\N GCL\SZG[ SL l:YlT D[\pgC[\3Z KM0GF
50[UF ×pgC[\V5G[ l5TF SM lOZ UCZ[ DDF"CT SZGF 50F ×lH; l5TFG[ ßIMlT
AF O},[ S[ HLJG lGDF"6 D[\V5G[ SM CMD SZ lNIF YF p;L l5TF SF 3Z
KM0GF 50F × J{;[ lJS8 ;DI D[\A|Fï6 ;C5F9L ;NFlXJ UMlJgN[ G[ V5G[
3Z D[\:S}, B],JFIF ×
;Z:JTL AF." EL .; SFD D[\;lS|I YL ×——ßIMlTAF O},[ WFlD"S
CMSZ EL ;\T 5Zd5ZFVM\S[ E\HS DCFtDFVM\D[\Y[ × pGD[\SALZ JF,F lJN=MCL
T[JZ YF × J[ WD" ;[ ;DFH TS ;LlDT ZCG[ JF,[ GCL\4Al<S p;[ ZFHGLlTS
;LDF TS ,[ HFG[ JF,[ S|FlgTSFZL GFIS Y[ × J[ 5C,[ È[;[ DCFtDF Y[ HM
HFlTvjIJ:YF S[ lJ~â HLJGEZ ;\3Q"ZT ZC[ × J[ HFlT jIJ:YF 5Z
VF3FT ;[ X]~ CMSZ p; 5Z kCFZ TS HFT[ Y[ × VUZ pGSL SM." lGHL
VFwIFltDS E}B CMUL EL TM El¾TSF, S[ ;\TM\JF,L lJGD|JF6L V5GF."
VF{Z G CL V5G[ VFU[ VFG[ JF,[ ;\T GFZFI6 U]~ SF ZF:TF V5GFIF ×
pgCM\G[ V5G[ ;\3Q" SL V,U ZFC AGF." VF{Z È[;F SZG[ D[\pGSF HLJG CMD
C]VF ×˜˜AFAF ;FCA G[ ;R CL SCF C{lS v ——CD TEL V5GF ptYFG SZ
;ST[ C{ HA V5GL DNN SZGF :JI\;LB[4V5GF BMIF C]VF VFtD;dDFG
lOZ ;[ kF>T SZ[ VF{Z EZ5]Z 7FG CF\l;, SZ[ ×˜˜
:+L Xl¾T CL ßIMlTAF O},[ SL ;rRL k[ZS Xl¾T YL × lD; OZFZ
TYF ;U]6FAF." 2LZ ;FUZ ;[ k[Z6F 5FSZ CL pGS[ DG D[\V5GL 5tGL
;FJl+AF." SM 5-FG[ SL VlE,FQF HFU|T C]." × pgCM\G[ :JI\;U]6FAF." SM
EL DZF9LEFQF S[ kFYlDS 5F9 5-FI[ × ;U]6FAF." VF{Z ;FlJ+LAF."
;FYv;FY 5-TL YL × CZ lJ5NF D[\O},[ Nd5lT SM ;U]6FAF." ;[ ;CIMU
lD,F × lX2F k;FZ TYF VwIF5G S[ SFI" D[\;FlJ+LAF." G[ V5G[ TZCvTZC
S[ V5DFG SM GHZ V\NFH SZT[ C]È[ HFG 0F, NL × O},[ Nd5lT äFZF 5}GF D[\
:YFl5T XF,FVM\SL 5C,[ RFZ ;F,M\D[\kUlT lGdG kSFZ SL YL v
! HGJZL !*$*v TFtIF;FCA lE0[ S[ A]WJFZ 5[9 S[ DSFG S[ kF\U6
D[\,0lSIM\SL kYD :S}, :YFl5T SL U." ×
# H],F." !*%! vA]WJFZ 5[9 D[\V_6F;FCA lR5,}6SZ S[ DSFG S[
50M; D[\,0lSIM\S[ l,I[ :S}, RF,}lSIF UIF ×
!*%! vU\H5[9 D[\;NFlXJZFJ UMJ\0[ äFZF p5,aW SZFI[ UI[ HUC 5Z
l5K0L HFlTIM\SL ,0lSIM\S[ l,I[ :S}, BM,F UIF ×
!& l;TdAZ !*%! v ZF:TF 5[9 D[\,0lSIM\S[ l,I[ :S}, BM,F UIF ×
!% DFR" !*%@ vJ[TF, 5[9 D[\,0lSIM\S[ l,I[ :S}, BM,F UIF ×
;FlJ+LAF." O},[ S[ kItGM\;[ ;FTFZF VF{Z GUZ lH,[ D[\EL
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,0lSIM\SL :S},[ BM,L U." × ICF\TS lS X}N= VF{Z VlTX}N= HFlTIM\äFZF
R,F. U. ;\:YFÈ¥ EL È[;L :S}, BM,G[ D[\lN,R:5L ,[G[ ,UL × .;;[ VF5
;Dh ;ST[ C{lS :JI\ßIMlTAF O},[ S[ SFI"EFZ D[\pGSL 5tGL ;FlJ+LAF."
SF IMUNFG lSTGF A0F ZCF YF ×
l:+IM\5Z VtIFRFZ pGSL lRgTF SF N};ZF 52 YF × HA ZFq8= SL
D]l¾T S[ l,I[ !*%& SF S|FlgT lJN=MC X]~ CM ZCF YF TM # H],F." !*%& SM
l:+IM\SL D]l¾T S[ l,I[ ßIMlT AF O},[ AFl,SF :S}, BM, ZC[ Y[ ×;DFH
D[\J6" jIJ:YF SL S{N D[\l:+IM\ SL 5L0F ßIFNF DFlD"S YL × AF,vlJJFC
S[ R,G VF{Z lJWJFvlJJFC 5Z ZMS S[ SFZ6 l:+IM\SL CF,T U\ELZ YL ×
.;SF VG]DFG pGS[ —AF,CtIF klTA\W U'C˜ SL IMHGF ;[ R,TF C{lS J[
;D:IFVM\S[ DD":Y, SM lS; TZC pW[0T[ Y[ ×.;S[ 5LK[ J6"jIJ:YF SL
RZD VDFGJLITF VF{Z lJS'lTIM\SM pgCM\G[ A0L UCZF." ;[ 5ZBF YF ×
lJWJFÈ\lGdG HFlTIM\D[\aIFC NL HFTL YL ,[lSG µ\R HFlTIM\D[\m pGSL
lJWJFVM\S[ VGRFC[ ArRM\SF 5F,SU'C ¦ ßIMlT AF O},[ G[ 3MQ6F SZ NL
YL45M:8Z ;8JF lNÈ Y[ v
——lJWJFVM\¦ ICF\VGFD ZCSZ lGlJ"wG HRUL SLlHÈ × V5GF ArRF
;FY ,[ HFÈ\IF ICL\ZB[ IC VF5SL DHL" 5Z lGE"Z ZC[UF ×˜˜ l:+IM\SM ,[SZ
lJJFC 5âlT D[\;]WFZ SZGF p; ;DI SL DF\U YL × :JI\ßIMlTAF O},[ SF
lJJFC lA,S], KM8L pD|D[\C]VF YF × S[J, 5F\RvKo ;F, SL pD|D[\CL
XFNL CM HFTL YL × ICL SFZ6 C{lS ßIMlTAF O},[ G[ V5G[ ;FDFlHS ;]WFZ
S[ SFI" D[\lJJFC 5âlT ;]WFZ SM kFYlDSTF NL × ÈS lJWJF SM ;DFH
äFZF ANG;LA ;DHF HFTF YF × p;[ G TM 5lT S[ 3Z ;[ ;CFZF lD,TF YF
VF{Z G V5G[ CL DF\vAF5 S[ 3Z ;[ × È[;L l:YlT D[\p;SF HLJG VtIlWS
Sq8kN AG HFTF YF × p;L ;DI N};ZL VF[Z V;\T]l,T lJJFC EL A0L
DF+F D[\CM ZC[ Y[ × 5lT VF{Z 5tGL SL pD|D[\SFOL VgTZ 5FIF HFTF YF ×
bIFTGFD ;FDFlHS p5gIF;SFZ D]\XL k[DR\N G[ EL V5G[
p5gIF;M\D[\lJWJF lJJFC VF{Z VGD[, lJJFC SL ;D:IFVM\SM A0[ 5{DFG[
5Z pHFUZ lSIF C{× TtSF,LG NC[HkYF S[ SFZ6 EL AF,lJJFC VF{Z
VGD[, lJJFC ;DFH D[\ VlWS kRl,T Y[ × VTÈJ pD|;[ VlWS jIl¾T
G TM VlWS NC[H SL V5[2F ZBT[ Y[ IF TM S]K EL NC[H GCL\,[T[ Y[ × .;S[
V,FJF AC]5tGL lJJFC SF kDF6 EL ßIMlTAF O},[ S[ ;DI D[\S]K SD
GCL\YF × VF5SM :DZ6 ZC[ lS ßIMlTAF O},[ SM ;FlJ+LAF. ;[ 5]+ kFl>T
GCL\C]." lOZ EL pgCM\G[ N};ZL XFNL GCL\SL × È[;[ lJJFCM\S[ lB,FO
ßIMlTAF G[ VFJFH p9F." × ;DFH ;[ p5[l2T VF{Z lTZ:S'T l:+IM\SM
lXl2T SZG[ SF lA0F p9FIF × A|Fï6M\G[ .;S[ lJ~â TLBL klTlS|IF SL
,[lSG :S}, A\N SZJFG[ JF,L l:YlT SL 5]GZFJ'l¿ ;\EJ GCL\YL ×ßIMlT
AF O},[ ÈS A0L ;FDFlHS C{l;IT CM R]S[ Y[ × IC —U'C˜ R,F VF{Z S."
JQM\" TS R,F vlH; TZC pGS[ :YFl5T :S},4AFl,SF :S}, R,T[ ZC[ ×
ßIMlTAF O},[ SF CZ SFI" ÈS VFgNM,G H{;F kEFJ 0F,TF YF × ßIMlTAF
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O},[ G[ :+L lX2F S[ l,I[ EZ;S SMlXX SL4IC lHTGF ;tI C{pTGF
;tI IC EL C{lS pgCM\G[ lX2F S[ ;FJ"l+SZ6 VF{Z VlGJFI" lX2F SL
GL\J T{IFZ SL × .lTCF; .;S[ l,I[ ;F2L C{ lS EFZT D[\,0lSIM\SL lX2F
SL GL\J 0F,G[JF,[ J[ A0[ kEFJL jIl¾TtJ S[ jIl¾T Y[ × VFH S[ EFZTLI
GJ ;DFH D[\lX2F S[ S." 2[+M\D[\kUlT lNBF." N[TL C{4,[lSG ¾IF IC kUlT
VF;DFG ;[ VF lUZL C{m SNFl5 GCL\4VUZ ßIMlTAF O},[ H{;[ DCFG]EFJ
:+LvlX2F4;FJ"l+S D]ÍT VlGJFI" lX2F D[\ktI2 IF VktI2 ~5 ;[
;ldDl,T G C]È CMT[ TM EFZTLI ;DFH D[\lJRFZM\SF VFD}, 5lZJT"G ;\EJ
GCL\YF ×¾IF EFZT SL :+LvlX2F SF .lTCF; ßIMlTAF O},[ SM ,[SZ
l,BF HF ;STF YF m ;DFH D[\ DlC,FVM\SM lX2F S[ äFZF klTq9F N[SZ
;FDFlHS -F¥R[ SM ;]WFZG[ SF pGSF kIF; ¾IF E},F 5FGF ;\EJ CM
;STF C{m
GFZL ;Xl¾TSZ6 SM ,[SZ S]K ;]hFJ ov
† DlC,FÈ¥ VF{Z lX2F ;[ AC]T ;F,M\;[ J\lRT ,MUM\SM VU|:YFG N[SZ
lX2F ;C]l,IT\[ lD,GL RFlCÈ lH;;[ ;FDFlHS gIFI :YFl5T
lSIF HF ;S[ ×
† l:+IM\ S M pGS[ CSM\ v VlWSFZM\ S [ klT HFU' T SZGF
×l:+IM\D[\Vl:DTFAMW HUFSZ pGD[\:JFlEDFG ;[ HLG[ SL ,,S
5{NF SZGF ×
† GFZL S[ klT CM ZC[ VgIFI4VtIFRFZ4V5DFG4 XMQ6 S[ 5LK[ lGlCT
D}, SFZ6M\SL TC TS HFGF CMUF ×
† DF+ lGIDvSFG}G D[\5lZJT"G SZG[ IF ;ZSFZL SFI"S|DM\äFZF
l:+IM\SL NIGLI l:YlT D[\SM." AN,FJ GCL\CMUF 4JZG
l5T';¿FtDS D}<IM\VF{Z -F¥RM\D[\5lZJT"G SZGF CMUF vNMGM\DMRM\" 5Z
;\3Q" SZGF CMUF × J{;[ EL lJDX" SF VY" C{ v HLJgT AC; × lS;L
EL ;D:IF¥ IF l:YlT SM ÈS SM6 ;[ G N[BSZ lEgG
DFGl;STFVM\4N=lq8IM\4;\:SFZM\ VF{Z J{RFlZSvklTAâTFVM\SF
;DFCFZ SZT[ C]È p,8v5],8 SZ N[BGF4p;[ ;DU|TF D[\;DhG[ SL
SMlXX SZGF VF{Z lOZ DFGJLI ;gNEM\" D[\lGqSQ" kFl>T SL R[q8F
SZGF ×
† Nl,T DlC,FVM\S[ lB,FO lC\;F A- ZCL C{×IMHGF ÈJDŸ AH8
VFJ\8G D[\Nl,T DlC,FVM\S[ l,I[ lJX[Q SFI"S|D AGG[ RFlCÈ ×
Nl,T DlC,FVM\ D [ \ V FlY" S ;Xl¾TSZ6 GCL\ C { \ 4 .;l,È
DlC,FVM\SM IFTGFÈ¥ NL HF ZCL C{\× DlC,FVM\S[ DFD,[ 5Z EL wIFG
N[GF RFlCÈ ×
† CDFZ[ ;\lJWFG VlWSFZ VF{Z SFG}G lSTG[ DHA}T C{\m IC ÈS
lJRFZ6LI ;JF, C{× VUZ pGSM S0F." ;[ ,FU] lSIF UIF CMTF
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TM VFI[ lNG DlC,FVM\5Z l3GF{G[ VtIFRFZ GCL\ CMT[ × DlC,FVM\SM
G\UF SZS[ 3]DFÈ VF{Z pGSF A,FtSFZ SZS[ pGSL CtIF SZG[ S[
AFN EL SM." SFI"JFCL G CM ¦
† Nl,TM\S[ ArRM\SL lX2F SL NZ lNGMlNG 38 ZCL C{×
DlC,FVM\D[\lX2F SL NZ N; klTXT ;[ SD C{× VFHFNL S[ KF\K9
;F,M\D[\DlC,FVM\D[\lX2F SL NZ lUZ ZCL C{×
† :+L SL ;FZL ,0F." ;DFGTF VF{Z JH}N S[ l,I[ C{×
† GFZLJFN ÈS lJRFZWFZF EL C{VF{Z ÈS VFgNM,G EL ×
† ;DTFD},S XMQ6ZlCT :J:Y ;DFH SF lGDF"6 SZGF CMUF ×
† —:+L˜~5 ;[ p9FSZ —DFGJL˜~5 D[\klTq9Fl5T SZG[ SF kItG CL
;A ;D:IFVM\SF lGNFG C{4p5RFZ C{×
;\NE" ;}RL
!P ;\5FNS ovZFHS]DFZ4DlC,F ÈJD lJSF; v5'q9 v!P E}lDSF
@P 5JFZ ÈGPHLP v EFZTLI ;DFHS|FlgT SL lJRFZWFZF VF{Z p;S[
kJtT"S 5'q9 v (&4^*4^(

VFhFNL S[ K NXSvGFZL V{FZ GFZL ,[BG
sSCFGL ;\NE" S[ lJX[Q D[\f
0MP ;\ULTF 5FZ[B
GFZL ;'lq8 RÊ SL W]ZL C{ × ;'lq8 S[ ;\ZRGF S[ ;DI ;[ CL JC
V5GF Vl5|TD IMUNFG ;\;FZ SM N[TL VFIL C{ × GFZL :JlU"S ;]QDF ;[
D\l0T4 V5}J" U{FZJ ;[ U{FZJXL,4 ;]S]DFZTF4 DW]ZTF4 lJGD|TF4 NIF4
DFIFvDDTF4 :G[C SL VFUFZ4 tIFU ÈJ\;D5"6 SL 5|lTD}lT" AGSZ ;DFH
SL ;'q8F ZCL C{ × V5G[ ñNI D[\ ;FUZ ;L UCZF."4 VFSFX SL
µ¥RF."45J"TvT]<I W{I" 1FDTF ÈJ\5'yJL S[ ;DFG 1FDFXL, ZCL C{ × GFZL
—;tID˜ SL 9M; 5|lTDF4 —lXJD˜ SL D\U,R[TGF ;[ Z\lHT V{FZ —;]gNZD˜
SL NL5lXBF AGSZ V5GL VFEF lAB[Z ZCL C{ ×
J{lNSSF, D[\ GFZL SL l:YlT prR YL × p;[ ;dDFGGLI :YFG 5|Fº
YF × WFlD"S SFIM" SM ;d5gG SZG[ D[\ p;SL p5l:YlT VlGJFI" DFGL HFTL
YL × lX1FF S[ äFZ B],[ Y[ × ,1DL V{FZ ;Z:JTL S[ ~5 D[\5}HGLI YL ×
WD"U|\YM\TYF DCFSFjIM\D[\p;SF IXMUFG C]VF C{ ×
DwISF, D[\ p;SL l:YlT NIGLI CM U." × lJ,F;L ZFHFVM\ S[
lJ,F; SF ;FWG AGSZ ZC U." ×
;GŸ !($& D[\5ZT\+ N[X SL TSNLZ AN,L × EFZT V\U|[HM\ SL U],FDL
;[ VFhFN C]VF × VFW]lGSSF, D[\;lNIM\;[ ;]Q]>T GFZL G[ V\U0F." ,L ×
pgD]¾T CMG[ S[ l,È K858FG[ ,UL × VFW]lGS lX1FF S[ 5|RFZv5|;FZ TYF
5FxRFtI ;eITF S[ O,:J~5 GFZL S[ N'lq8SM6 D[\5lZJT"G VFIF × GJLG
HLJGD}<IM\ SM V5GFG[ S[ l,È pt;]S CM U." × 5|FRLGSF, ;[ ,[SZ
VFW]lGSSF, TS GFZL4 HLJG S[ lJlEgG ;M5FGM\;[ U]HZTL C]." N'lq8UMRZ
CMTL C{ × SEL JC N[JL S[ ~5 D[\5}HGLI ZCL4 SEL JC RZ6M\ SL NF;L
AGSZ HLG[ S[ l,È lJJX SL U." × SEL 5]~Q S[ ñNI SL ;FD|F7L AGSZ
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ñNI 5Z ÈSK+ XF;G SZTL ZCL TM SEL 5]~QtJ S[ T,[ Z{\FNL HFTL ZCL4
p;SL SMD, EFJGFÈ¥ S]R,L HFTL ZCL ×
lOZ EL4 VFW]lGSSF, D[\GFZL SL ;FDFlHS4 VFlY"S4 ;F\:S'lTS4
ZFHGLlTS l:YlT ÈJ\HLJGD}<IM\D[\ 5lZJT"G C]VF C{ × EFZTLI
;DFH;]WFZSM\G[ GFZLHLJG D[\ ÊF\lTSFZL 5lZJT"G C[T] SND p9FI[ ×
lH;S[ 5lZ6FD :J~5 AF,lJWJF 5Z 5|lTA\W4 ;TL5|YF SF pgD},G4
J[xIFJ'lT SF AlCqSFZ4 lJWJF lJJFC SM 5|Mt;FCG4 T<,FS4 GFZL ;\5l¿
V{FZ GFZL lX1FF S[ äFZ BM,[ UI[ × GFZL VF\NM,G SF 5|EFJ GFZL HLJG 5Z
50F × GJHFU'lT S[ 5|EFJ ;[ GFZLG[ V5G[ DFY[ ;[ VA,F5G SF HM S,\S
YF4 JC lD8FG[ S[ l,È Sl8Aâ CM U." × WZ SL RFZCNLJFZL D[\S{N GFZL G[
:JT\+ JFI] S[ :5X" ;[ pgD]¾T p0FG EZG[ S[ l,È 5\B O0O0FG[ ,UL ×
V5GL ;Xl¾T SM 5|Fº SZG[ S[ l,È VFlY"S :JFIT¿F V{FZ :JlGE"ZTF SF
5|IF; SZG[ ,UL ×
lJlJW :YFGM\ SM pHFUZ SZG[JF,L ÈJ\VlJZT UlTXL, GFZL G[
5|FIo ;EL 1F[+M\SM K}G[ SF G l;O" 5|IF; lSIF ,[lSG ;JM"¿D :YFG 5|Fº
lSIF C{ × .G ;EL 1F[+M\D[\IlN GFZL G[ V5GF B],SZ ~5 5|:T]T lSIF C{TM
JC C{v ;FlCtI ,[BG V{FZ lJX[Q SZS[ SYF;FlCtI D[\lSIF C{ ×
;GŸ !(%) S[ AFN GFZL ,[BG SF 5|JFC ;FlCtI SL lJlEgG
lJWFVM\D[\ 5|JFlCT C]VF × ;GŸ !(&% S[ AFN lCgNL SYF ;FlCtI D[\5lxRD
S[ O[lDlGhD SF 5|EFJ lNBF." N[G[ ,UF × @) JL\ ;NL SM ;DFº SZS[ @!
JL\;NL D[\GFZL ,[BG SF 5|JFC V5GL V,U 5CRFG S[ ;FY N'- Vl:TtJ
SL WMQ6F SZTF C]VF 5|R\0 J[U ;[ 5|JFlCT CM ZCF C{ × VFhFNL S[ Ko NXS
D[\ DlC,F lCgNL ,[BG SC¥F ;[ SC¥F TS 5C¥]R UIF m DlC,F SCFGLSFZM\SL
SCFlGIM\D[\;DI S[ SZJ8M\S[ ;FY AN,T[ GFZL HLJG S[ VFIFDM\ SL
h,lSI¥F lh,lD,FTL C{ TYF lJJXTF EL pEZSZ ;FDG[ VFTL C{ ×
zLDTL ZFH[gN| AF,F WMQ lCgNL SCFGL S[ 1F[+ D[\DCtJ5}6" :YFG
ZBTL C{ × pgCM\G[ A\U DlC,F GFD ;[ N],F."JF,L SCFGL l,BL × IC lCgNL
SL VFZ\lES D{Fl,S SCFlGIM\D[\ ;[ ÈS C{ × .; SCFGL D[\A\U DlC,F G[ :+L
VlWSFZM\ SM ;J"5|YD JF6L NL ×
lCgNL ;FlCtI S[ DlC,F SCFGLSFZM\D[\lGHtJ4 Vl:TtJ4 VlWSFZ
V{FZ Vl:DTF SF AMW C{ × ;FDFlHS4 ZFHGLlTS4 ;F\:S'lTS VFlN 1F[+M\D[\
J[ ;DFG VlWSFZ SL D¥FU SZTL C{ × J[ l,\UE[N SF .gSFZ SZTL C{4
J{RFlZS V{FZ jIJCFlZS :JT\+TF SL VFJxISTF DC;}; SZTL C{ × .;
5|SFZ VlWSFZ4 GLlH5G4 :JT\+TF V{FZ VFtDlGE"ZTF SL 5C, SZG[JF,L
SCFGLSFZM\D[\D{+[IL 5]q5F4 lR+F D]NU,4 GF;LZF XDF"4 S'q6F ;MATL4
D'N],F UU" VFlN S." SCFGLSFZM\ S[ GFD l,È HF ;ST[ C{ ×
DgG}E\0FZL SL —ZFGL D¥F SF RA}TZF˜4 —;\bIF S[ 5FZ˜ H{;L
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SCFlGIM\D[\ DFT'tJ EFJGF AC]T CL DFlD"S ~5 ;[ 5|S8 SL U." C{× ;FY CL
EFZTLI VFNXM" D[\K858FTL GFZL SL VF\SF1FFVM\SM JF6L NL U." C{ × ;O,
V{FZ V;O, NFd5tI HLJG TYF G{FSZL 5[XF GFZL SL jIYF ;}GF." N[TL C{ ×
VD'TF 5|LTD SL SCFlGIM\D[\GFZL HLJG S[ lJlJW 5C,}VM\SM pEFZF UIF C{
× VR,F XDF" S[ —ANF"xTvAFCZ˜ D[\GFZL :JT\+TF SL ptS'q8 VlE,FQF
5|lTlA\lAT C{ × 0MP pQF IFNJ G[ —@) JL ;NL SL lJW'TF˜ D[\GFZL SL ;]Q]>T
EFJGF SM HUFIF C{ × pQF l5|I\JNF SL SCFlGIM\D[\GFZL5F+ 5Zd5ZF SM
KM0SZ GJLG HLJGD}<IM\ SM V5GFT[ C]È N'lq8UT CMT[ C{\ × S\RG,TF
;aAFZ SL SCFlGIM\D[\I{FGR[TGF ;[ 5|TFl0T GFlZIM\SL V\TjI"YF SL U}\H
;}GF." N[TL C{ × SFDGF RgN|F S[ —5|[DZMU˜ D[\H0 DFgITFVM\SF lJZMW TYF
lJWJFlJJFC SF ;DY"G C]VF C{ × DDTF SFl,IF SL —H¥FR VEL HFZL C{˜
SCFGL D[\G{FSZL 5[XF GFZL HLJG SL ;D:IFVM\SF HLJ\T N:TFJ[H 5|:T]T
lSIF UIF C{ × DF,TL HMXL G[ —DFlGGL˜4 —S]CF;[˜ TYF —V:TFR,˜ H{;L
SCFlGIM\D[\NFd5tIHLJG SM TYF —DwIFgTZ˜ D[\G{FSZL 5[XF GFZL S[ ;\WQ"
SM 5|:T]T lSIF UIF C{ × D\H], EUT SL —Z;l5|IF˜4 —VS[,F˜4 —U],DCMZ˜
H{;L SCFlGIM\D[\NFd5tIHLJG4 GFZL SL 5L0F4 DG D[\VFXF SL HIMlT
ÈJ\:JT\+ lG6"I ,[SZ V5GL ;D:IF SF ;DFWFG SZTL GFZL SF lR+6
lSIF UIF C{ ×
D'N],F UU" SL SCFlGIM\SL D}, R[TGF GFZL :JT\+TF SL ,0F." C{ ×
—u,[lXIZ ;[˜ TYF —BZLNNFZ˜ D[\GFZL S[ ;FCl;S SNDM\SL YF5 ;}GF."
N[TL C{ × D[C~lgG;F 5ZJ[H SL —VIMwIF ;[ JF5;L˜ D[\V5DFlGT GFZL SL
jIYF SYF C{ × ;Z,F E8GFUZ SL SCFlGIM\D[\N[X S[ GJHJFGM\ SL
WD"5tGL S[ VNdI ;FC;4 tIFU ÈJ\Al,NFG SF VFNX" 5|:T]T lSIF UIF
C{ × XlX5|EF XF:+L S[ —NM SCFlGIM\S[ ALR D[\˜ J{WjI HLJG SL S~6
h¥FSL 5|:T]T SL U." C{ × ;]WF VZM0F G[ —AM,M E|q8FRFZ SL HI˜4 —DCFGUZ
SL D{lY,L˜ D[\DCFGUZLI HLJG TYF G{FSZL 5[XF GFZL S[ VgTä"gä4
K858FC8 VFlN SM lRl+T lSIF UIF C{ × lXJFGL G[ V5GL
SCFlGIM\D[\GFZL HLJG S[ lJlJW 5C,]VM\SM pEFZF UIF C\{4 p;S[ DD" SM
K]VF C{ × —NM :D'lT lRgC˜ D[\DFT'tJ J\lRT GFZL SL ,,S SM 5|S8 lSIF
UIF C{ × .;S[ VlTlZ¾T GlDTF l;\C4 D'6F, 5F\0[4 lG~5DF ;[JTL4 V,SF
;ZFJUL4 HIF HFNJFGL4 ZFHL ;[94 ;]WF VZM0F VFlN SCFGLSSFZM\SL
SCFlGIM\D[\l:+IM\SL AN,TL KAL SF GIF VFIFD N[BG[ SM lD,TF C{\ ×
I]ULG R[TGF S[ SFZ6 GFZL V{FZ GFZL R[TGF D[\5lZJT"G CM ZCF C{ ×
GFZL D[\GJR[TGF SF GJMgD[Q C]VF C{ × DlC,F SYFSFZM\SF ,[BG VFD
5F9SM\ TS 5C]¥R ZCF C{ × 5Z I[ —VFD˜ SM." ;FDFgI GCL\Al<S V;FDFgI
C{4 lJX[Q C{ × 5]~Q 5|WFG ;DFH D[\5]~Q ,[BSM\G[ 5|FZ\E D[\DlC,F ,[BG SM
SM." VClDIT GCL\NL ,[lSG VFH :JLSFZ lSIF UIF C{ × VFhFNL S[ .G
Ko NXSM\S[ AFN AC]T S]K AN,FJ VFIF C{ × GFZL ,[BG D[\lJlJWTF
lNBF." N[TL C{ × J[ 5FZ\5lZS lJQIM\SM KM0SZ JT"DFG ;\NE" D[\l,B ZCL
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C{V{FZ S]K lJQI TM È[;[ C{lH;D[\GFZL SL UCZL 5{9 C{ × GFZL V5GL :JT\+
;¿F4 GLlH Vl:TtJ ÈJ\ Vl:DTF S[ l,È ;\WQ"ZT C{ × XTFlaNIM\;[ ;]Q]>T
GFZL V{FZ GFZL ,[BG D[\GJHFU'lT SF X\BGFN SZG[ SF N'- ;\S<5 C{ ×
DlC,F ,[lBSFVM\G[ V5GL SCFlGIM\D[\GFZL SL R[TGF SM HUFG[ SF
5|IF; lSIF C{,[lSG .;S[ ;FY CL .;S[ ,[BG S[ 5|lT VG[S 5|`G p9T[ C{\
×
!P ¾IF DlC,F ,[lBSFVM\ S[ äFZF lRl+T GFZL 5F+ V{FZ jIJCFlZS
HLJG SM HLTL GFZL D[\SM." ;\UlT C{m
@P ¾IF 3Z SL RFZClNJFZL D[\S{N SZM0M\GFlZIM\SF 5|lTlGlWtJ
,[lBSFVM\ S[ äFZF ;'lHT GFZL 5F+ SZ 5FTL C{m
#P SCFlGIM\D[\:JT\+TF SL ;{WF\lTS WMQ6FVM\S[ AFJH}N jIJCFlZS
HLJG D[\GFZL SEL p; :JT\+TF SL h,S N[B 5F." C{m
lOZ EL VFhFNL S[ Ko NXSM\D[\GFZL V{FZ GFZL ,[BG SL p5,laW
SM GSFZF GCL\ HF ;STF × @! JL\;NL D[\5}ZF J{lxJS 5lZN'xI AN, R]SF C{
×@! JL\;NL GFZL G[ V5G[ GFD SZ ,L C{ × GFZL S[ CSFZFtDS ÈJ\GSFZFtDS
NMGM\5C,}N[BG[ SM lD,T[ C\{ lOZ EL VFH SL GFZL ;X¾T C{4 TDFD 1F[+
D[\V5GL A],gNL S[ h\0[ ,CZF ZCL C{ × lJ7FG S[ I]U D[\;AS]K AN, R]SF
C{v —;AS]K˜ × VFH SL ;X¾T GFZL G[ GFZLXMQ6 SL lHdD[NFZL B]N CL
;¥EF, ,L C{ × VF5 .;[ I]U TS SL p;SL XMlQT DFGl;STF SF 5lZ6FD
;Dh[ IF GFZL ;Xl¾TSZ6 SL p5,laW × GFZL G[ V5GL TFST SF SN
.TGF A-F l,IF C{ lS HgD ;[ ,[SZ HLG[ TS SF CS JC :JI\TI SZG[
,UL C{ ×
AFZL AFZL ;A SL AFZL
50[UL EFZL VFH SL GFZL
GFZL SCFGLSFZM\G[ ;lNIM\;[ ;]Q]>T4 NDG4 XMlQT GFZL SL VFtDF
SM hShMZF C{4 HUFIF C{ × GFZL SM V5G[ Vl:TtJ ÈJ\ Vl:DTF SL 5CRFG
SZFTL C{TFlS GFZL 5lZl:YlT SF D]SFA,F SZG[ S[ l,È V5G[ jIl¾TtJ
SF ;J¥FUL lJSF; SZS[ :JI\ ;DY" AG ;S[ × GFZL XFl¾TSZ6 SF DCtJ
;DhT[ C]È @))! SM —DlC,F ;Xl¾TSZ6 JQ"˜ IF —DlC,F VlWSFZ
;\5gGTF JQ"˜WMlQT lSIF UIF YF × V5GL DCFGTF SM V1F]_6 ZBT[ C]È
5|UlT S[ 5Y 5Z lGZ\TZ VU|;Z CM4 ICL D\U, SFDGF C{ × V\T D[\v
lSG XaNM\D[\N}¥ 5lZEFQF m4 GFZL T]D CM ;A SL VFXF
;Z:JTL SF ~5 CM T]D4 ,1DL SF :J~5 CM T]D
A-HFI[ HA VtIFRFZL4 N]UF" SF,L SF ~5 CM T]D
lSG XaNM\D[\N}¥ 5lZEFQF m4 GFZL T]D CM ;A SL VFXF
B]lXIM\SF ;\;FZ CM T]D4 5|[D SF VFUFZ CM T]D
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3Z V¥FUG SM ZMXG SZTL4 ;}ZH SL NDSFZ CM T]D
lSG XaNM\D[\N}¥ 5lZEFQF m 4 GFZL T]D CM ;A SL VFXF
DDTF SF ;dDFG CM T]D4 ;\:SFZM\SL HFG CM T]D
:G[C4 >IFZ V{FZ tIFU SL .S,{FTL 5CRFG CM T]D
lSG XaNM\D[\N}¥ 5lZEFQF m4 GFZL T]D CM ;A SL VFXF
SEL SMD, U],FA ;L4 SEL Xl¾T S[ VJTFZ ;L
GFZL T[Z[ ~5 VG[S4 T}."xJZ S[ RDtSFZ ;L
lSG XaNM\D[\N}¥ 5lZEFQF m4 GFZL T]D CM ;A SL VFXF ×
;\NE" ;}RL o
!P GFZL ;\J[NGFvSFlZIF VlxJGvU]H"Z 5|SFXGvVCDNFAF
ZPP GFZL ;Xl¾TSZ6vSF{lXS VFXFv5MZA\NZ 5a,LS[Xg; v HI5]Z
#P DlC,F ÈJ¥¥ lJSF;vZFHS]DFZvVH"]G 5a,L;L\U CFé; G." lN<,L
$P lCgNL ;FlCtI S[ SlT5I lJlXq9 DlC,FÈ¥ v DFlZIF
J[NS'q6vX{,[hF 5|SFXGvSFG5]Z

U]HZFTL

DlC,F ;XlSTSZ6 ov V[S l;SSFGL A[ AFH]VM
0MP Z[BF V[RPDM-F
s!f ÝF:tFFlJSov
:+L DFGJ;DFHG]\VW]" V\U K[v VWL" VFAFNL K[P DFGJcJGGM ZY
V[S 5{0F\ 5Z RF,L XSTM GYLP T[G[ IMuI UlT 5|NFG SZJF DF8[ A[ ;DFG
5{0F\CMJF\ H~ZL K[4 DFGJLG]\U'C:Y cJG GZvGFZLGF\;CIMU VG[ ;NEFJGFG[
,LW[ H 5|UlTGF 5Y 5Z VlJZT UlT SZL XS[ K[P :+L V[ DF+ 5tGL H GlC\
5Z\T]4 IMuI lD+4 ;,FCSFZ4 D\+L4 VG[ DNNUFZ 56 K[P 5}HI DCFtDF
UF\WLV[ 56 H6FjI]\K[ S[4 — :+LDF\5]~QGL lD+4 lX1FS VG[ G[TF AGJFGL XlST
ZC[,L K[P˜ 5Z\T]4 EFZTLI ;DFHDF\:+LVMGL l:YlT C\D[XF V[S ;ZBL G
ZC[TF\S[8,FI[ R0FJvpTFZDF\YL 5;FZ Y. K[P
I+ GFI":T] 5}HIgT[ ZDgT[ T+ N[JTFo GF\NX"GDF\lJ`JF; ZFBGFZ EFZT
H[JF ;\:S'lT;EZ N[XDF\Z!DL ;NLGF VFW]lGS ;DFHDF\DFTF4 AC[G4 5tGL4
5]+L TYF ;CSD"RFZLGF ~5DF\DCFtJ5}6" IMUNFG VF>IF 5KL 56 :+LVMG[
HgDYL sVG[ CJ[ TM HgD 5C[,F\YL 56f DF\0LG[ D'tI] ;]WL cJGGL NZ[S
VJ:YFDF\vDFGl;S4 XFZLlZS4VFlY"S VG[ EFJGFtDS v lC\;FGM EMU AGJ]\50[
K[P VFH[ EFZTDF\:+LVMV[v E'6CtIF4 AFl,SF CtIF4 ,{\lUS E[NEFJ4 3Z[,]
lC\;F4 NC[H DF8[ ;TFD6L4 SFI":Y/[ ;TFD6L4 V5CZ64 A/FtSFZ VG[ CJ[ TM
V[l;0 V[8[S lJU[Z[ H[JL VG[S 5|SFZGL lC\;F VG[ ;D:IFVMGM EMU AGJ]\50[
K[4v T[ V[S S0JL JF:TlJSTF K[P
sZf :+L ;XlSTSZ6 V[8,[ X]\ov
DFGJ;DFHGL X~VFTYL H :+L A{Fl£S VG[ SFI"1FD K[ HPHM T[G[
YM0]\lX1F6 VG[ TF,LD VF5JFDF\VFJ[ TM T[ lJ`JGL z[q9 pnMU;FCl;S4
ZFHSLI G[TF VG[ JCLJ8L VlWSFZL AGJFGL 1FDTF WZFJ[ K[ HP EFZTDF\J{lNS
I]U NZdIFG VFH 1FDTFVMG[ SFZ6[ :+Lv lX1F64 JCLJ84 ZFHSFZ64 V[D
;DFHDF\lJlJW 1F[+MDF\prR :YFGM XMEFJTL VG[ VFNZ6LI 56 U6FTLP
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5Z\T]4 ;DIGF AN,FTF 5|JFCGL ;FY[ T[ ;DFHDF\ S|DXo V5DFlGT
YTL U.4 S]8]\ADF\VG[ ;DFHDF\T[G]\:YFG4 pTZMTZ lGdGTD YT]\UI]\P T[
AFl,SFCtIF4 AF,lJJFC ;TL5|YF4 lJWJF5]G",uG lGQ[W4 5ZNF5|YF4
H[JF\A\WGMDF\HS0FTL U.P T[GF lXl1FT AGJFGF VG[ VFlY"S :JFJ,\AG 5|F>T
SZJFGF VlWSFZM KLGJF. UIFP T[ 3ZGL RFZ lNJF,MDF\S[N Y. U.4
;DFHcJGGF\lJlJW 2[+MDF\T[G]\IMUNFG A\W YI]\VG[ 3ZDF\56 T[ NC[H 5|YF4
3Z[,] lC\;F H[JF N]jI"JCFZMGM EMU AGL4 HM S[4 lA|8LX I]U NZdIFG ;DFH
;]WFZSM VG[ ;ZSFZ[ :+LVMGL l:YlT ;]WFZJF VG[S 5|IF;M SIF" CTFP
.P;P!($&DF\ EFZTG[ :JT\+TF D?IF 5KL4 EFZTGF \A\WFZ6DF\
,MSXFCL XF;G5âlTGM VG[ T[GL ;FY[ :+Lv5]~Q ;DFGTFGM :JLSFZ SZFIMP
tIFZ 5KLYL :+LVMGL lJlJW ;D:IFVMG]\ lGJFZ6 SZLG[ T[DG]\S<IF6 VG[
lJSF; SZJFGM 4T[DG[ lXl1FT AGFJLG[ HFU'T SZJFGM4T[GF\ VFZMuIGL
HF/J6LGM VG[ T[G[ VFlY"S ZLT[ :jFFJ,\AL AGFJJFGM4 T[VM T[DGF VlWSFZM4
EMUJJF VG[ T[DG[ D/TL TSMGM ,FE ,[JF ;DY" AG[ TYF lJSF;GF
DFU"DF\G0TF VJZMWM 5FZ SZL XS[ TYF T[VM 56 ;DFHGF VG[ ZFq8=GF
lJSF;DF\5MTFG]\ VD}<I IMUNFG VF5L XS[ T[JL l:YlTG]\lGDF"6 SZJFGF
;ZSFZLv lAG;ZSFZL 5|IF;MG[ — :+L ;XlSTSZ6˜ TZLS[ VM/BJFDF\VFJ[ K[P
s#f ;\XMWG GF C[T]VM ov
!P — DlC,F ;XlSTSZ6— V\U[ V[S ;\XMWG 5[5Z T{IFZ SZJ]\P
ZP — K[<,F +L;[S JQ" NZdIFG DlC,FVMV[ B}A 5|UlT ;FWL K[˜ P v V[JF
;TT ;DFRFZMGL JrR[ — BZ[BZ S[8,L 5|UlT Y. K[m˜ T[ HF6JFGM
5|IF; SZJMP
#P — E}TSF/GL ;ZBFD6LDF\JT"DFG I]UDF\:+LVM 5|tI[GF VtIFRFZMGL
;\bIF VG[ TLJ|TFDF\56 JWFZM YIM K[˜ P v V[JF VC[JF,MGL JrR[ :+L
cJGGL JF:TlJSTFVMG[ HMJFGMv;DHJFGM 5|IF; SZJMP
$P :+LVMGL ;D:IFVMG]\lGJFZ6 SZLG[4 T[DG[ ;xFST AGFJJF DF8[GF
;ZSFZL 5|IF;M SIF 5|SFZGF K[m VG[ T[ S[8,[ V\X[ ;O/ YIF K[m T[
V\U[GL HF6SFZL D[/JJLP
s$f p5S<5GFVM ov
!P X]\ :+LVMV[ ;DFHcJGGF 5|tI[S 1F[+DF\5MTFG] 5|lTlGlWtJ GM\WFjI\] K[m
ZP X]\EFZTGM DM8F EFUGM :+L ;D]NFI BZ[BZ lXl1FT VG[ HFU'T AgIM
K[m
#P X]\EFZTGL :+LVM 5MT[ lJSF; ;FWJF Sl8A£ K[m
$P SM.56 ;D:IFGM EMU AG[,L àLVM 5MTFGF cJGDF\Vl:TtJ
WZFJTL ;D:IFVMG[ — VlGrKGLI 5lZl:YlT˜ DFG[ K[m — VF 5lZl:YlT
N}Z YJL H HM.V[˜ T[J\] DFG[ K[m
5P ;D:IFGM EMU AG[,L :+LVMG[ SFINFVM TYF ;ZSFZL IMHGFVM ãFZF

DlC,F ;XlSTSZ6 ov V[S l;SSFGL A[ AFH]VM
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BZ[BZ DNN D/[ K[m
s%f DFlCTLG]\V[S+LSZ6 ov
VF 5|SFZGF ;\XMWG SFIM" DF8[ 1F[+LI :+MTM (Field sources) GM
p5IMU SZL XSFI V[8,[ S[4 SM. V[S 7FlT4 WD"4 UFD0]\4 XC[Z4 TF,]SM4 lH<,FG[
5;\N SZLG[ 56 VeIF; SZL XSFI 5Z\T]4 5|:T]T VeIF; DF8[ N:TFJ[c :+MTM
(Documentary Sources) V[8,[ S[4 ;\NE" 5]:TSM4 JT"DFG5+M VG[
;FDlISMDF\VF V\U[ 5|U8 YTF ;DFRFZM VG[ ,[BM TYF .g8ZG[8DF\YL 5|Fº
YI[, DFlCTLGM p5IMU SIM" K[P
s^f DlC,F ;XlSTSZ6 v lJlXq8TFVM ov
HF6LTF lJN]QL DFUF"Z[8 DL0GF DT VG];FZ H[ ;DI[ ;DFH[ :+L 5F;[
H[JL E}lDSFVMGL V5[1FF ZFBL4 :+LVMV[ 5MTFGL HFTG[ V[ ZLT[ T{IFZ SZLG[
;DFHGL V5[1FFVM 5}6" SZL K[P HIFZ[ ;DFH[ :+L 5F;[ — DF+ U'lC6L˜ TZLS[GL
E}lDSFGL V5[1FF ZFBL tIFZ[ :+LV[ 5MTFGM 5}6" ;DI4 A]lâ4 VFJ0T VG[
S{FX<IG[ z[q9 U'lC6L AGJF DF8[ SFD[ ,UF0IF\VG[ 5MTFGL HFTG[ z[q9 5tGL4
z[q9 DFTF VG[ z[q9 U'lC6L ;FlAT SZL VF5LP HIFZ[ ;DFH[ :+L 5F;[ 3Z
ACFZGF\1F[+MDF\IMUNFG DF8[ V5[1FF ZFBL tIFZ[ :+LV[ 3ZGL ACFZGF\1F[+MDF\
DF\56 V[8,[ S[4 ;DFHcJGGF\ TDFD 1F[+M H[JF S[4 lX1F64 ZFHSFZ64 JCLJ84
jIFJ;FlIS 2[+4 ;\XMWG4 VJSFX lJU[Z[DF\56 5MTFGL z[q9TF ;FlAT SZL
VF5L VG[ ;FY[ H V[ :5q8TF 56 SZL VF5L S[4 ZFq8= VG[ ;DFHGM lJSF;
:+LVMGF ;FDFlHS4VFlY"S4 ZFHG{lTS VG[ ;F\:S'lTS lJSF; lJGF V;\EJ K[P
· lX1F6 1F[+ov
EFZTDF\ lA|8LX VD, NZdIFG 56 :+LVMG[ lXl2T AGFJJFGF VG[S
5|IF;M YIF CTF VG[ T[GF 5lZ6FD[ VG[S :+LVMV[ prR lX26 56
D[/jI]\CT]\VG[ :JT\+TF 5KL ZFHSLI 1F[+[ prR CMNFVM 56 ZCLG[ z[q9 E}lDSF
EHJL CTLP NFPTP :JP ;ZMlHGL GFI0] :JT\+ EFZTDF\pTZ 5|N[X ZFHIGF\5|YD
UJ"GZ TZLS[ lGI]ST YIF\CTFP sZf ZFHS]DFZL VD'T S{FZ ,F\AF ;DI ;]WL
S[gN=LI 5|WFGD\0/DF\VFZMuI D\+L TZLS[ SFI"ZT CTF\VG[ s#f zLDlT
lJHIF,1DL 5\l0T ZlXIF4 VD[lZSF VG[ lA|8GDF\EFZTGF\ZFHN]T TZLS[ TYF
ZFq8=;\3GL DCF;EFDF\VwI1F TZLS[GL DCtJGL E}lDSF lGEFJL R}SIF CTFP
VFD4 :JFT\È5|Fl>T 5KLGF T]ZTGF ;DIUF/FGM .lTCF; 56 lXl1FT :+LGL
IMuITFGM VFWFZ 5]ZM 5F0[ K[P
:JFT\È 5|Fl>T 5KLGF TDFD J:TLU6TZLGF VC[JF,MDF\:+L lX1F6GL
8SFJFZL JWTL HTL HM. XSFI K[P EFZTDF\VFH ;]WLDF\VG[S :+LVMV[ lX26
1F[+[ GFDGF D[/JL K[P N[XGL VG[S I]lGJl;"8LVMDF\lJlJW lJnFXFBFVM VG[
lJQIMDF\ Head of Department TZLS[ S]X/TF5}J"S 5MTFGL E}lDSF
EHJL ZCL K[P U]HZFTDF\zLDlT HI\lT ZlJ prR lX1F6 SlDxGZ TZLS[G]\:YFG
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XMEFJL R}SIF K[ TYF 0MP VFD|5F,L DZRg8 s0MPAFAF;FC[A VF\A[0SZ VM5G
I]lGJl;"8LvSFI"SF/v0MP C[DL1F ZFJ szL C[DR\N=FRFI" pTZ U]HZFT I]lGJl;"8L4
5|EF; 5F86vs SFI"SF/ ;>8[AZvZ)!) YL ;>8[AZvZ)!#f I]lGJl;"8LVMGF
p5S],5lT 5N[ ZCL R}SIF K[P
· ZFHSFZ6 2[+ ov
EFZTGF .lTCF;D ZFHSFZ6GF 1F[+[ 56 ZF6L ,1DLAF.4 ZlhIF
;],TFGF4 K+5lT lXJFcGF DFT]zL DCFZF6L cHFAF. s5]GFf TYF DCFZF6F
5|TF5GF\DFT]zL DCFZF6L HIJ\TFAF. sD[JF0fG]\ ZFHSLI N]Z\N[XL56\] DXC}Z K[P
:JFT\+TF 5KL zLDlT .|\lNZF UF\WLG[ J0F5|WFG 5N ;M\5LG[ EFZT[ V[
l;â SZL VF>I]\K[ S[4 EFZT[ GFZLXlSTG[ l5KF6L K[P VFH[ 56
EFZTGF\ZFHSFZ6DF\zLDlT ;MlGIF UF\WL4 DLZF S]DFZ4 DFIFJTL4 DDTF
A[GZc SFI"ZT K[P zLDlT 5|lTEF 5F8L,4 ZFq8=5|D]B 5N[ ZCL R}SIF K[P
U]HZFTDF\zLDlT VFG\NLAC[G 58[,4 zLDlT J;]AC[G l+J[NL TM SFI"ZT K[ HP
VG[ T[GL ;FY[ ZFHIDF\l0;[dAZvZ)!!DF\IMHFI[, U|FD 5\RFITMGL
R}\86LDF\Z5) U|FD5R\FITM DlC,F ;DZ; TZLS[ HFC[Z SZJFDF\VFJL K[ VG
[^Z$ H[8,L U|FD5\RFITMDF\— DlC,F ;Z5\R˜ SFI" SZL ZCL K[P
· jIJ;FIov
jIF5FZ JFl6HIGF 1F[+[ zLDlT .gN=F G]IL4 zLDlT R\NF SMRZ TYF
zLDlT lSZ6 DH]DNFZ XMV[ lJ`JEZDF\ EFZTG[ 5|lTq9F V5FJL K[ VG[
lJ`JGL 5|lTEFXF/L DlC,FVMGL IFNLDF\5MTFG]\GFDF\SG SZFjI]\K[P :JT\+TF
5KL EFZT ;ZSFZ VG[ U]HZFT ;ZSFZ äFZF VFIMlHT VG[S :JFJ,\AG
IMHGFVM V\TU"T DM8L ;\bIFDF\DlC,F pnMU ;FCl;SMV[ pnMUMGF
1F[+DF\h]SFJLG[ ;O/TF CF\;, SZL K[P
p5ZF\T lX1F6 1F[+4[ A\[SMDF\S,FS"4 VMOL;Z4 S[lXIZ TZLS[4 VG[ 5M:8
VMOL;DF\56 VG[S :+LVM SFI"ZT K[P VFH[ TM 8[1FL 0=F.JZ4 A; S\0S8Z4
5FI,8 56 K[ VG[ AMdA[GL ,MS, 8=[GDF\V[lgHG 0=F.JZ TZLS[ TYF V[lgHG
0=F.JZMG[ 8=[lG\U SZL VF5JFG]\SFI" 56 V[S DlC,F SZL ZCL K[P
· VJSFX 1F[+ov
VJSFX ;\XMWGGF 1F[+[ S<5GF RFJ,F VG[ ;]lGTF lJl,Id;G
sGF;FfGF\GFDM HU5|l;â K[P EFTLI VJSFX ;\XMWG ;\:YF s.;ZMf DF\56
VG[S DlC,FVMV[ 5MTFGL SFZSLNL" AGFJL K[P
· ;\XMWG 1F[+ov
E{lTS lJ7FGMGF 1F[+[ Nl1F6 EFZTGF\DlC,F J{7FlGS zLDlT 8[;L
YMD;V[ lD;F., VluGv5 G]\lGDF"6 SZL4 EFZTLI ,xSZGL TFSFTG[ VE}T5}J"
ZLT[ DHA]T AGFJL K[P ;FlCtI 1F[+[ zLDlT JQF" V0F,HF VG[ VD'TF 5|LTD
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HF6LTF K[ VG[ ;FDFlHS ;\XMWGGF\ 1F[+[ 0MP .ZFJTL SJ"[ VG[ 0MPGLZF N[;F.G[
E},L XSFI T[D GYL VF IFNL 56 36L ,F\AL AGFJL XSFI T[D K[P
·

Decision Maker – Woman:-

VFH[ EFZTGL :+LVMV[ 3Z ACFZGF\1F[+M DF\TM GFDGF D[/JL H K[P
5Z\T]4 EFZTGL ,FBM lXl1FT àLVMV[ DF+ U'lC6L AGL ZC[JFG]\GSSL SI"] K[P
VG[ VF :+LVM 5MTFGF 3ZGM JCLJ8 ;]jIJl:YT ZLT[ R,FJL ZCL K[P 5lTGL
EFlJ SFZSLlN"GF 30TZ DF8[ T[G[ 3ZGL HJFANFZLDF\YL D]ST ZFBL ZCL K[P
;\TFGMGF\prR lX1F6 VG[ SFZSLlN" 30TZ TYF S]8]\AGL VFlY"S AFATM ;FY[
;\A\lWT VtI\T VUtIGF\lG6"IM 5MT[ ,. ZCL K[ TYF 5lZJFZGF
lJSF;DF\VtI\T p5IMUL AGL ZCL K[P EFlJ EFZTGM ;FDFlHS 5FIM DHA}T
AGFJJFDF\VFJL :+LVMGM OF/M 56 VtI\T VUtIGM 5]ZJFZ Y. ZCIM K[P
s&f DlC,F ;XlSTSZ6ov l;SSFGL ALc AFH]
:+LG[ ,1DL VG[ N[JL SCLG[ 5]HGFZF EFZT sVG[ lJ`JGF VgI
N[XMDF\56f DF\:+L TZOGF Nlq8SM6 GL V[S ALc AFH] 56 K[ VG[ T[ lR\TF
SZFJ[ T[JL K[P VF AFATGL ;FD[ HM ,F\AF ;DI ;]WL VF\B lDRFD6F\SZJFDF\
VFJ[ TM ElJqIDF\JW] U\ELZ l:YlT pEL Y. XS[ T[D K[P :+LcJG ;FY[
;\A\lWT lJlXq8TFVM (Plus Point)G]\5F;\] VFG\lNT SZ[ K[4 5Z\T] T[GL ;FY[ B}A
VMKL :+LVMG[ ;\A\W K[P lJXF/ ;\bIFG]\GFZL lJ`J TM VF 5]~Q 5|WFG
;DFHDF\NAFI[,]\v SR0FI[,]\ H K[P GYL T[G[ lX1F6GM VlWSFZ S[ GYL SDFJFGM S[
GYL SM. AFATDF\GF AM,JFGM VlWSFZ v No Right to say “No” v GF
AM,TF\ T[ 5lTGF DFZGM EMU AG[ K[4 tISTF AG[ K[4T[G]\ B}G YFI K[ VYJF T[
V[l;0 V[8[SGM EMU AG[ K[P VF K[ GFZL cJGGL ALc AFH]GL JZJL
JF:TlJSTFP
· :+L 5]~Q V;DFGTF ov
EFZTGL NZ[S J:TL U6TZLGF VF\S0FVMDF\YL 5|F>T YTL DFlCTL
VG];FZ EFZTDF\ :+LVMGL J:TLGL 8SFJFZL 50% SZTF\ VMKL K[ VG[
5]~QMDF\J;TLGL 8SFJFZL 50% SZTF\ JW] K[P
.P;P Z)!! GL J:TL U6TZLGF VC[JF,M VG];FZ4 EFZTGL S], J:TL
01, 21, 01, 93, 422 s V[S VAH4V[SJL; SZM04 V[S ,FB4 +6 CHFZ4
RFZ;M AFJL;f K[P H[DF\:+LVMGL J:TL 58, 64, 69, 174 sV9FJG SZM04
RM;9 ,FB4 VMU6l;T[Z CHFZ4 V[S;M R]DMT[Zf K[P H[ EFZTGL S], J:TLGF
47.93% YFI K[P sV[8,[ S[ 50% YL VMKLf4VG[ 5]~QMGL J:TL 62, 37,
24, 248 s AF;9 SZM04 ;F0+L; ,FB4RMJL; CHFZ4A;M V0TF,L;f K[PH[
EFZTGL S], J:TLGF 52.07% YFI K[PsV[8,[ S[ 50% YL JW]
8]\SDF\4 EFZTDF\S], J:TLGL §lq8V[ 5]~QMGL ;ZBFD6LDF\:+LVMGL
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;\bIF (03,72,55,074 v +6 SZM04 AMT[Z ,FB 5\RFJG CHFZ R]DMT[Z
H[8,Lf VMKL K[P
V[ H ZLT[ U]HZFT ZFHIGL S], J:TL 6,03,83,628 sK SZM04 +6
,FB4 tIF\;L CHFZ4 K:;M V9FJL;f K[P H[DF\:+LVMGL 2,89,01,346 s A[
SZM04 G[jIF;L ,FB4 V[S CHFZ4 +6;M K[TF,L;f K[P H[ U]HZFTGL S], J:TLGF
47.92% YFI K[P sV[8,[ S[4 50% YL VMKLf VG[ 5]~QMGL J:TL
3,14,82,282 s+6 SZM04 R{FN ,FB4 aIF\;L CHFZ4 A:;M aIF\;Lf K[P H[
ZFHIGL S], J:TLGF 52.08% YFI K[P sV[8,[ S[ 50% YL JW]f VG[
ZFHIDF\S], J:TLGL Nlq8V[ 5]~QMGL ;ZBFD6LDF\ :+LVMGL ;\bIF
25,80,936 s5RL; ,FB4 V[\;L CHFZ4 GJ;M K+L;f H[8,L VMKL K[P VF
AFAT :+LVMGM GLRM NZHHM ;}RJ[ K[
P· :+L 5]~Q 5|DF6 v Sex Ratio
J:TLGL N=lq8V[ NZ !4))) 5]~QM NL9 :+LVMGL J:TLG[ :+L 5]~Q
5|DF6 (Sex Ratio) TZLS[ VM/BJFDF\ VFJ[ K[P NZ[S J:TL U6TZLGF
VC[JF,M D]HA4 EFZTDF\!4))) 5]~QMGL ;ZBDF6LDF\:+LVMGL ;\bIF VMKL
HMJF D/[ K[P
.P;P !((! v (Z&
.P;P Z))! v (##
.P;P Z)!! v ($)
.P;PZ)!! GL J:TL U6TZL VG];FZ EFZTDF\DF+ A[ ZFHIM sS[ZF,F
VG[ 5M\0LR[ZLDF\VG]S|D[ :+LVMGL ;\bIF !4)*$ VG[ !4)#&f DF\NZ !4)))
5]~QM NL9 :+LVM !4))) YL JW] HMJF D/[ K[P V[ l;JFI EFZTGF\ Z$
ZFHIMDF\NZ !4))) 5]~QM NL9 v:+LVM ()) YL JW] 5Z\T] !4))) YL VMKL
HMJF D/[ K[4 )& ZFHIMDF\ *)) YL JW] 5Z\T] ()) YL VMKL4 — )!—
ZFHIDF\&)) YL JW] *)) YL VMKL K[PV[S ZFHIDF\ ^))YL JW] VG[
&))YL VMKL K[P v NFNZF GUZ CJ[,LDF\ Sex Ratio GL N=lq8V[
:+LVMG]\5|DF6 &&$ VG[ NLJND6DF\DF+ ^!* K[P
U]HZFTDF\.P;P Z))! J:TL U6TZL VG];FZ (Z! VG[ Z)!!GL
J:TL U6TZL VG];FZ (!* K[
P· àLE°6CtIFov
:+L E°6CtIF V[ AFl,SF CtIFG]\ H V[S :J~5 K[P GJL 8[SGM,MÒGF
N]~5IMUG[ SFZ6[ :+LE°6CtIFGL ;D:IF pNŸEJL K[P H[DF\UE"DF\G] lXX] DF+
:+L CMJFGF SFZ6;Z H T[GM HgD ,[JFGM VlWSFZ KLGJL ,[JFI K[P ;DFHGF
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5]+L 5|tI[GF GSFZ G[ SFZ6[ K[<,F\Z) JQM"DF\DF+ VF H SFZ6;Z )Z SZM0
AF/SLVM 5'yJL 5Z HgD ,. XSL GYLP H[GF\U\ELZ 5lZ6FDM VFH[ ;DFHGL
;D2 VFJJF ,FuIF K[ VG[ T[YL H ;ZSFZG[ UE" HFlT 5ZL1F6 TYF T[GF
5U,[ àLE°6CtIFG[ V8SFJJF SFG]GL 5|lTA\W ,FNJFGL OZH 50L K[ VG[
KTF\I[ VF 5|J'lT ;\5}6"56[ V8SL XSL GYLP T[ ;{F HF6[ K[P
· lX1F6ov
EFZTDF\;FT JQ"YL DM8L JIGL jIlST HM SM. 56 V[S EFQF JF\RL
,BL XSTL CMI TM T[G[ — lXl1FT˜ U6JFDF\VFJ[ K[P VG[ H[ jIlST V1FZ7FG G
WZFJTL CMI ,BL JF\RL G XSTL CMI VG[ ;FDFgI lC;FA v lSTFA G SZL XSTL
CMI T[G[ lGZ2Z U6JFDF\VFJ[ K[P
EFZTDF\;F1FZTF NZ
JQ"
5]~QM
:+LVM
S],
!(5!
Z&
(
!*
Z))!
&5
5$
^5
Z)!!
*Z
^Z
&$P)$
Z)!! GL J:TLU6TZL VG];FZ4 U]HZFTDF\;F2ZTF NZ &(' K[P
H[DF\5]~QMDF\ ;F1FZTF NZ *& ' VG[ :+LVMGM &) ' K[P
;{FYL p\RM ;F1FZTF NZ S[ZF,FDF\v (#' K[ VG[ ;{FYL VMKM ;F1FZTF NZ
lACFZDF\v ^#P* K[P
NZ[S ZFHIDF\ 5]~QMGM ;F1FZTF NZ p\RM VG[ :+LVMGM ;F1FZTF NZ
GLRM K[P SgIFVMGM Drop out Ratio lX1F6GF NZ[S TASS[4 NZ[S ZFHIDF\4
lH<,FDF\4 TF,]SFDF\VG[ U|FD v XC[Z lJ:TFZDF\v KMSZFVMGL ;ZBFD6LDF\µ\RM
K[P H[GF DF8[ lJlJW SFZ6M HJFANFZ K[P 5Z\T] V\T[ SgIFVMGM v :+LVMGM
lXl1FT AGJFGM VlWSFZ h]\8JF. HFI K[P
· VFlY"S 5ZFJ,\AGov
K[<,F $)v5) JQM" NZdIFG ;DFHÒJGGF\TDFD 1F[+MDF\lJSF; GL
5l|S|IFV[ J[U 5S0IM K[ T[DF\;CEFUL AGLG[ :+LVMV[ 5MTFGM OF/M GM\WFjIM
K[P5Z\T] CH] lJSF;GL 5|lS||IFDF\VFlY"S :jFFJ,\AGGF 1F[+[ AWL :+LVM ;CEFUL
AGL XSL GYLP VFH[ EFZTGL S], :+LVMGF Z5 8SF SZTF\ 56 VMKL :+LVM
VFlY"S 5|J'lTVMGL ;FY[ ;\S/FI[,L K[P AFSLGL :+LVM DF+ U'lC6L TZLS[
E}lDSF EHJ[ K[P — — :+LVMGF\U'CSFI"G[ lAG pt5FNS zD U6JFDF\VFJ[ K[P
VG[ JC[,L ;JFZYL DM0L ZF+L ;]WL 3ZGF\VG[S SFI" SZTL :+LG[ T[GF\VF SFI"GF
AN,FDF\V[S ~l5IFG]\56 J[TG R]SJFT]\GYLP VG[ T[YL DF+ U'lC6L CMI T[JL
:+LVM 5MTFGL VFlY"S H~lZIFTMGL 5lZ5}lT" DF8[ 5]~Q JU" s DM8F EFU[ 5lT
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VG[ S[8,FS lS:;FVMDF\l5TF4 EF.4 5]+f 5Z VFWFZLT ZC[ K[P HM VF :+LVMG[
T[DGF\U'CSFI" AN, VFlY"S J/TZ R]SJJFDF\VFJ[ TM4 :+LGL VF E}lDSF
V[8,[ S[4 5tGL4 DFTF VG[ U'lC6L TZLS[GL E}lDSFG]\D}<I 5]~QGL VFlY"S SDF6L
H[8,\] H VG[ S[8,LS JBT TM T[GFYL 56 JW] K[P VF CSLST CJ[ lJ`J
;DFHDF\:JLS'T AGJF ,FUL K[P ;DU| lJ`JDF\:+LVM H[ VJ[TGLI SFDULZL
SZ[ K[P T[G\] D}<I !! l8=l,IG 0M,Z sV[8,[ S[4 V[S VAH N; SZM0 0M,Zf
H[8,]\K[P H[ lJ`JGL S], VFJSGF VWF" EFU ;DFG U6L XSFI v 5]GD XDF"P
5Z\T] :+LVMG[ T[DGF\U'CSFI" AN, J[TG R]SJFT]\GYLP V[ H ZLT[ S{F8]lA\S
jIJ;FIM H[JF S[4 B[TL4 5X]5F,G S]\EFZ SFD4 NZÒSFD4 WMALSFD4 lJU[Z[DF\
56 :+L 5lTGF DNNUFZ TZLS[ SFI" SZ[ K[P 5Z\T] :+LG[ T[G]\56 VFlY"S J/TZ
R]SJFT]\GYL VG[ 5MTFGL GFGL DM8L VFlY"S H~lZIFTM DF8[ :+LV[ 5lT S[
S]8]\AGF J0F 5F;[ CFY ,F\AM SZJM 50[ K[P H[ ;DI[ 36L JBT[ T[G[ 5{;F
VF5JFGL GF 5F0JFDF\VFJ[ K[4 VMKF V5FI K[ VYJF TM lC;FA DF\UJFDF\
VFJ[ K[P H[ :+LVM 3Z ACFZGL VFlY"S 5|J'lTVM SZ[ K[P T[DF\56 BF; SZLG[
DH]ZLGF 1F[+DF\5]~Q DH]ZMGL ;ZBFD6LDF\:+L DH]ZMGF J[TGNZ VMKF CMI
K[P SIFZ[S SFDNFZMG[ K]8F SZJFGF ;\HMUM CMI TM :+L SFDNFZMG[ 5|YD K}8F
SZFI K[PAF/DH}ZLGF 2[+DF\56 AFl,SF zlDSMGL l:YlT NIGLI K[P pNFCZ6
HM.V[ TMP
pWMUG]\ GFD
s!f R}0L pnMU
sZf O8FS0F VG[ DFRL;
s#f AL0L pnMU
s$f SFH] 5|M;[l;\U
s5f RFGF AULRF

:Y/
lOZMhFAFN
lXJFSFXL
EFU,5]Z
TFlD,GF0]
DCFZFq8=
VF;FD

SFDGF S,FSM
!#
!Z
!Z
!!
!!
)*

J[TGs~l5IFDF\f
Z) YL $)
)5 ~l5IF
!)
)5
)5
!)

p5ZF\T DwID VFlY"S l:YlTGL 36L lXl2T :+LVM lXl1FSF4 G;"4 S,FS"4
VMlO;Z TZLS[ E}lDSF EHJTL CMI K[P T[D6[ 5MTFGF\ÒJGDF\U'lC6L VG[
SD"RFZL TZLS[ A[J0L E}lDSF EHJFGL ZC[ K[ VG[ 5MTFGF 5UFZGL ZSD 5lT
VYJF S]8]\AGF J0FGF CFYDF\;M\5JFGL ZC[ K[P VF V\[GF V[S VeIF;DF\HF6JF
D?I]\K[ S[4 VeIF; C[9/GL DF+ !& ' :+LVM 5MTFGL SDF6LGM 5MTFGL DZÒ
D]HA p5IMU SZL XSTL CTLP V[ l;JFIGL *& ' :+LVMV[ 5MTFGL SDF6L
3ZGF 5]~Q JU"GF CFYDF\;M\5L N[JL 50TL CTL VFD4 DM8L ;\bIFGL :+LVMGL
CF,T VtI\T NIGLI K[P lD,STGF JFZ;F VlWSFZYL 56 DM8F EFUGL :+LVM
J\lRT K[P
· 3Z[,] lC\;F ov
3Z[,] lC\;F V[8,[ 3ZDF\YTL lC\;FP ;FDFgI ZLT[ S]8]\AGF SM. ;eI äFZF4
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S]8]\AGF H VgI ;eI ;FY[ lC\;FtDS VFRZ6 SZJFDF\VFJ[ T[G[3Z[,] lC\;F
SC[JFIP DM8FEFU[ 3Z[,] lC\;FGM EMU 5}~QM äFZF :+LVM AGTL CMI K[P The
Protection of women from Domestic Violence Act – 2005 GL
HMUJF.VMG[ VG],1FLG[ HM.V[ TM S]8]\AGF SM.56 5]|bTJIGF ;eI äFZF4
S]8]\AGL :+LGF :JF:yI4 ;,FDTL4 ÒJG S[ ;]BFSFZLG[ SM. 56 ZLT[ VgIFI
SZJFDF\VFJ[4 5L0F S[ .HF 5CM\RF0JFDF\VFJ[ TM T[G[ — 3Z[,] lC\;F˜ SC[JFIP
EFZTLDF\VF SFG]G VD,DF\VFjIM T[ 5C[,F\VG[ 5KL %6 :+LVM
vNC[HGL DFU6LGF VG];\WFG[4 AFl,SF UE"5FT DF8[ OZH 5F0JFGF D]N[4
lJWJFVMGF VFlY"S VlWSFZM B]\RJL ,[JF S[ T[GM U[Z,FE SZJFGF D]N[4
VJFZGJFZ 5lT S[ T[GF S]8]\ALHGM äFZF VtIFRFZGM EMU AGTL ZC[ K[P VF
l;JFI 56 5lT äFZF 5tGLG[ DFZS]84 DC[6F\v8M6F\ DFZJF4 T[G[ GMSZL SZJF G
HJF N[JL4 T[GL SDF6LGL ZSD KLGJL ,[JL4 RFlZÈ 5Z X\SF4 lJU[Z[ H[JL
5lZl:YlTVMGM EMU AGTL ZC[ K[P T[GF DF8[ VG[S SFZ6M HJFANFZ
CMJFG]\DFGJFDF\VFJ[ K[P 5Z\T] T[DF\5FIFG]\5lZA/ :+LVMGL VFlY"S 5ZFWLGTF
K[P vV[JM lJ£FGMGM DT K[P
· 3Z ACFZGF\1F[+MDF\lC\;F ov
3ZGL ACFZGF\ 1F[+MDF\ 56 V5CZ64 A/FtSFZ4 Z:TF 5Z
VFJTF\HTF\S[ ,MS, A;4 8=[GDF\VG[ SFI":Y/[ :+LVMGL HFTLI ;TFD6LGF
AGFJM JWTF HFI K[P VF V\U[GF NZ[S ;\XMWGGF V\T[ VUFpGL
;ZBFD6LDF\:+LVM 5Z YI[,F VtIFRFZMGM JW] DM8M VF\S0M ;FD[ VFJTM HFI
K[P
lN<CL sl0;[dAZvZ)!Zf VG[ D]\A. s;>8[dAZvZ)!#f DF\;FD]lCS
VtIFRFZGM EMU AG[,L I]JTLVMGF lS:;FVMV[ ;DU| EFZTG[ :TaW SI"] K[P
5Z\T] VFJF AGFJM AGTF V8SIF GYL4 lN<CLGF p5ZMST AGFJ 5KLGF VF9
DlCGFGF ;DIUF/F NZdIFG V[S,F lN<CLDF\H #4))) YL JW] A/FtSFZGF
lS:;FVM 5M,L; NOTZ[ GM\WFIFGF VC[JF,M JT"DFG 5+MDF\5|l;£ YIF CTFP
;FY[ H V[l;0 V[8[SGM EMU AGTL I]JTLVM TYF T[DGFL GS"YL 56 ANTZ
AGTL v AGFJ 5KLGL lH\NULGF 56 VC[JF,M UEZFJL D]S[ T[JF K[P V[l;0GF
BZLNL J[\RF6 5Z lGI\+6 D]STM SFINM 5;FZ YIFGF +6 lNJ;DF\H V[l;0
V[8[S GF 5F\RYL JW] lS:;FVM AgIFGF VC[JF,M TDFD JT"DFG5+MDF\5|l;£
YIF CTFP p5ZF\T4 .rKF lJ~£ J[xIFjIJ;FIDF\WS[,F. HTL AFl,SFVM VG[
I]JTLVMGL ;\bIF 56 36L DM8L K[P VF AFATGM .gSFZ SZGFZ AFl,SFvI]JTL
-MZDFZ VG[ ALHF VG[S VtIFZRFZMGM EMU AG[ K[P VF lJUTMGF VFWFZ[ V[
AFAT :5q8 YFI K[ S[4 :+LVMG[ U],FD AGFJLG[ ZFBJF DFJTM ;DFHGM V[S
JU"4 :+LVM 5F;[ 5MTFGL DZÒ VG];FZ JT"G SZFJJFGL AFATDF\GF ;F\E/JF
T{IFZ GYLP v No Right to say 'No’
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VFZMuI ov
VFZMuI ;\EF/ V[8,[ SM. 56 jIlST lADFZ 50[ S[ VS:DFTGM EMU
AG[ tIFZ[ T[GF p5RFZ VG[ ;FZJFZ DF8[GL TALAL ;]lJWFVM VG[ ;[JFVM 5]ZL
5F0JL VG[ T[DGF\:JF:yIGL HF/J6L YFI4 T[JL 5lZl:YlTG]\;H"G SZJ]\P
H[DF\5LJFG]\X]£ 5F6L4 5MQ6I]ST VFCFZ4 U\NSL GFA]NL VG[ :JrKTF ÝA\W
TYF R[5L ZMUM ;FD[ Z26 5]~\ 5F0JFGM 5|IF; SZJMvV[JM VY" SZL XSFIP
EFZTDF\5]~QMGL ;ZBFD6LDF\:+LVMG]\VFZMuI:TZ GA/]\K[P SFZ6 S[4
:+LVMGF HgD VG[ pK[ZGL VJU6GF SZFI K[P T[G[ 5MQS VFCFZ D/TM GYLP
GFGL p\DZGF\,uG4 GFGL JI[ 5|;}lT4 5]+LGF HgD ;DI[ ;F\E/JF 50TF DC[6F\4
AFl,SF UE"5FT DF8[ HMC]SDL4 ;BT XFZLlZS zD4 A[J0L E}lDSF4 S]8]\AGL
GA/L VFlY" S l:YlT lJU[ Z [ H[ J F\ VG[ S 5lZA/MG[ SFZ6[
EFZTDF\:+LVMG]\VFZMuI GA/]\VG[ D'tI]NZ µ\RM ZC[ K[P 5MTFGF\VFZMuI
5|tI[GL 5]ZTL HFU'lTGM VEFJ 56 :+LVMGF VFZMuI:TZG[ GLRM AGFJ[ K[P
· ZFHSFZ6G]\1F[+ov
EFZTGF\;\lJWFGGL S,Dv!5 VG];FZ4 — CJ[YL EFZTDF\:+L VG[
5]~QGL JrR[ SM.56 AFATDF\E[NEFJ R,FJL GlC\ ,[JFI˜ P VD[lZSF4
lA||8G4HF5FG4O|F\=;4 VG[ l:JthZ,[g0DF\:+LVMV[ DF+ DTFlWSFZ D[/JJF DF8[
JQM" ;]WL ;\3Q" SZJM 50IM CTM4 5Z\T] EFZTDF\ TM VFhFNL D?IFGL 5|YD
1F6YL H :+LVMG[ DFTlWSFZ 5|F>T YIM K[ V[8,]\H GCL\4 5Z\T]4 ZFHSLI 1F[+GF
NZ[S TASS[ v H[JF S[4 lJWFG;EF4 ;\;N4 U|FD 5\RFIT4 TF,]SF VG[ lH<,F
5\RFIT TYF J0F5|WFG 5N ;]WLv :+LVMG[ R]\86LDF\pD[NJFZL GM\WFJJFGM4
lJHI 5|F>T SZJFGM TYF CMNFVM ;\EF/JFGM VlWSFZ 5|F>T YIM K[P 5Z\T] VF
VlWSFZ DF+ ## ' DlC,F VGFDTGM lGN" [ X SZ[ K[ P
JF:TJDF\4EFZTDF\DlC,FVMGL J:TLGL 8SFJFZL 5)' GL GÒS K[ VG[ VF ## '
56 DF+ SFU/ 5Z H K[P JF:TJDF\## ' VGFDT A[9SM 56 :+LVMGF
SaHFDF\GYLP
AGF"0" XMG]\V[S SYG K[ S[4 v — DCtJ5}6" :YFGM 5Z V[S 5]~Q VG[ V[S
:+L v V[D AgG[GL lGI]SlT YJL HM.V[P T[ A\G[ äFZF ,[JFI[,F lG6"IM plRT
VG[ NLW"SF,LG 5lZ6FDM VF5GFZF ;FlAT YFI T[JL VG[S XSITFVM K[P˜
5Z\T]4 JF:TJDF\VF JFT jIJCFZDF\XSI AGL GYLP :+LVMG[ 5|F>T YI[,F
DM8F EFUGF VlWSFZM VG[ ;DFGTF DF+ SFU/ p5Z H XSI AgIF K[P
ZFHSLI VG[ SFG]GL VlWSFZMGM p5IMU TM N]Z ZCIM4 DM8F EFUGL :+LVMG[
VF V\U[GL HF6SFZL 56 GYLP ElJqIDF\ 56 ZFq8=LI VFIMHGM VG[
SFI"S|DMDF\:+LG[ ;FRF VY"DF\;FD[, SZJFDF\VFJX[ tIFZ[ H ;FRL ,MSXFCL
:YFl5T Y. XSX[P
s*f :+LVMG[ DNN~5 YJFGF 5|IF;Mov
·
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:+LVMGL ;D:IFVMGF lGJFZ6 DF8[ EFZT ;ZSFZ[ .P;PZ))!YL :+L
;XlSTSZ6GL GLlT V5GFJL K[P ZFq8=GF lJSF;GF D]bI 5|JFCDF\ :+LVM 56
HM0F.G[ 5MTFG]\IMUNFG VF5L XS[ T[ C[T]YL4 lJXF/ 5FIF 5Z HFU'lTG]\;H"G
SZJF DF8[ .P;P Z))!GF\JQ"G[ :+L ;XlSTSZ6 JQ" TZLS[ 3MlQT SZJFDF\VG[
pHJJFDF\ VFjI]\P JQ" NZdIFG :+LVMGF\ ;XlSTSZ6 DF8[GL ZFq8=LI
GLlTG]\30TZ SZLG[ T[ V5GFJJFDF\VFJLP
· :+L ;XlSTSZ6GL ZFq8=LI GLlTov
wI[IMov
s!f :+LVM ;FD[GF AWF H 5|SFZGF E[NEFJMGL GFA}NL SZJLP
sZf :+LVMGM lJSF; VG[ ;XlSTSZ6 SZJ]\P
s#f ;DFHÒJGGF\AWF\H 1F[+M VG[ 5|J'lTVMDF\:+LVMGL ;lS||I
EFULNFZLG[ ;]Zl1FT SZJLP
· :+L ;XlSTSZ6 VG[ 5\RJQL"I IMHGFVMov
.P;P !(5! YL .P;PZ)!Z ;]WLGL S],
!! 5\RJQL"I
IMHGFVMDF\:+LVMG[ lXl1FT VG[ :JFJ,\AL AGFJJF DF8[4 pnMU;FCl;S
AGFJJF DF8[4 ZFHSLI 1F[+[ ;lS||I EFULNFZL GM\WFJL XS[ T[ DF8[ VG[
;DFHÒJGGF 5|tI[S 1F[+[ 5]~QMGL ;DS1F EFULNFZL GM\WFJL XS[ T[ DF8[ VG[S
IMHGFVM AGFJLG[ VD,DF\D]SJFDF\VFJLP
·

National Commission for Women:-

.P;P!((ZDF\VF — :+LVM DF8[GF\ZFq8=LI 5\R˜ GL ZRGF SZJFDF\VFJLP
VF 5\R — :+LVMG[ V5FI[,L A\WFZ6LI VG[ SFG]GL ;]Z1FFVMGM VD, AZFAZ
YFI K[ S[ S[Dm˜ T[ AFAT T5F;LG[ ;ZSFZG[ VC[JF, ZH] SZ[ K[ TYF :+LVMGL
l:YlT ;]WFZJF DF8[GF 5U,F\VM ;}RJJFG]\ SFI" 56 SZ[ K[P
· SFG]GL 5U,F\ov
s!f lA|8LX VD, NZdIFG :Y5FI[,M AF/,uG 5|lTA\WS SFG}G v H[
.P;P Z))^DF\ ;]WFZJFDF\ VFjIMP
sZf lC\N] JFZ;F WFZM v !(5^˜ v H[DF\:+LVMGF lD,ST VlWSFZM
:5q8 YIFP
s#f — VG{lTS jIF5FZ V8SFIT SFG}G v !(5^˜ v H[ .P;P
!(*^DF\;]WFZJFDF\VFjIMP
s$f — NC[H 5|lTA\WS SFG}G v !(^!˜ v H[ 5FK/YL .P;P !(*$
DF\;]WFZJFDF\VFjIMP
s5f ;TL5|YF 5|lTA\WS SFG}Gv H[ .P;P !(*&DF\;]WFZJFDF\VFjIMP
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s^f

— 3Z[,] lC\;F ;FD[ Z26 VF5TM SFINM˜ v .P;P Z))%DF\ 30F.G[
.P;P Z))^ YL VD,DF\D}SFIMP
s&f — ;DFG SFD AN, ;DFG J[TGWFZM˜ v.P;P !(&^ v ;DFG
J[TGGL HMUJF. SZL VF5[ K[P
p5ZF\T4 NZ[S ZFHIDF\S]8]\A ;,FC S[gN=M4 SFG]GL lX1F6 SFI"S|D VG[ S]8]\A
VNF,TGL :YF5GF SZJFDF\VFJLP
· :+L lX1F6 lJSF;GF SFI"S|DMov
:+L lX1F6GF lJSF; DF8[ ;J"lX2F VlEIFG4 S:T]ZAF UF\WL AFl,SF
lJnF,I IMHGF4 DwIFCG EMHG IMHGF X~ SZJFDF\VFJL4 DOT SgIF
S[/J6LGL TYF lXqIJ'lTGL IMHGFVM AGFJF.P NZ[S ZFHIDF\5|{F- lX26
DF8[GF JUM" X~ SZFIF VG[ U<;" CM:8[,GL ;]lJWF pEL SZF. K[P .P;P !(*(
YL DlC,F ;FDbI IMHGF X~ SZF. K[P H[ :+LVMG[ lXl1FT VG[ HFU'T
AGFJFJDF\ VG[S ZLT[ p5IMUL AGL ZCL K[ TYF .P;PZ))! YL lSXMZL XlST
IMHGF VD,DF\D]SF. K[P H[ !! YL !* JQ" JrR[GL lSXMZL VG[ I]JTLVMGF
;JF"\UL lJSF;G[ VFJZL ,[TL IMHGF K[P
· VFlY"S lJSF;GF SFI"S|DMov
:+LVMG[ VFlY"S ZLT[ :JFJ,\AL AGFJJF DF8[ :JI\l;£F IMHGF˜
.P;PZ))! YL VD,DF\D]SF. K[P H[ VFH[ EFZTGF\!) ZFHIMGF4 5Z
lH<,FVMDF\Z!4))) UFD0F\VMGL :+LVMG[ p5IMUL AGL ZCL K[P :JFWFZ
IMHGF D]xS[,LDF\D]SFI[,L :+LVMG[ 8[SM VF5JF DF8[GL IMHGF K[P H[DF\:+LVMG[
BMZFS4 5MXFS4 VFzI4 DFU"NX"G SFG]GL ;CFI TYF 5]GJ";G 5}~\5F0JFDF\VFJ[
K[P p5Z\FT4 working women Hostel GL IMHGF 56 VD,DF\K[P H[ V[S,L
ZC[TL :+LVM VG[ I]JTLVMG[ ZC[JF v HDJFGL ;]lJWF 5]ZL 5F0[ K[P
· VFZMuI lJSF;GF SFI"S|DMov
:+LVMGF\VFZMuIGL HF/J6L DF8[ U|FDL6 lJ:TFZMDF\5|FYlDS VFZMuI
S[gN=M4 5}ZS VFCFZ IMHGF4 S]8]\A S<IF6 SFI"S|D4 5<; 5M,LIM SFI"S|D4 HGGL
;]Z2F IMHGF4 S]8]\A S<IF64 VFZMuI lJDF IMHGF vlJU[Z[ VD,DF\D]SJFDF\
VFJL K[P
p5ZF\T TALAL UE"5FT SFG]G v !(&! VD,FDF\K[P H[ VG[S
:+LVMG[ p5IMUL AG[ K[ ;FY[ H UE" HFlT 5lZ26 VG[ :+LE}6CtIF 5Z
lGI\+6 D}SJF DF8[GM SFINM TYF A[8L ARFJM TYF CJ[ TM A[8L JWFJM SFI"S|D
56 VD,DF\ K[P
s(f TFZ6M ov
!P :+LVMV[ ;DFHcJGGF 5|tI[S 1F[+DF\ V[8,[ S[4 lX1F64VFZMuI4
jIF5FZvJFl6HI4 JFCGv ;\N[XF jIJCFZ4 HFC[Z cJG4 ZFHSFZ64
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;\XMWG lJU[Z[ NZ[S 1F[+[ 5MTFG\] 5|lTlGlWtJ GM\WFjI] K[P 8=SGF 8FIZ
AGFJTF V{FWM[[lUS V[SDDF\TYF AMdA[GL ,MS, 8=[GDF\ 0=F.JZ TZLS[GL
TYF 0=.JZMG[ 8=[lG\U VF5JFGL E}lDSF EHJTL :+LVMGF\pNFCZ6M
p5,aW K[P
ZP EFZTGM DM8F EFUGM :+L ;D]NFI BZ[BZ lXl1FT VG[ HFU'T AgIM
CMJFG]\ 5|YD Nlq8V[ H6FI K[P 5Z\T] XF/FDF\GFD GM\WFjIF 5KL DM8F
EFUGL AF/SLVM E6JF H. XSTL GYL T[YL JF:TJDF\V1FZ7FG
5|Fº YI]\CMI S[ aMMl£STF 5|Fº Y. CMI T[J\] DM8F EFUGF
lS:;FVMDF\AGT] GYLP HFU'lTGL AFATDF\56 DM8F EFUGL :+LVM
V;CFI VYJF TM G;LAJFNL J,6 WZFJTL CMI T[J]\ HMJF D/[ K[P
#P VFH[ EFZTLI :+LVMGL I]JF5[-L lJSF; ;FWJF Sl8A£ AGL K[P T[
5MT[ — S\.S SZJF˜ Tt5Z K[P
$P SM.56 ;D:IFGM EMU AG[,L :+LVM 5MTFGL l:YlTG[ — VlGrKGLI
5lZl:YlT— DFG[ K[P — T[ N}Z YJL HM.V[— T[J]\ 56 DFG[ K[P 5Z\T] DM8F
EFUGL :+LVM SM8" SR[ZLYL N}Z ZC[JF DFU[ K[P VF AFATG[ S]8\]AGL
5|lTq9F ;FY[ HM0[ K[P VG[ — ;FDFcS ;DFWFG˜ .rK[ K[P
5P :+L E°6CtIF4 NC[H5|YF4 HFlTI ;TFD6L4 WZ[,] lC\;F lJU[Z[
;D:IFGM EMU BZ[BZ S[8,L :+LVM AG[ K[m T[GF ;FRF VF\S0FVM
SIFZ[I D/L XSTF GYLP
^P NZ[S lS:;FGL OlZIFN GM\WFTL GYL VG[ OlZIFN GM\WFIFGF NZ[S
lS:;FDF\— BZ[BZ gIFI D?IM K[ S[Gl\C\ m˜ T[ HF6L XSFT]\ GYLP
&P K[<,F V[SFN NFISF NZdIFG :+LVMG[ DNN~5 YJF DF8[GL VG[S
IMHGFVM VD,DF\VFJL K[P VG[ T[GM ,FE D[/JGFZL :+LVMGL
;\bIF pTZMTZ JWTL HFI K[P T[ 56 CSLST K[P
s!)f ;DF5Gov
VFD4 EFZTLI ;DFHDF\JT"DFG ;DIDF\:+LVMGL l:YlT SIF\S lJSl;T
TM SIF\S 5ZFWLG £lq8DFG Y. ZCL K[P T[GL 5|UlTGF VC[JF,M VFG\lNT SZL
D}S[ K[ TM ;FY[ H4 V[SJL;DL ;NLGF ALHF NFISFDF\ 56 NAFI[,L v SR0FI[,L
VG[ VtIFRFZGM EMU AGTL GFZLGL NXF lGZFX SZL HFI K[4 SIFZ[S 0Z 56
,FU[ K[ S[4v — 5MTFGL ;,FDTL .rKTL GFZL sHM S[4 VFH[ TM T[
5MTFGF\3ZDF\56 ;]Zl1FT GYL VG[ DFTFGF UE"DF\56 GlC\f V;,FDTL VG[
VtIFRFZGF EIYL SIF\S OZLYL 5MTFGL HFTG[ 3ZGL RFZ lNJF,MDF\ S[N TM
GlC\ SZL ,[ G[m˜
5Z\T]4 ;FY[ H VFXFG]\lSZ6 56 K[ S[4 v S[gN= ;ZSFZ VG[ ZFHI ;ZSFZ
:+LVMG[ lXl2T4 HFU'T VG[ :JFJ,\AL AGFJJF Sl8A£ K[P VFGF DF8[ T[
lJlJW IMHGFVM 56 VD,DF\D}SL ZCL K[ VG[ SFINFVM 56 30L ZCL K[P v
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CJ[ H~Z K[ DF+ ;ZSFZ äFZF SFINFGF S0S VD,GL VG[ ;DFH äFZF :+LVMG[
;DFGTFGM VlWSFZ JF:TJDF\5|F>T YFI T[ DF8[ Sl8A£ YJFGL v HM VF AFAT
XSI AGX[ TM ;FRF VY"DF\:+L ;XlSTSZ6 YI]\ SC[JFX[ VG[ TM :J:Y4 lXl1FT4
HFU'T VG[ ;XST :+LVMG]\ElJqI 56 pHHJ, K[ VG[ T[GL ;FY[ H EFZTG]\
ElJqI 56 pHHJ/ K[ H v T[ AFATGM .gSFZ SZL XSFI T[D GYLP
;\NE";}lR ov
!P DlC,F lJSF; SFI"SD v ,[lBSF lZRF E]G[`JZL v ZLT] 5la,S[Xg;
vHI5]Zv 5|SZ6v! v 5FGF G\P !4 5FGF G\P #
ZP
,{\lUS lC\;F V[J\DlC,F ;XlSTSZ6 v,[BSM ov ZlJ5|SFX IFNJ4
ZFlUGLNL54 5]HFZFIP v VlJqSFZ 5la,X;" v HI5]Z 5zFNŸE}lDSFv
5FGF G\P !5 v 5|SZ6 G\P Zv 5FGF G\P !5)v!5Z4 5|SZ6 G\P #v
5FGF G\P !5^v!5&4
#P DlC,F lJSF; v ,[BSM v ZDF XDF" vV[DPS[P lDzF v VH"]G 5la,lX\U
CFp;v GJL lN<CLvÝSZ6v*v5FGF G\Pv@@^
$P EFZTLI ZFHGLlT D[\DlC,FVM SF IMUNFG v ,[lBSFvzLDlT D\H]
XDF"v ZFH 5la,lX\U CFp;vHI5]ZvÝSZ6v!4v5FGF G\Pv!P
%P — U]HZFT˜ V\Sv^v TFP!^” #” @)!@P
^P — àLVMGL ;D:IFVM˜ vH[PS[PNJ[PvVG0F
ÝSFXG vÝSZ6
vG\P#45FGF G\Pv5Zv5#4 ÝSZ6v$v5FGF G\v^^4ÝSZ6v^v 5FGF
G\v!)( YL !@*P
&P — EFZTGL ;FDFlHS ;D:IFVM EFUvZ˜ H[PS[P NJ[vVG0F
ÝSFXGvÝSZ6v#v5FGF G\v5)45^45&4^)P
*P

www.census.2011.co.in

(P

www.updateox.com/india/state-wise/population

U]HZFTDF\ :+L ;XlÉSZ6 JT"DFG VG[ ElJqI
0¶FP ULTF V[P pG0S8
— — I]U I]UYL ,\]\8FI TM 56 X6UFZJTL
;{S[ ;{S[ 3JFI TM 56 ;\cJGL˜ ˜
EFZTLI ;\:S'lTG]\p\0F6 VG[ 5]_IA/GM DlCDF GFZL K[P
lJ`JDF\GFZLG]\;H"G DCFG K[ VF EFJGFYL DlC,FVMG]\;gDFG4 VFNZ SZJF V[
EFZTLI ;\:S'lT DF8[ GJL JFT GYLP HIF\:+LG]\ SgIF4 U'lC6L4 DFTF AWF H
:J~5M ;gDFGG[ 5F+ U6FI K[ GFZLGL R[TGFG[ VG]EJJJL CMI TM GFZLGL
E}lDSFV[ pEF ZCLG[ H T[G[ 5FDL XSFIP GFZLGL XlST H[8,L NxI :J~5[ GYL
T[8,L ;]1D :J~5[ K[P SC[JFI K[ S[ SM.56 5]~QGL ;O/TFDF\ GFZLGM CFY CMI
K[P T[ CFY S[8,L:8 K[P pNL5S K[ v k[ZS K[P VF S[8,L:8vk[ZSvpäL5S X]\K[ m
lJ7FG H[G[ Energy sV[Gc"f SC[ K[P N[JL EFUJT H[G[ XlST SC[ K[P V[
XlSTG]\:Y},~5 K[ GFZLP GFZLDF\;TT R[TGFGM V[S VNxI kJFC JC[TM CMI K[P
5\l0T HJFCZ,F, GC[~GF XaNMDF\SCLV[ TM — SM.56 ;DFHGL kUlTGL
5FZFXLXL V[ ;DFHDF\:+LVMG]\:YFG S[J]\ K[ T[GF 5ZYL DF5L XSFI˜ P
VF56M .lTCF; NXF"J[ K[ S[ ;DFH VG[ ZFq8=GF ptYFGDF\VG[S
GFZLVMV[ IMUNFG VF5[, K[P EFZTLI ;\:S'lTDF\GFZL N[JLGF ~5DF\5}HGLI K[P
J\NGLI K[P DG]:D'lT VwIFIv# DF\Sæ]\K[ S[4
I+ GFI":T' 5}HIgT[ ZDgT[ T+ N[JTFo ×
I+{TF:T] G 5}HIgT[ ;JF":T+FO,Fo lÊIFo ××
k[D4 S~6F4 WD"GLq9F4 ;CGXL,TF4 tIFU4 WLZH H[JF VG[S U]6M
GFZLDF\CMJFYL ;DFH VG[ S]8]\ADF\T[ DCtJG]\:YFG WZFJ[ K[P
J{lNS SF/DF\:+LVMGL l:YlT ;\TMQSFZS CTLP T[ ;DIDF\SM.56
kSFZGF l,\UE[N JUZ EFZTDF\ :+Lv5]~QM ;DFG EFJ[ J{lNS lX26 D[/JL
XSTFP – UJ[NGF S[8,FS ;}STM :+LVMV[ ZrIF CMJFGF kDF6 D/L VFJ[ K[P
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lJ`JJFZF4 l;STF4 GLJFJZL 3MQF4 V5F,F4 ,M5FD]ãF4 D{+[IL4 UFUL" H[JL
:+LVMV[ ;}STM ZRJFDF\5MTFGM VD}<I OF/M VF>IM CTMP
p5lGQNSF/DF\J[N lJ7FGGF lX26G[ 5lZ6FD[ NX"G4 TtJ7FGGM
VeIF; lX26D\F ,MS lkI AgIM CTMP A'CNFZ_IS p5lGQNDF\– lQ
IF7J<SIGL 5tGL D{+[ILV[ TtJ7FGGM p\0M VeIF; SZLG[ IF7J<SIG[ k`G
5}KIM v
I[GFC\GFD'TF:IF lS\T[GFC\S'IF"lDlT m
V[H – lQGF ALÔ 5tGL UFUL"V[ 56 TtJ7FGF ;]1D k`GMGL K6FJ8
HGSZFÔGF I7;+DF\SZL CTLP ;\:S'T SlJ EJE}lTGF pTZZFDRlZTGL
VF+[IL 56 JFl<DSL VG[ VUt:I – lQGL lGzFDF\J[NF\TGM VeIF; SZTL CTLP
VFD V[ ;DIDF\GFZLGL l:YlT DCtJGL CTLP
@))!GF JQ"G[ DlC,F ;XlSTSZ6 (Women Empowerment)
JQ" TZLS[ pßHJJFDF\VFjI]\CT]\P T[DH klT JQ" * DFR"G[ N]lGIFEZGF
N[XMDF\VF\TZZFq8=LI DlC,F lNG TZLS[ pßHJFDF\VFJ[ K[P tIFZ[ k`G YFI S[
VFH[ ßIFZ[ ;DU| lJ`J V[SJL;DL ;NLGF kYD 5UlYIF 5Z pE] K[P TYF
cJJGF NZ[S 2[+[ lJ`J kUlT SZL Zæ]\K[ tIFZ[ GFZLG]\:YFG ;DFHDF\X\] m SIF\m
VG[ S[J\] K[ m V[GF VlWSFZM 5ZtJ[ lJ`J4 ;DFH ;EFG VG[ ;ÔU K[ BZM m
JT"DFG ;DIGL lJQD 5lZl:YlTDF\GFZL 5MTFGF UF{ZJJ\TF :YFGYL 5TGGF
DFU"[ 5CM\RL UI[, K[P XMQ64 V5DFG4 VtIFRFZ4 SFDJF;GFGL T[ lXSFZ AGL
UI[, K[P 5Z\5ZFUT D}<IM4 DFgITFVM4 ZLTvZLJFÔM ~l-VM CH] 56 GFA]N
YIF GYL VG[ VF AWLH AFATM :+LG[ T[GF ;JFÅUL lJSF;YL J\lRT ZFB[ K[P
:+L;XlSTSZ6DF\RFZ AFATM B}AH DCtJGL K[P ;FDFcS 2[+4
VFlY"S 2[+4 ZFHSLI 2[+4 X{2l6S 2[+P
†
;FDFcS 2[+[ ;XlSTSZ6 o
NZ[S :+LG]\;DFcSZ6 V[S jIlST TZLS[ ;2D AG[ VFZMuI4 5MQ6
I]ST BMZFS kF>T SZ[ T[DH GL0Z VG[ VFtDlJ`JF;YL ;DY" AG[P
†
VFlY"S 2[+[ ;XlSTSZ6 o
S]8]\AGL DF,vlD,STDF\T[GM ;DFG lC:;M CMI4 VFlY"S p5FH"G SZTL
YFI tIFZ[ :+L VFlY"S ZLT[ :JFJ,\AL AG[ VFYL T[G[ IMuI ;TF4 5N D/TF T[
;FDyI"JFG AG[P
†
ZFHSLI 2[+[ ;XlSTSZ6 o
,MSXFCLDF\;DFG DTFlWSFZ D?IM K[P :+LVM ZFHSFZ6DF\GLlT 30TZ
SZTL SlD8LVM S[ ;lDlTVMDF\kJ[X[ tIFZ[ H T[VMGL ;D:IFVMG[ VlU|DTF D/[P
†
X{26lS 2[+[ ;XlSTSZ6 o
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lX26 äFZF HIFZ[ S]X/TF kF>T SZ[ tIFZ[ T[GFDF\VFtDlJ`JF; VFJ[ VG[
S]8]\A T[DH S]8\]A ACFZGF 2[+MDF\T[ VY"5}6" kNFG VF5L XS[P
GFZL ;XlSTSZ6 V[ ;DFHGF ;JFÅUL lJSF; DF8[ VlTVFJxSI klÊIF
K[P :+L VG[ 5]~Q A\G[GM ;DFG VG[ ;JFÅUL lJSF; N[X VG[ ZFHIGF DFGJ
lJSF;DF\36M VUtIGM OF/M VF5[ K[P K[<,F V[S NXSFDF\U]HZFTDF\ GFZL
XlSTGM DlCDF k:YFl5T YIM K[P :+L;XlSTSZ6GL VFUJL DLXF, JT"DFG
ZFHI ;ZSFZ[ kU8FJL K[P :JFDL lJJ[SFG\N SC[ K[ S[4 — — SM.56 ZFq8=GL kUlTGL
;FZFDF\;FZL 5FZFXLXL T[ ZFHI S[ N[XGL :+LVM ktI[GL T[GL JT"6}SDF\ZC[,L
K[P˜ ˜ VF JFSIDF\ :JFDLcV[ B}A DM8L OL,M;MOL VG[ ;rRF.G[ N]lGIF ;D2
D]SL NLWLK[P SM.56 ZFHI S[ ZFq8=GL GFZL XlSTGL VJU6GF SZLG[ SIFZ[I 56
GSSZ lJSF; ;FWL XS[ H GlC\P SM.56 ZFq8=DF\:+LVM ;FY[ S[JM JTF"J4 jIJCFZ
SZJFDF\ VFJ[ K[P T[GF VF3FZ 56 H[ T[ N[XGM lJSF; kUlT VG[ EFJ lGE"Z
CMI K[P
K[<,F V[S NXSFDF\U]HZFTDF\GFZL XlSTGM DlCDF k:YFl5T YIM K[P
VG[ DlC,F ;XlSTSZ6GL VFUJL DLXF, JT"DFG ZFHI ;ZSFZ[ kU8FJL K[P
U]HZFT ;ZSFZ[ ZFHIDF\TDFD U|FdI T[DH XC[ZL :+LVMGF UF{ZJ DF8[ T[DGF
;DU|tIF lJSF; VG[ VFlY"S :JFJ,\AG DF8[ VFYL"S kItGM SIF" K[P H[GF
5lZ6FD ~5[ DlC,FVMGF lCTMGL Z2F DF8[ @))! DF\V,FINF V[JF DlC,F
AF/ lJSF; lJEFUGL ZRGF U]HZFTDF\SZJFDF\VFJLP H[ DlC,F ;XlSTSZ6GL
lNXFDF\V[S GJTZ SND U]HZFT ;ZSFZ[ p9FjI]\P
DFGJ lJSF;GF ,1IM DlC,FVMGF lJSF; VG[ ;XlSTSZ6 ;FY[ 3lGq9
ZLT[ Ô[0FI[, K[P VF ,1IGL 5}lT" DF8[ DlC,FVMGF ;FDFcS4 DFGJLI T[DH
;JFÅUL lJSF; DF8[ ;ZSFZ lJlJW 5U,FVM ,. ZCL K[P U]HZFTDF\DlC,FVMGM
;F2ZTF NZ JQ" o @))! DF\%&P*)' CTM H[ J3LG[ JQ" o @)!!v!@ DF\&)P&#'
YIMP JQ" o @))# 5C[,F ZFHI ;ZSFZ äFZF lJWJF tISTF VG[ K]8FK[0F ,LW[,
DlC,FVMG[ VFlY"S s5[gXGf ;CFI VF5JFDF\VFJTL CTLP VF ;CFI DGLVM0"Z
äFZF V5FTL H[GF SFZ6[ DlC,FVM HIFZ[ H~Z CMI tIFZ[ GF6FGM p5IMU SZL
XSTL G CTLP U]HZFT ;ZSFZzLGL NLW" ãlq85}6" lJRFZWFZF GF 5lZ6FD[
DFGJLI ;\J[NGF ;EZ GL6"I ,.G[ JQ" @))# AFN ;CFI ,FEFYL"GF 5M:8
BFTFDF\~l5IF ;L3F HDF SZJFGM DCtJGM lG6"I ,[JFDF\ VFjIM T[DH !* YL
$) JQ"GL lJ3JF DlC,FVMG[ VFlY"S ZLT[ :JFJ,\AL AGFJJF ZFHI ;ZSFZ
äFZF T[VMG[ jIFJ;FlIS lJSF;GL TF,LD VF5JFGL X~VFT SZJFDF\VFJL T[DH
VFlY"S ZLT[ :JFJ,\AL AGFJJF DF8[ ~FP %4)))” v GL DIF"NFDF\;FWG ;CFI
VF5JFDF\VFJLP VF ;CFI äFZF DlC,F XlSTG[ VFtDlGE"ZTFGF DFU"[
JF/JFDF\VFJLP
VF p%ZF\T JQ" o @))% DF\DlC,FVMGF A\WFZ6LI VG[ SFG]GL CÞMGF
Z26GF pNŸ[XYL — U]HZFT ZFHI DlC,F VFIMU˜ GL ZRGF SZJFDF\VFJLP
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VF VFIMU äFZF lJlJW JU"GL DlC,FVMG[ VlWSFZMYL J\lRT ZFBJF
;A\W[ S[ DlC,FVMG[ Z26 5]~ 5F0TF SFINFVMGF VD,LSZ6G[ ,UTL
OlZIFNMGL T5F; SZL gIFI VF5JFGL SFDULZL SZJFDF\VFJLP ZFHIGF K[<,F
lJ:TFZDF\J;TL DlC,FVM 56 5MTGF ;\J{WFlGS VlWSFZYL Ô6SFZ YFI T[DH
T[DG[ H~ZL DFU"NX"G D/L ZC[ T[ DF8[ VFIMU äFZF C[<5 ,F.G X~
SZJFDF\VFJLP
JQ" o @))^DF\U]HZFT ;ZSFZ[ — GFZL UF{ZJ GLlT˜ G]\30TZ VG[
VD,LSZ6 X~ SI]ÅP ;FDFcS SF{8]\lAS S[ lC\;FGF k`GMYL V;ZU|:T
DlC,FVMG[ VMKF BR" VMKF ;DIDF\:YFlGS :TZ[ T[DGL ,FU6LG[ ;Dc gIFI
D/[ T[JF C[T]YL ZFHIDF\:J{rKLS WMZ6[ GFZL VNF,TMGL:YF5GF SZJFDF\VFJLP
GFZLVMG[ :JZMHUFZ äFZF VFlY"S ZLT[ 5UEZ AGFJJF DF8[ ZFHI ;ZSFZ[
— DLXG D\U,DŸ˜ GFDG]\VlEIFG CFY WIÅ]P JT"DFG ;ZSFZ[ GFZLXlSTG[ VFlY"S
lJSF;DF\Ô[0FJF NZ[S UFDDF\;BL D\0/M X~ SIF"P H[GFYL U|FD
VY"T\+DF\UZLALGL Z[BF GLR[ cJTL AC[GM 5MTFGL XlSTYL H VFlY"S
:JFJ,\AGGL GJL TFSFT pEL SZX[P — DLXG D\U,DŸ˜ G[ SFZ6[ JT"DFG ;DIDF\@
sA[f ,FB H[8,F ;BL D\0/M SFI"ZT K[P
DlC,F ;XlSTSZ6 V[ ;DFHGF ;JF"UL lJSF; DF8[ VlT VFJxIS
klÊIF K[P :+L VG[ 5]~Q A\G[GM ;DFG VG[ ;JF"UL lJSF; ZFq8=GF DFGJ
lJSF;DF\36M DCtJGM EFU EHJ[ K[P JT"DFG ;ZSFZ[ DlC,F ;XlSTSZ6GL H[
GJL S[0L S\0FZL K[ Z2F XlST 2[+[ 56 GFZL UF{ZJGM kX:T DFU" Ô/jIM K[P
ZFHIGF 5M,L;N/DF\kYDJFZ V[;P VFZP 5LP GL DlC,F A8Fl,IG U|'5
ZRJFDF\VFjI\]\P V[8,]\H GlC\TFH[TZDF\ZFHIGF 5M,L; N/DF\Ô[0FI[,F 5LP V[;P
VF.P DF\#) YL JW] DlC,FVM K[P :JFDL lJJ[SFG\N[ Sæ]\K[ S[4 — :+LVMGL
l:YlTDF\DFY]\DFZJFGM VF56M VlWSFZ OST T[DG[ lX26 VF5JF 5]ZTM H K[P
:+LVMG[ V[JL S2FV[ ,FJL D]SJL Ô[.V[ S[ T[VM 5MTFGF k`GM ÔT[ H pS[,L XS[
T[DGF DF8[GM VF pS[, ALÔ SM. ,FJL XS[ GCL\S[ ,FJJM Ô[.V[ GlC\ VF56L
EFZTLI :+LVM 56 V[ SZJFGL XlST N]lGIFGL VgI :+LVM H[8,L H WZFJ[
K[P˜ GFZL UF{ZJ GLlTGM VlEUD V[ K[ S[ ZFßIGF lJSF;GF D]bI kJFCDF\GFZL
UF{ZJ VG[ ;DFGTFG[ VlU|DTF D/[P
U] H ZFTDF\ D lC,F ;XlSTSZ6 DF8[ @)!@v!#GF JFlQ" S
V\NFH5+DF\BF; SZLG[ ;[<O C[<5 U|'5 ;BL D\0/M äFZF zDcJL DlC,FVMG[
VF5JFDF\VFJTL WLZF6GL ZSDDF\ZFCT VF5JFDF\VFJL K[P ,MG WLZ6 V\U[GF
~FP !4))4)))” v ;]WLGF N:TFJ[Ô[DF\:8[d5 0I]8LDF\YL H[ D]lST
VF5JFDF\VFJL CTL T[ D]lST JWFZLG[ ~FP @4))4)))” v ;]WLGF
NZ:TFJ[Ô[DF\D]lST VF5JFG]\GSSL SZFI]\K[P VF AFATG[ DlC,F ;XlSTSZ6GL
lNXFDF\U]HZFTG]\GÞZ SND SCL XSFI T[DH ZFHSLI ZLT[ GFZL ;XlSTSZ6GL
JFT SZLV[ TM VF56[ tIF\ ,MSXFCL U6T\+DF\\DlC,FVM DF8[ V[S T'lTIF\X A[9S
VGFDT ZFBJFGL Ô[UJF. 56 V[ lNXFDF\V[S DCtJG]\SND K[P
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JT"DFG ZFHI ;ZSFZGF C{I[ ZFHIGL NZ[S DlC,FVMG]\lCT J;[,] K[P
DlC,FVMGF ;JFÅUL lJSF; VG[ ptYFG DF8[ ;ZSFZ ;\S<5AwW VG[ Sl8AwW
K[P U]HZFT ;ZSFZ[ GFZL ;lXSTSZ6GL 5C[,G[ VELjIST SZTF H6FjI]\K[ S[
— U]HZFT[ lJlJW 2[+MDF\ H[ lJSF;GL IF+F X~ SZL K[ T[ lJSF;IF+F GFZL
XlSTGF A/ YSL H 8SFp VG[ RLZ\cJ AGX[P U]HZFTGL VF lJSF;IF+F
DlC,FvDFT'XlSTGM DlCDF D\l0T SZJF ;FY[ U]HZFTG[ GFZL ;XlSTSZ6 2[+[
EFZTG]\VjJ, ZFHI AGFJX[P SFZ6 S[ U]HZFTGL JT"DFG XF;G jIJ:YFV[
GFZL XlSTGM DlCDF SZTM wI[I D\+ ZFbIM K[ S[4
— V[S 0U,]\VF5LV[ V[G[ V[ VFEG[ VF\AL ATFJX[˜
VFD4 ZFHIGL DlC,FVMG]\;FDFcS4 VFlY"S4 VFZMuI ,2L4 X{2l6S
;XlSTSZ6 SZLG[ ZFHIGF ;JFÅUL lJSF;DF\DlC,F XlSTG[ Ô[0JFG]\ZFHI
;ZSFZG]\wI[I K[P K[<,F V[S NFISFDF\ZFHI ;ZSFZ[ VD,DF\D]S[,L VG[S
IMHGFVMGF ;]¹- VD,LSZ6G[ SFZ6[ VFJGFZF lNJ;MDF\ ZFHIGL DlC,FVM
z[q9 kNFG SZL XSX[P ;FYM ;FY ;F{YL DCtJGL AFAT V[ K[ S[ :+L 5MT[ 5MTFGL
XlSTYL ;ÔU AG[ VgIFI4 VtIFRFZM ;CG G SZJFGL N-TF S[/J[ TYF
DFGl;S T[DH XFZLlZS A/ S[/J[ T[DH ;F2Z AG[ TM H :+L ;FdyI"JFG AGL
XS[P V\TDF\SlCV[ TM4
C[ GFZL p9FSZ SFUH S,D AGM T]D ;F2Z
lOZ SZM V5G[ VlWSFZM VF{Z ;DFGTF 5Z C:TF2Z ××˜˜
;\NE" U|gYM o
!P
EFZTLI ;DFHDF\:+LVMGM NZßÔ[4 U]H"Z kSFXG4 VDNFJFNP
@P
:+L ;\:S'lTGL VF3FZ lX,F4 5F`J" 5la,S[XG4 VDNFJFNP
#P
DG]:D'lT4 ;Z:JTL kSFXG4 VDNFJFNP
$P
A'CNFI_IS p5lGQN4 ;Z:JTL kSFXG4 VDNFJFNP
%P
:+L ;XlSTSZ64 U]HZFT D[U[lhG V\S4VDNFJFNP V\Sv^4 JQ" o
@)!#P

VFW]lGS I]UDF\GFZL v GFZL;XlSTSZ6
JQF" ALP HMQFL
VFW]lGS GFZLGF V\TZGM VF VJFH K[P VFHGM I]U GJlGDF"6GM I]U
K[ H[ GFZLGF\;CIMU lJGF XSI GYLP KL5GF A\WGDF\YL DMTLG]\ACFZ VFJJ]\T[
S]NZTL K[ T[JL H ZLT[ :+LVMDF\ ZC[, VDF5 XlSTG[ V[ HFC[Z ÒJGDF\,FJ[ V[
;CH K[P
— :+L ;XlSTSZ6˜ XaN VFHSF, NZ[S HuIFV[ RRF"TM CM. DlC,F
S<IF6 S[ DlC,F ptSQ" H[JF XaNMG[ :YFG[ DlC,F ;XlSTSZ6G[ DCtJ
D/T]\HFI K[P VCL\;JF, V[ K[ S[ :+LVMG]\;XlSTSZ6 SZJF DF8[ J{RFlZS ZLT[
VF56L 5F;[ V[J]\SI]\EFY]\K[4 H[ GJL 5[-LG[ VF5L XSFIP VF JFT V[8,F DF8[
SC[JL 50[ K[ S[ :+LG[ ;XST SZJFGL H~Z GYL V[ ;XST H K[ 5Z\T]4 ;DFHGL
DFGl;STF AN,JFGL H~Z K[P
UF\WLcGF XaNMDF\VF56L :+LVM SNL VA/F GCMTL VG[ GYLP :+LG[
VA/F SC[JL V[ V[GL ANG1FL K[P :JFT\ÈGL ,0TDF\S[8,LI :+LVMV[ EMU
VF>IM4 5Z\T] VFhFNLGL ,0TDF\XlCNL JCMJGFZ S[ S9MZ SFZFJF;
EMUJGFZFVMDF\SIFZ[I VF56L S|F\lTSFZL I]JlTVMG[ IFN SZLV[ KLV[ m GF4
GYL H SZTF 5Z\T] VF56[ DF+ 5]~QMGL XCLNLG[ H IFN SZL :JFT\ÈlNGGL
pHJ6L SZLV[ KLV[ v :+LVMG[ IFN SZTF GYL V[ SZ]6TF GYL m
:+LVMGL WFlD"S4 ;FDFlHS VG[ ZFq8=LI ;[JFYL TM .lTCF; 56 WAS[
K[P G[T'tJ SZJF ;DY" T[ GFZL GFZLGL lJlXq8 XlSTVMGM bIF, J{lNS;DIYL
VF56G[ ;F\50[ K[P NZ[S 1F[+[ GFZLG]\ lJlXq8 5|NFG ZCI]\K[4 H[DS[
J[ N SF/DF\ l J`JZF VG[ 3MQF4 p5lGQNDF\ U FUL" VG[ D{ + { I L4
ZFDFI6vDCFEFZTDF\ ;LTF VG[ ãF{5NL4 DZF9F XF;GDF\ cHFDFTF VG[
hF\;LGL ZF6L ,1DLAF.4 lA|8LX XF;GDF\S:T}ZAF VG[ ;ZMlHGL GFI0]PPPPPP
VFD4 5|FRLG VJF"RLG SF/ ;]WLDF\EFZTG[ S[8S[8,F GFZL ZtGM 5|F>T YIF K[P
VFW]lGS ;DIDF\56 GFZLV[ 5MTFGM VF NZHHM SFID ZFbIM K[P
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VFH[ lJlJW 1F[+MDF\GFZL 5MTFGF VFtDA/ VG[ 7FGA/YL 5CM\RL U. K[P
5KL T[ ;FlCtI 1F[+ CMI4 ;FDFlHS 1F[+ CMI4 ZFHSLI 1F[+ CMI4 VFlY"S 1F[+
CMI S[ 5KL V\TlZ1FG]\ 1F[+ CMI NZ[S[vNZ[S 1F[+DF\GFZLXlSTG]\5|NFG AC]D}<I
ZCI]\K[P VFH[ GFZLG]\1F[+ U'C:JFlDGL 5]ZT]\H ;LlDT ZCI]\GYLP 5]Z]QGF
BE[vBEF lD,FJTL GFZL VFSFXGL p\RF.G[ VF\AL U. K[ VG[ :5[XJMS H[JF
l;lâGF lXBZM ;]WL 5CM\RL U. K[P
U]HZFTLDF\V[S SC[JT K[ S[ — AC]ZtG J;]\WZF˜ EFZT N[XGL 5]_I;L,F
E}lDDF\36F :+L ZtGM 5FSIF K[P VG[S 1F[+MDF\ EFZTGL ;gGFZLVMV[
5MTFG]\CLZ 5|U8FjI]\K[P VFW]lGS EFZTDF\VG[S :+LVMV[ 5MTFGF 1F[+DF\GFDGF
D[/JL K[P 5]Z]Q5|WFG ;DFHDF\T[DG]\SFI" VG[ cJG é0LG[ VF\B[ J/U[ T[J]\K[P
5KL T[ ZFHSFZ6DF\.lgNZF UF\WL CMI4 lJ7FGDF\S<5GF RFJ,F CMI S[
pnMU1F[+[ ;]DlT DMZFZc N[;F. CMI S[ 5KL N[XGF 5|YD DlC,F
VF.P5LPV[;P VlWSFZL lSZ6 A[NL CMIP 5]Z]QM DF8[ H VGFDT DGFTF ZC[TF
SFI"1F[+DF\;JFI] SF{JT NFBJLG[ VF DlC,FVMV[ VFUJM .lTCF; ;HIM" K[P
VFD4 :+LDF\VDF5 XlST K[P NZ[S 1F[+DF\:+LVM lJSF;5\Y[ VFU[S}R SZL ZCL K[
VG[ l;TFZF ;DFG RDSL ZCL K[P OST EFZTDF\H V[8,F GFZL ZtGM K[ S[ H[GF
OST GFD H ,BLV[ TM V[S ,[B AGL HFIP VFHGL GFZLV[ VgIFI4 VtIFRFZ4
V7FG4 V;DFGTF4 V5DFG VG[ VGLlTGL ;3/L H\cZM TM0L GFBL K[P
:+LXlST lJHIT[4 V[S TZO DlC,FVMGL AM,AF,F K[ TM ALc AFH]
:+L E'6 CtIFGM W\WM 5}ZACFZDF\RF,L ZCIM K[P EFZTLI ;DFHGL V[
SDG;LAL K[ S[ AF/SLG[ HgDTF 5C[,F H T[G[ DFZL GFBJFGL 5|YF RF,[ K[ VG[
HM SM. :+L AF/SLG[ HgD VF5[ TM T[GL VJU6GF YFI4 T[GF 5Z VtIFRFZ
YFIP EFZTDF\D'tI]NZ 5|;}lTSF/ NZdIFG lJX[Q HMJF D/[ K[P DlC,FVM 5|tI[
YTF V5ZFWDF\;F{YL N]oBN 3Z[,] lC\;F K[P ;\I]ST ZFq8=;\3GF VC[JF, D]HA
$) YL ^) @ :+LVM 5MTFGF H S]8]\AGL lC\;FGM EMU AG[ K[P S]8]\ADF\YTL
lC\;FGF AGFJM H[8,F AG[ K[ T[GF N;DF\EFUGF 56 ACFZ VFJTF GYLP E,[
EFZTGL 5F\R DlC,FVMGM lJ`JGL ;F{YL XlSTXF/L !)) DlC,FVMDF\;DFJ[X
YTM CMI4 JF:TlJSTF V[ 56 K[ S[ EFZTDF\NZ JQ[" 5F\R ,FB H[8,L AF/SLVMG[
UE"DF\H DFZL GFBJFDF\VFJ[ K[ VG[ 5]+LVMG[ 5]+ SZTF pTZTL U6JFDF\VFJ[
K[P NZ +6 lDGL8[ V[S :+L 5Z A/FtSFZ YFI K[P NC[HGF N}Q6DF\ZMHGL
;\bIFA\W :+LVM CMDFTL ZC[ K[P VFJL lJQDTFVMGL JrR[ 56 DlC,FVM
;O/TFGF\lXBZM ;Z SZL ZCL K[ tIFZ[ 5]Z]Q5|WFG ;DFH[ DFGl;STF AN,LG[
:+LVMG[ ;DFG U6JL HM.V[P lJ`JDF\DlC,FVMG]\DCtJ JWL ZCI]\K[ VG[
DlC,FVM 8MR 5Z 5CM\RL K[ tIFZ[ :+LVMGM VFNZ YFI VG[ :+LVM ;FD[GF
U]GF 38[ V[JL ;DFH ZRGF H~ZL AGL HFI K[P
:+LVMGL l:YlT ;]WFZJF VFtDlJ`JF; HUFJJF4 VFtD;gDFGGL
EFJGF HUFJJF IMuI ZLT[ lJRFZJFGL 1FDTF JWFZJF4 ;DFHDF\5lZJT"G
,FJJF4 EFZTLI A\WFZ6DF\5]Z]QM VG[ DlC,FVMG[ ;DFG NZHHM VG[ VlWSFZ
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VF5JFDF\VFjIM K[P KTF\lJSF; VG[ ;FDFlHS :TZGL ¡lq8YL DlC,FVMDF\CH]
56 5]Z]QM SZTF AC] 5FK/ K[4 VFGM VY" V[ GYL S[ VF56[ VF lNXFDF\VFU/
GYL JwIFP :+LG[ ;DFHDF\;dDFG5}J"S :YFG VF5JFGF 5|ItGM VFD TM
VFhFNL 5C[,FYL X~ Y. UIF CTFP 5Z\T] :JT\+TF 5KLGF 5|ItGMDF\;O/ YIF
VG[ VF56[ V[ RMSS; SCL XSLV[ KLV[ S[ lJlJW 1F[+MDF\VFJ[, 5lZJT"GGF
SFZ6[ 5) JQ" 5C[,FGL ;ZBFD6LDF\VFH[ 5lZl:YlT 36L ;FZL K[P KTF\56
:+L lJSF;GL D\lh, Cc N}Z K[P
EFZTLI ;DFHDF\DlC,F VFH[ 56 SDHMZ JUM"DF\HMJF D/[ K[P
lJSF;GF DM8FEFUGF 1F[+MDF\5]Z]QM VG[ DlC,FVMGL 5lZl:YlTDF\36]\V\TZ K[P
VF V\TZG[ VMK] SZJF DF8[ NZ JQ[" * DL DFR"GF ZMH VF\TZZFq8=LI DlC,F
lNJ;GL pHJ6L SZJFDF\VFJ[ K[P VF 5Z\5ZFG[ jIF5S ~5 VF5JF DF8[ ;\I]ST
ZFq8=V[ JQ" Z)))G[ lJ`J DlC,F JQ" TZLS[ HFC[Z SI]" CT]\P 5Z\T] EFZT[ VF
lJQIG[ JW] DCtJ VF5JF JQ" Z))!G[ ZFq8=LI DlC,F ;XlSTSZ6 JQ" TZLS[
pHJJFGM lG6"I SIM" CTMP
DlC,FVMGL BZFA l:YlT DF8[ T[DGF lJRFZM IF ¡lq8SM6 HJFANFZ
K[P H[ AF/56YL H KMSZFvKMSZLVMG[ ;\:SFZ TZLS[ D/[ K[P V[DF\5KL VF56L
5FZ\5FlZS4 ;F\:S'lTS4 WFlD"S VG[ ;FDFlHS 5Z\5ZFVM D}<I4 ZLTlZJFHM VF
¡lq8SM6G[ JW] 5]q8 SZ[ K[P VF lJRFZMDF\O[ZOFZ ,FJJM GFZL lJSF;GL
lNXFDF\;F{YL DM8M 50SFZ K[P VF AFATDF\ N[XvlJN[XGF TDFD ;DFHXF:+LVM
VG[ lJäFGM V[S DT K[ S[ VF lJRFZMDF\5lZJT"G ,FJJFG]\;F{YL DM8] ClYIFZ
lX1F6 K[P :+LVMGL l:YlT ;]WFZJF VFtDlJ`JF; HUFJJF4 VFtD;dDFGGL
EFJGF HUFJJF IMuI ZLT[ lJRFZJFGL 1FDTF JWFZJF4 ;DFHDF\5lZJT"G
,FJJF VG[ VFlY"S lJSF;DF\DCtJ5}6" E}lDSF VNF SZJF lX1F6 DCtJG]\
5lZA/ K[P lX1F6 V[ DlC,F ;XlSTSZ6GL VlGJFI" VFJxISTF K[P ;ZSFZ[
56 T[DF\JWFZM SZJF 36L H IMHGFVM VD,DF\D}SL K[ VG[ S[8,FS V\X[
;O/TF 56 D/L K[ T[D SCL XSFIP V[ ;J"lJlNT CSLST K[ S[ N[XGF H[
ZFHIMDF\DlC,F ;F1FZTFGM NZ é\RM K[ tIF\AF/D'tI] S[ DFTF D'tI]NZ VMKM K[P
VF TyIG[ wIFGDF\,. EFZTDF\lX1F6 5Z C\D[XF EFZ D}SJFDF\ VFjIM K[ VG[
5|ItGM 56 ;O/ ZCIF K[P lX1F6 VF5JFYL DlC,FVMDF\VFtDlJ`JF;4
VlWSFZM lJX[ HFU'lT TYF VgIFI ;FD[ ,0JFGL G{lTS XlST 5[NF YFI K[P T[VM
5MTFGF 5|tI[ Y. ZC[, ;FDFlHS VG[ VFlY"S E[NvEFJG[ VM/BL V[GM ;FDGM
SZL IMuI AGL XS[ K[P 3ZDF\4 Z:TFVM 5Z VG[ SFDSFHGL HuIFVM 5Z YTF
VtIFRFZMGM lJZMW lXl1FT TYF HFU'T DlC,FVM JW] ;FZL ZLT[ SZL XS[ K[P
5Z\T] VFJF V5ZFWMG[ ZMSJF DF8[ VG[S SFG}G AGFJJFDF\VFjIF K[ 5Z\T] lX1F6
VG[ HFU'lTGF VEFJYL VG[S DlC,FVM SFG}G äFZF VF5JFDF\VFJ[,L
;]lJWFVMGM ,FE ,. XSTL GYLP
:+L lX1F6 JWFZJF DF8[ ;DFHGL lJRFZ;Z6LDF\5lZJT"G ,FJJFGL
H~lZIFT K[P OST DlC,FVMDF\H 5lZJT"G ,FJJ]\VG[ V[DF\VFtDlJ`JF;
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JWFZJM H~ZL GYL 5Z\T] 3ZG]\JFTFJZ64 ;\:SFZ4 ;DFHjIJ:YF4 lX1F6
JU[Z[DF\5lZJT"G ,FJJFGL H~Z K[P VF 5lZJT"G V[SND H<NLYL GF VFJ[4 5Z\T]
DlC,F ;\U9GM4 lX1F6XF:+LVM4 :JI\;[JL ;\:YFVM TYF DLl0IF äFZF ;FDFlHS
5lZJT"G ,FJJFGF 5|ItGM RF,] ZFBJF HM.V[P
;FDFlHS cJGDF\5]Z]Q VG[ :+LV[ A\G[ ;FY[ H ;NLVMYL A<S[ ;'lq8
p5Z cJGGF 5|FZ\EYL H VFlY"S ;D:IFVM ;FY[ HM0FI[,F ZCIF K[P UD[ T[JL
5lZl:YlT JrR[ 56 DlC,FG[ S]8]\AGF EZ65MQ6GL G{lTS HJFANFZL
lGEFJJFGL ZC[ K[P VF HJFANFZLG[ T[ SNL TZKM0L XSTL GYLP VF AFAT H
DlC,FG[ :JFJ,\AL4 :JlGE"Z VG[ VFlY"S ZLT[ ;XST AGJF DF8[ 5|[ZL ZC[, K[P
VFlY"S ZLT[ T[ :JlGE"Z G CM. T[G[ ;NLVMYL XMQ6 VG[ V5DFGEI]" cJG
cJJ]\50I]\K[ H[DF CJ[ WLD] 56 5lZJT"G VFJL ZCI]\ K[P lJSF;GL TSM V[ 5|tI[S
DlC,FVMGM VlWSFZ K[P — — lJlJW 5|J'lTVMDF\DlC,FVMGL H[8,L ;FD[,ULZL
JW] V[8,L 5|UlT JW]P˜ ˜ V[ ;}+ ;C]V[ IFN ZFBJF H[J]\K[P
DlC,FVMG[ T[DGF :JlJSF;4 lGIDG VG[ GF6FSLI ;FWGMGL 5|Fl>T
DF8[ ;DFG TSM D?IF 5KL T[ TSMGM ,FE D[/JJF VG[ lJSF;GF D]bI
5|JFCDF\;FD[, YJF DF8[ DlC,FVMV[ 5MT[ ;HHTF S[/JJL HM.V[P H[YL T[VM
;XST AGL XS[P HM DlC,F ;XST AGX[ TM S]8]\A ;XST AGX[ VG[ S]8]\A
;XST YTF\;DU| N[X ;XST AGX[P V[8,[ S[ N[XG[ ;XST AGFJJF DF8[ DlC,F
;XlSTSZ6 H~ZL AGL HFI K[P
VFJL lJQDTFVMGL JrR[ 56 DlC,FVM ;O/TFGF lXBZM ;Z SZL
ZCL K[ tIFZ[ 5]Z]Q5|WFG ;DFH[ DFGl;STF AN,LG[ :+LVMG[ ;DFG U6JL
HM.V[P :+LG[ V[S :+L TZLS[ GCL4 p5EMSTFGL V[S J:T] TZLS[ GCL4 V[S
jIlST TZLS[ HMJL HM.V[P :+LVM DF8[ VGFDTGL 56 H~Z G 50[ HM T[DG[
;FDFlHS lJQDTFVM VG[ V;DFGTFVMGM ;FDGM G SZJM 50[P 5|FRLGSF/YL
VF56[ :+LVMG[ ;CG SZTF HM. K[P l5TF4 5lT VG[ 5]+GF\;CFZ[ T[ cJG cJL
ZCL K[P 5]Z]Q5|WFG ;DFHDF\VF56[ :+LG[ OST DFTF4 5tGL VG[ 5]+LGF ~5DF\
H HMJF 8[JFI[,F KLV[P X]\VF56[ V[GF :JjIlSTtJG[ lJS;FJJFGL TS G VF5L
XSLV[ m VFH[ Z!DL ;NLDF\TM :+LG[ ;DFHGF V[S :JT\+ jIlST TZLS[ :YFG
D/[ V[ H DCtJG]\K[P
VFhFNLGF VF8,F JQM" 5KL VFH[ Z!DL ;NLGF\I]UDF\ SFINFGL
¡lq8V[ VG[S ;DFG CSSM D/JF KTF\I ;DFHDF\GFZLGL CF,T YM0[ 36[ V\X[ H
5lZJT"G YI[,L K[P 5C[,F GFZL 3ZGM p\AZM VM/\UL ACFZ 5U 56 G D}SL
XSTL T[ VFH[ D]ST ZLT[ CZLvOZL XS[ K[P AFSL T[G]\VF\TlZS U'CcJGTM
;\3Q"DI H K[P N[XGL V0WMvV0W J:TL V[JL GFZL HFlTGF cJGDF\5lZJT"G
,FJJ]\B}A H~ZL K[P ;DFHG]\VF V0W]\V\U ;]BL VG[ :J:Y ZC[ T[ DF8[ H~Z K[
GFZL ;XlSTSZ6GLP
V\T[ :+L ;lXSTSZ6 DF8[ UF\WLcG]\VF lJWFG V+[ 5|:T]T SZJ]\ZCI]\4
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— — VF56L :+LVM VF56F lJQIG]\5F+ VG[ VF56L Z;M.I6 D8L
VF56L ;CRZL4 VF56L VWF"ULGL4 VF56F ;]BvN]oBGL EFUI6 G AG[4 tIF\
,UL VF56F ;J" 5|IF; lDyIF H6FI K[P˜ ˜
;\NE"U|\Y ;}lR
EFZTLI ;DFH VF{Z GFZL NXF ÈJ\lNXF v XMEF GF8F6L EFUv!4
·
DFS" 5la,;;"4 HI5]Z4 5|YD ;\:SZ64 @)!)
·
J[NSF,LG l:+IF¥ v DW]SZ VFq8LSZ4 lJnFlJCFZ4 G." lN<,L
:JT\+TF ;\U|FD VF{Z DlC,FI[ v lJ`J5|SFX U]ÃTF4 GDG 5|SFXG
·
:+LGM AN,FTM NZHHM VG[ E}lDSF v 0MP S<5GF XFC4 I]lGP U|\YlGDF"6
·
AM0"4 VDNFJFNP

:+L ;XlSTSZ6 o U]HZFTL SYF ;FlCtI ;\NE["
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VFH[ I]U 5lZJT"G DM0 ,. ZCIM K[4 tIFZ[ 5lZl:YlT4 JFTFJZ6 VG[
DFG; AN,FIF K[P VF56[ ;{F HF6LV[ KLV[ S[ cJGGL lJRFZ;Z6LDF\4 ;DU|
;DFHZRGFDF\5lZJT"G VlGJFI" K[P ;DIGF JC[6GL ;FY[ CHFZM JQ" 5]ZF6L
cJGZLlTVMGF UF6F UFJF lGZY"S AGL ZC[ K[P T[YL H ;F\5|T ;DIG[ ;DcG[
cJGZLlTDF\ O[ZOFZM VF6JF4 ~l-UT J,6M AN,JF VlGJFI" Y. 50[ K[P
VFW]lGS I]UDF\:+L:JFT\È4 :+L;XlSTSZ64 GFZL Vl:TtJ4 GFZL R[TGF H[JF
ZaNM J5ZFTF ZCIF K[P GFZL 3ZGL RFZ lNJF,MDF\5]ZF. ZC[4 V[J]\ CJ[ ;DFH
.rK[ TM 56 XSI GYLP K[<,F S[8,FS JQM"YL 5l`RDGF T[DH VF56F N[XDF\
:+LV[ 5MTFGL XlST VG[ 5|lTEFGM 5lZRI SZFjIM K[P V[S ZLT[ HM.V[ TM
:+LV[ XFZLlZS E[NG[ VlTÊDLG[ 5MTFG]\DCtJG]\VFUJ]\ :YFG l;â SI]"\K[P GFZL
DF8[ — XlST˜ XaN J{lNS I]UDF\VF56[ JF5ZTF CTF V[ — XlST˜ XaN CJ[ GJF ~5[
RlZTFY" Y.G[ ;FD[ VFJL R}SIM K[P :+L VG[ VFHGM ;DFH A\G[ V[ ZLT[ HFU'T
Y. R}SIM K[P lX1F64 jIJ;FI4 ,xSZL1F[+4 ZFHSLI1F[+ JU[Z[ T[DH
ZC[6LvSZ6LDF\ GFZLV[ 5MTFGL XlSTGL DC¿F 5]ZJFZ SZL ATFJL K[P V[ ZLT[
GFZLGL XlSTG[ SIF\I VMKL VF\SL XSFI T[D GYLP 5Z\T] VFH[ 56
HIF\lX1F6G]\5|DF6 VMK]\K[4 5Z\5ZFGL H0J'l¿DF\YL CH] 56 ;DFH ACFZ
GLS?IM GYLP T[ ;DFHGL :+LVMG[ ;CG SZJFG]\VFJ[ K[ VG[ VFJL ZCI]\K[4
5Z\T] HFU'T YI[,L YI[,L :+LVM ;LlDT1F[+DF\ZCIF JUZ GJL lNXFDF\5MTFGF
,1IG[ 5|Fº SZJF Sl8Aâ AGL K[P
GFZL R[TGFGL lJEFJGF VFW]lGS ;DIGF\;FDFcS gIFI VG[
;DFGTFGF D}<IMGL p5H K[P !( DL ;NLDF\GBFI[,F GFZL ;DFGTFGF ALH @)
;NLDF\5MQF.G[ ACFZ VFJL 5F\UIF" K[P V[DF\ 56 GFZL D]lSTGF EFU ~5[
A/FtSFZ4 :+LE}6 CtIF4 K}8FK[0F4 NC[H5|YF4 DFZ5L8 H[JF N}Q6M N}Z SZJF
TYF :+LGF VFlY"S :JFT\È4 ;DFGTF T[DH S[/J6L DF8[GL R/J/ RF,[ K[P
;FlCtIG[ ;DFHG]\5|lTlA\A U6JFDF\ VFJ[ K[P 5|tI[S I]UGF 5|`GM4
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5|JFCM4 5|lÊIF VG[ 5lZJT"GG[ hL,L T[G[ XFlaNS ~5[ ,MSM ;D1F ZH]
SZJFG]\SFD ;FlCtIG]\K[P TM J/L ;FlCtI äFZF ;DFH ;]WFZGL JFT 56 B[0FI
K[P VFYL ;FlCtIG[ ;DFH 5lZJT"GG]\;XST ;FWG U6JFDF\VFjI]\K[P ;FlCtI
VG[ ;DFHGM GFTM VZ;5Z;GF jIJCFZDF\ZC[,M K[P T[YL H ;DFHDF\RF,L
ZC[,L VF R/J/ U]HZFTL SYF ;FlCtIDF\S[JL ZLT[ hL,F. K[4 T[G[ GD}GF~5
ZRGFVMG[ VFWFZ[ T5F;JFGM p5ÊD ZFbIM K[P
GFZL ;XlSTSZ6GM 5|`G AC]VFIFDL K[P GFZL lR+6M VG[S DFwIDM
äFZF YIF K[P H[ VF56G[ T[GF lJlJWFtDS :J~5MGM AMW SZFJ[ K[P WFlD"S
U|\YMDF\GFZLG[ N[JL :J~5[ 5|:T]T SZJFDF\VFJL K[P H[D S[ v XlST :J~5F
DCFSF/L4 7FGGL N[JL ;Z:JTL4 ;D'lâGL N[JL ,1DL TM V{lTCFl;S 5F+MDF\56
GFZLGL KlAG[ JLZF\UGFGF ~5DF\ 5|:T]T SZJFDF\VFJL K[P HIF\T[ ;FC;4 VNdI
XlST T[DH X{FI"GL 5|lTEF K[P X+]VMGF lJGFX DF8[ T[ Sl8Aâ K[ TM ALc TZO
:+LG[ 1FDFXL,4 SMD/4 R\R/4 SMDHMZ 56 DFGJDF\VFJL K[P
U]HZFTL SYF ;FlCtIGF VFZ\ESF/[ :+LXMQ6GL ;D:IFVM4 T[GF
pTZTF DFG :YFG H[JF GFZL cJGGF\JF:TlJSTFGF NFCS lR+M VF,[BFIF K[P
TM ALc TZO S]D]N;]\NZL4 D\HZL4 ZMC6L4 B[DL H[JL T[H:JL GFlISFVM 56 D/[
K[P 5Z\T] VF GFlISFVM DM8[ EFU[ 5MTFGL ZLT[ DFGl;S TGFJ4 VJU6GF S[
CLGTFGF EFJ JrR[ ;\WQ" SIF" SZTL ZCL 5Z\T] T[DGF JF6L4 JT"G VG[ jIJCFZ
;FDFlHS jIJ:YFG[ ;];\UT VG[ :JLSFI" YI[,F HMJF D/[ K[P
U]HZFTL SYF ;FlCtIDF\GFZL :JFT\ÈGL CJF A\WFI K[P !(^% GL
VF;5F; ZW]JLZ R{FWZLGL — VD'TF˜ GJ,SYFDF\ GFZL :JT\+TF 5|U8 Y. K[P
— VD'TF˜ GJ,SYF V[SALHF ;FY[ :G[CGF ;\A\WDF\;\S/FI[,F +6 5|[DLHGM
VlGS[T4 pNŸIG VG[ VD'TFGL SYF K[P H[DF\ ,[BS[ VD'TFG[ 5LV[RP0LPGL 5NJL
5|Fº SZGFZL A]lâXF/L VG[ 5MTFGL ZLT[ 5;\NUL SZGFZL XlSTXF/L I]JTL
TZLS[ VF,[BL K[P H[DF\:+LGF lG6"IGF CSGM DlCDF YI[,M HMJF D/[ K[P
;DIGL ¹lq8V[ HM.V[ TM — VD'TF˜ GJ,SYF GFZL R[TGFGL 5C[, SZGFZL S'lT
K[P
zL WLZ]AC[G 58[,GL — SFN\AZLGL DF˜ GJ,SYFDF\lG~5FI[,F
;DFHDF\56 ~5F/L :+LG[ HM.G[ VFSQF"TF 5]Z]QGL SYF K[P AWF 5]Z]QM BZFA
GYL CMTFP T[DF\ AC[GMG[ ;FY VF5GFZF EF. 56 T[ ;DFHDF\ K[P
S[gãDF\G]\SFN\AZLG]\5F+ 5Z\5ZFUT ;DFHG]\K[P — DF˜ V[ NLSZLG[ D}\UF ZC[J]\4 WLD[
AM,J]\4 5lTGL VF7F DFGJL T[GF N]jI"JCFZG[ ;CL ,[J]\V[J]\AW]\XLBjI]\K[P T[
XLBG[ VG];ZTL SFN\AZL ;F;Z[ VFJ[ K[ 5Z\T] V;,FDTL VG]EJ[ K[P ;DFHDF\
AC] JUMJFI[,F 5F+M ;F;] VG[ G6\N SFN\AZLG[ ;FY VF5[ K[ VG[ cJGGF GJF
;\S<5 ;FY[ SFN\AZL SC[ K[ S[ — CJ[ C]\ V[DGFYL ALJFGL GYLP˜ VFD4 EL~
SFN\AZLDF\YL :JFIT SFN\AZLGM GJ HgD YFI K[P
VgI A[ ,[lBSFVM 5F;[YL DCtJGL GFZL R[TGFGL ZRGF D/[ K[P S\]NlGSF
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SF5l0IFGL — ;FT 5U,F VFSFXDF\˜ VG[ .,F VFZA DC[TFGL — A+L; 5}T/LGL
J[NGF˜ VF A\G[ ZRGFVMDF\GFZL cJGGL VFSF\1FFVM VG[ jIYFG]\lR+6
YI]\K[P— ;FT 5U,F VFSFXDF\˜ GJ,SYFGL GFlISF J;]WF 5|FZ\E[ V[S GFGM ;ZBM
lG6"I 56 5MT[ ,. XSTL GYLP J;]WFV[ ,F\AF ;DI ;]WL VFNX" U'lC6LGL H[D
jIJCFZM lGEFjIF CTF 5Z\T] V\T[ 5MTFG[ ;DHFI K[ S[ VF DF+ DMC DFIFHF/
K[P VFYL J;]WF 5lTU'CGM tIFU SZLG[ 5Z\5ZFUT DFgITFVM ;FD[ VJFH
p9FJL 3Z VG[ ;DFHDF\5MTFG]\:YFG lGl`RT SZJF A+L; JQ"GF NFd5tIcJG
5KL — VFG\NU|FD˜ GF D]ST JFTFJZ6DF\VFJL R0[ K[P V[ W8GF H GFZLXlSTG]\
p¿D pNFCZ6 AGL XS[ K[P
.,F VFZA DC[TFGL — A+L; 5}T/LGL J[NGF˜ DF\GFZL Vl:DTF
;]WFZ6FGF ;\S[TM VF,[BFI[,F HMJF D/[ K[P VF GJ,SYFDF\ @% H[8,F :+L
5F+M GF jIlSTtJ VG[ T[DGL l:YlTG]\J{lJwI VCL\ZH}YI]\K[P VF :+L 5F+MGL
l:YlTDF\lJlJWTF K[P 5Z\T] T[DGL J[NGF V[S;ZBL K[P 5]Z]Q TZOYL T[DG[ YTL
VG]E}lTDF\;{F V[S ;DFG lA\N] 5Z K[ V[8,[ S[ DF+ 5lZl:YlT VG[
5F+MG]\VF,[BG AN,FI K[ 56 V[DGL J[NGF ;J";FDFgI H HMJF D/[ K[P
VF p5ZF\T JQF" V0F,HFGL — BZL 50[,M 8]S0M˜ DF\DFT'tJGL
;D:IFG]\VF,[BG YI[,]\K[ TM W|]J EÎGL — ;D]ãFlgTS[˜ GL GFlISF VlT,1DL VG[
TtJDl; GL GFlISF ;]56F"G[ 56 IFN SZL XSFIP ;D]ãFlgTS[GL GFlISF
VlT,1DL A\WGM KM0L 5MTFGL ;DHGF VFWFZ[ cJGG]\S{FJT NFBJ[ K[P
— TtJDl;˜ GL ;]56F" 56 3Z;\;FZ S[ 5|[DLDF\5MTFG]\V\lTD wI[I HMTL GYL V[
AWF JUZ 56 cJG cJJFGL ;FY"STF K[P V[D lJRFZL GJF H 5|SFZG]\cJG
cJJFG]\;FC; K[P
GJl,SF1F[+[ GFZLXlSTG[ pHFUZ SZTL S\]NlGSF SF5l0IFGL — gIFI˜
JFTF"DF\ ZFlWSF ,uG 5C[,F :5q8TF SZ[ K[ S[ C]\DFZF :JDFG U{FZJGM E\U YFI T[
;CL GCL\XS]\P xIFD[ VF JFTG[ 8[SM VF>IMP V\T[ ZFlWSF 3Z KM0L N[ K[P WLZ]AC[G
58[,GL — DGl:JGL˜ JFTF"DF\V[S :+L ALc :+LG[ ;CFIS AG[ T[GM VlEUD
NXF"JFIM K[P JFTF"DF\ DM8L AC[G VFXFG[ HMJF VFJ[, I]JFG sD]ZlTIMf GFGL
AC[G ;]J6F"G[ 5;\N SZ[ K[4 5Z\T] VFXFGL VF\BDF\RDS[,M VAM, 5|`GG[
5FZBL ,[TL ;]J6F" 3Z KM0LG[ KF+F,IDF\E6JF HJFGM lG6"I SZL ,[ K[P
VCL\;]J6F"GL VF\TZ;}hDF\ GFZL R[TGFGM Z6SM ;\E/FI K[P
.,F VFZA DC[TFGL — lJ:TFZ˜ JFTF"DF\DSZ\N VG[ DDTF 5lTv5tGL K[P
DSZ\NGF cJGDF\VgI :+LGM 5|J[X YTF H DSZ\N DDTFG[ V[ ;\A\WGL HF6 SZL
ALc :+L 5F;[ RF<IM HFI K[P VF W8GFYL GFlISF B}A H jIlYT YFI K[ 5Z\T]
:J:Y YIF 5KL 5MTFGF cJG lJX[ lJRFZ[ K[ VG[ 5'yJL 5Z O[,FI[,F J[NGFGF
lJ:TFZG[ H]V[ K[ VG[ V[G[ SFZ6[ 5MTFGL ;FY[ Wl8T YI[,L W8GF U{F6 AGL HFI
K[P T[ :JT\+TFGM VG]EJ SZ[ K[P VFD4 :JGM lJ:TFZ ;FW[ K[P GFZL R[TGFGL
lJ,1F6 h,S lSZL8 N}WFTGL AFI]\JFTF"DF\56 VG]EJFI K[P :+L ìNIGL 5L0FG[
;DHTF\GFZL lR+M VCL\wIFG 5F+ AG[ K[P JFTF"DF\;{FYL V6W0 U6FTL :+L
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äFZF TLJ|TFYL jIST YI[,M lJZMW GM\W5F+ K[P
VF p5ZF\T GFZL 5F+MGL VFEFG[ ZH}SZTL VgI S'lTVM H[D S[
— ;MDTLY"˜ 4 — ;D]0L˜ 4 — VF\W/L U,L˜ 4 — UF\WFZL˜ 4 — XLD/FGF O},˜ H[JL
GJ,SYFVMDF\T[DH JQF" V0F,HF4 ;ZMH 5F9S4 .,F VFZA DC[TF4 lA\N] EÎ4
CZLX GFU|[RF4 lSZL8 N}WFT W|]J EÎ H[JF JFTF"SFZMGL ZRGFVMDF\GFZL cJGGF
VG[S 5F;FVMGL ZH}VFT Y. K[P KTF\CH] ;FlCtI1F[+[ GFZL R[TGFGL W6L
AFH]VMG[ :5X"JFG]\AFSL K[P cJGGL JF:TlJSTFDF\HM :+L lC\DT S[/JX[ TM V[
;FlCtIDF\RMSS; 56[ JFRF 5FDX[P
VFD4 U]HZFTL SYF ;FlCtI[ 5]Z]Q VJU6GFGF ACFGF KM0L4 CTFXF
B\B[ZL4 VFtDlJxJF; S[/JTF\4 5MTFGM gIFI XMWTF S[gãDF\YL lJ:TZTF
:+L5F+M E[8 WIF" K[ 5Z\T] GFZL VG[ GFZL HUTGF H]NF H]NF ~5 S[J/ EMuI G
AGL ZC[ T[GL VCL\R[TJ6L K[P ;\WQ"4 cJGGF V[S EFU~5[ K[ H 56 V[
;\WQ"DF\T[ CFZL G HFI4 ;DFWFG G SZL ,[4 VF\TlZS XlSTYL H VFU/ JW[ V[
JFT 56 K[P S[8,FS ;CL ,[ K[4 S[8,FS D}\UF Y. HFI K[4 S[8,FS HFTG[ 8}\5FJL N[
K[4 S[8,FSG[ 8}\5FJL N[JFDF\VFJ[ K[P V[D — 3Z˜ :+L DF8[G]\;]J6"l5\HZ AGL HFI
K[P tIF\AW]\K[4 DF+ 5MTLSM VJFH GYL4 V[GM :JtJ EIM" Z6SFZ GYLP
:+LVM HUTGL AWL H ;D:IFVM ;FY[ ;\S/FI[,L K[P AWL H V;ZMGF
5lZ6FDM T[G[ EMUJJFGF VFJ[ K[P VFD4 DlC,FVMGL ãlq8G[ lJXF/ 5FI[ ,.
VFJJFGL TFTL VFJxISTF K[P ;FDFlHS 5lZJT"G DF8[ :+LVM 5FIFGL .\8 K[P
HM T[ DHA}T VG[ Sl8Aâ CMI TM H ;DFH 5lZJT"GXL, VG[ lJSl;T AGL
XS[P :+LVMGF XMQ6GL ;D:IF VF56F N[XDF\ ;D'lâ ;FY[ GlC 56 VEFJ
;FY[ ;\S/FI[,L K[P lX1F6G]\GlCJT 5|DF6 VG[ lJSF;GL TSMGF VEFJG[ SFZ6[
5|`GM JW] Hl8, AG[ K[P
VFD HM.V[ TM VFH[ UFD0FGL 5lZl:YlTDF\56 ;]WFZM YIM GYLP
EFZTDF\XC[ZGL :+LVM 5]Z]Q ;DMJ0L ,FU[ 5Z\T] UFD0FGL :+LVM CH] 56
5KFT K[ VG[ VlWSFZM GlCJT K[P VFD4 GFZL lJSF;G]\V[S AFH]G]\lR+
pHHJ/ K[ TM ALc AFH] T[8,]\ H V\WSFZDI K[P
V\T[4 lGqSQ"GF ~5DF\V[8,]\SCL XSFI S[ GFZL ;XlSTSZ6 DF8[ GFZL
R[TGFGL 5CM\R A]lâcJL JU"DF\YL GLS/L DwID T[DH DH]Z JU"GL :+LVM ;]WL
HJL HM.V[P HIF\;]WL :+LVMGL V7FGTF N}Z GCL\YFI tIF\;]WL VF56L
HFU'TTF 56 V5}6" H ZC[X[P
;\NE" ;}lR o
!P DwI lA\N]GF S\5
v 5|lJ6 NZc
@P U]HZFTL SYF ;FlCtIDF\GFZL R[TGF
v lCDF\XL X[,T
#P GFZL R[TGFGL GJl,SFVM
v ;\P ZW]JLZ R{FWZL
$P — VYF"T˜ GFZL lJX[QF\S !((&
v ;\P S<5GF XFC
%P — 5ZA˜ GFZL lJX[QF\S !(()
v ;\P EM/FEF. 58[,
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lJQI kJ[X o
;'lq8 ;]ZHYL H ;\ElJT K[ T[JL H ZLT XlSTXF/L cJG]\lXJDF\~5F\TZ
V[ :+LYL H ;\ElJT K[P :+L :G[C VG[ ;F{HgIYL N[JL K[ G[ ;'lq8DF\ cJ\TTF
A2JFG]\;CHEFJ[ SFI" SZ[ K[P 5MTFGL DFIF/] JF6LYL T[ cJGG[ VD'TDI
AGFJ[ K[P DF GL DDTF VG[ JFt;J<IEFJ DFTFGL VF\BMDF\;NFI ;\T'>T ìNIGL
XLT, KFIF ;DFI[,L H CMI K[P T[GL lGZLC ;]\NZTF VG[ XMI"TFDF\DFGJDF\YL
— DFGJL˜ AGJFGL DCFGTFGL VNŸE}T XlST ;DFI[,L K[P
HgD VF5GFZL DF 0U,[G[ 5U,[ ;DU| ;'lq8GM AMH p9FJGFZL
;CGXL,TFYL ;ßH WZTL DFP VG[ H[GF ;\TFGM TZLS[ Ô[D4 H]:;M VG[ H}G]G
cJGGF\ZMD[ ZMDDF\;DFI[,]\K[P V[JL DFZL EFZT DF G[ DFZF SMl8vSMl8 J\NGP
:+L ZFq8=GF lJSF;GL ;D'â XlSTYL EZ5}Z VFWFZXL,F K[P ;'lq8GL ;\5}6"
HJFANFZL ;Dl5"T EFJYL :JLSFZL T[GF ;FCl;S 5lZ6FDG[ z[q9¿D E[8 K[P
V[ ;DU| EFZTG[ VF5LG[ ZFq8=GL SFIF5,8 SZL XS[ T[JL VFnXlSTG]\XlSTXF/L
:J~5 V[ — :+L XlST˜ H K[P
— — HGGL H6 TM EST H6H[
SF\NFTFZ SF\X]ZJLZ
GlC\TM ZC[H[ JF\h6L
DT U]DFJLX G]ZP˜ ˜
:+LG]\ ;H"G H .`JZGL DFGJ ktI[GL :G[C VG[ ;D5"64 ;DH6 VG[
;CGXlST4 ;FC; VG[ XMI"TF VG[ S~6FG]\;CH VG[ z[q8TD kNFG K[P ZFq8=GF
ptSQ"4 ptYFG VG[ päFZGM z[q9TD DFU" V[ :+L XlSTG]\;gDFG SZJFDF\VFJ[
K[P T[G] VFtDUF{ZJ VG[ VFtDlJ`JF; JWFZFGFZ]\ ZFq8= H XlST VG[ ;FDyI"
— ;DFGTF˜ GF\WMZ6[ :JLSFZ[ tIFZ[ :+LVMG]\BDLZ56]\ZFq8=G[ ;RM8 lJSF;GL lNXF
A2[ K[P
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;\XMWG SFI"G]\DCtJ o
DlC,F ;XlSTSZ6 V[8,[ V[JL klÊIF S[ H[ DlC,FVMGL
VFtDlGE"ZTFDF\;FDFlHS4 VFlY"S VG[ ZFHSLI2[+DF\J'lâ SZL XS[P
† VFlY"S VFtDlGE"ZTF V[8,[ pt5FNG ;\XMWGM ;]WLGL 5CM\R VG[ T[GF
5Z lGI\+6P
† ;FDFlHS VFtDlGE"ZTF V[8,[ EFZTLI ;DFHDF\:+LG[ — U'C,1DL˜
SC[JFDF\VFJ[ K[P SFZ6 S[ p¿D ;DFH S[ ZFq8=G]\lGDF"6 VG[ ;D'â
30TZ tIFZ[ H XSI AG[ HIFZ[ T[GM 5FIM H p¿D CMIP 3ZYL
5lZJFZ4 5lZJFZYL S]8]\A4 S]8]\AYL 7FlT4 7FlTYL ;D]C4 ;D]CYL
;DFH VG[ ;DFHYL ZFq8=P :+L XlST H T[GL U'CjIJ:YFYL p¿D
ZFq8=G]\lGDF"6 XSI AGFJ[ K[P
WD" VG[ J[NDF\56 ;DÔJ[, K[ S[4 — H[ 3ZGL GFZL ;]BL K[ T[ N[XGL kÔ
;]BL VG[ ;D'â K[P˜
EFZTDF\:+LVM VFlY"S ;âZTF kF>T SZ[ 5KL H T[GM ;FDFlHS NZßÔ[
êRM V\SFI K[P
V[S lXl2T :+L ;2D VG[ VFtDlGE"Z AG[ TM V[S S]8]\A4 V[S ;DFH4
V[S ZFHI VG[ V\T[ V[S ZFq8= lXl2T VG[ ;XST AG[P V[S DFTF ;M lX2SGL
UZH ;FZ[ K[P
;XST EFZTG]\:J>G ;RM8 lNXFDF\tIFZ[ H ;FSFZ YT]\Ô[. XSFI
HIFZ[PP
— GFZL T]\GFZFI6L
GFZL ZTGGL BF64
GFZLYL GZ lG5H[ GFZL TG[
;TŸ ;TŸ k6FDP˜
HIF\GFZLGL 5}Ô YFI K[ tIF\ EUJFG JF; SZ[ K[P — DFTF VG[ HgDE}lD˜
:JU" SZTF\56 jCF,F K[P ;XST :+LVM ;XST ZFq8=GM VFWFZ :T\E K[P
EFZTDF\DlC,FVMGL kUlT o
V+4 T+ ;J"+ GFZL XlSTG]\kE]tJ VG[ ZFq8= DF8[G]\kNFG S[gãGL
E}lDSFDF\JWT]\H Zæ]\K[P EFZTDF\DlC,FVMGL kUlTGL ;RM8 lNXF Ô[.V[ TMPPP
!f EFZTLI S\5GLVMDF\ ;LP.PVMP 5N[ !!' DlC,FVM K[P VF VF\S0M
OMZR]"G %)) S\5GLVMDF\CFHZ DlC,FVMGL ;\bIF SZTF\56 JWFZ[
K[P
@f ;MO8J[Z pnMUDF\S], #)' DlC,FVM K[ H[ 5]~QM SZTF\VF.P 8LP
2[+DF\JW] 5UFZ D[/J[ K[P
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#f lRlSt;F2[+DF\S], !^ ,FYL JW] DlC,FVM K[P
$f VluG lD;F., kMH[S8GL 8LDDF\@) DlC,F lJ7FGL K[P
%f K[<,F V[S NFISFDF\VF.PVF.P8LP DF\*' VG[ VF.PVF.PV[DP DF\!#'
DlC,FVMGL p5l:YlT K[P
^f CF,DF\;F\;NMv,MS;EFDF\%( DlC,F K[P H[GL ;\bIF ;F{YL JW] K[P
&f ^)' DlC,FVM S'lQ VG[ 5X]5F,G jIJ;FIDF\SFI"ZT K[P ZFq8=LI
VFJSDF\T[DGM VF 2[+GM OF/M !*' GM K[P
*f ;F2ZTFGM NZ VG[ ;FY[v;FY[ CFIZ V[HI]S[XG D[/JGFZL
DlC,FVMGL ;\bIF K[<,F !) JQ"DF\&)' JWL K[P ;[Sg0ZL V[HI]S[XG
D[/JGFZL !*' DlC,FVM ZL8G" V[8,[ S[ VFJS D[/J[ K[P
(f l0O[g;4 V[JLV[;G ;lCT TDFD 2[+MDF\DlC,FVMGL ;\bIF JW]
GM\WFI[,L K[P
!)f OMrI]"G %)) S\5GLVMGF V[S ;J"[ VG];FZ kDMXG D[/JGFZ DlC,F
kMO[Xg; 5MTFGF ClZOMG[ 5KF0JFGF 5ZOMD"g;DF\$!' YL !!^' GL
;Z;F. :+LVM WZFJ[ K[P
!!f ;FDFcS ZLT[ GFZLGF NZßÔDF\;]WFZM YIM K[P R\NFSMRZ4 lJlGTF
AF,L4 ;FlJ+L lH\NF,4 XMEGF EZlTIF4 V[STF S5}Z4 lSZ6
DH]DNFZ XM H[JL DlC,F ;FCl;SM GFGS0F ;FC;DF\kJ[XL VG[
jIJ;FIDF\8MRGL l;lâ CF;, SZL K[P
!@f N[XGF ZFHSZ6DF\+6v+6 DlC,FVM ;JM"rR 5N p5Z lAZFHDFG
Y. R}S[, K[P ZFq8=5lT 5N[ klTEF 5Fl8,4 ,MS;EFGF :5LSZ
DLZF\S]DFZ VG[ SMU|[; VwI2F ;MlGIF UF\WLGM ;DFJ[X YFI K[P
N[XGF RFZ ZFHIMG]\;]SFG DlC,FVM ;\EF/L ZCL K[P lN<,LDF\lX,F
lN2LT4 p¿ZkN[X DFIFJTL4 5l`RD A\UF/DF\DDTF A[GZc VG[
TlD,GF0]DF\HI ,l,TF D]bID\+L TZLS[ ZFßIGL W]ZF ;\EF/L ZCL K[P
!#f EFZTGL XlSTXF/L DlC,FVMDF\:JP zLDlT .lgãZF UF\WLV[
— ,MB\0L DlC,F˜ TZLS[G]\G[T'tJ EFZTGF J0FkWFG TZLS[ VNF SZ[,P
!$f EFZTGL XlSTXF/L ;F2FT cJ\T D}lT" ;DFG :JPD3Z 8[Z[;FV[
;[JFSLI 2[+DF\EFZTDF\pDNF ;Dl5"T jIlSTtJGM lNjITFGM 5Y
S\0FZ[,P
!%f kYD DlC,F VF.P5LPV[;P VMlO;Z lSZ6 A[NLGL ;FCl;S E}lDSF
lTCFZ H[,GL OZH NZdIFG VE}T5}J" VG[ pDNF ZC[, K[P U]G[UFZMG[
56 ;RM8 lNXFDF\cJG cJJF DF8[GL — DFGJTF˜ G[ cJ\T SZTL
SFDULZL VNF SZ[,L K[P
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!^f — EFZTGL SMI,˜ G]\lAZN] D[/J[,F ,TF D\U[XSZGL ;\ULT 2[+GL
E}lDSF lJ`JEZDF\VFUJL kl;âL D[/JL R}S[,L K[P H[ EFZTGL VFG
VG[ XFGDF\ JWFZM GM\WFJ[ K[P
!&f VluG lD;F.,v% GL ;O/TFG[ ;Z SZGFZ EFZTGL 5]+L 8[;L
YMD; K[P H[DG[ TFH[TZDF\V[P 5LP H[P S,FDGF C:T[ — VluG5]+L˜
G]\lAZ]N D/[,]\P
!*f VD[lZSFDF\D[u;[; V[JM0" kF>T SZGFZ U]HZFTGF\SEWA ;\:YFGL
kl;lâ D[/JGFZ .,FA[G EÎ H[ :+LVMG[ :JvZMHUFZL äFZF
VFtDlGE"ZTF ;FlC;STF kNFG SZFJJFDF\;JM¿DŸ l;lâ CF\;,
SZ[, K[P H[DF\:+LVM ;\U9LT Y. VG[ :JDFGE[Z ;DFHDF\NZßÔ[
D[/J[, K[P
!(f ZDTUDT 2[+DF\5LP 8LP pQF4 Vl`JGL GI>5F4 V\H] AMAL4 ßIMH"4
;F.GF GC[JF,4 HJF,F U]ÎF4 ;FlGIF lDhF"4 VgH]D RM5ZF4 D[ZL
SMDGL l;lâVM UF{ZJJ\TL ZC[, K[P
@)f VJSFX UDG SZGFZ EFZTLI DlC,F S<5GF RFJ,F VG[ ;]GLTF
lJl,Id; kl;lâ D[/JL R}S[,F K[P
@!f EFZTGF kYD DFpg8 V[JZ[:8G[ ;Z SZGFZ XlSTXF/L DlC,F
AR[gãL 5F, K[P V5\U CMJF KTF\DFpg8 V[JZ[:8 ;Z SZGFZ EFZTLI
DlC,F V~6LDF l;\CF K[ V[ T[G]\;FC;4 zâF VG[ VFtDlJ`JF;YL
l;â SI]ÅP
@@f lJ`JDF\EFZTGL V;ZSFZS DlC,FVMDF\läTLI :YFG[ .lgNZF G}.
5[>;L S\5GLGF ;LP.PVMP TZLS[ U6GF D[/J[, K[P
EFZTLI 7FG5L9 ;JM"rR 5]Z:SFZ VFXF5}6F" N[JL4 VD'T kLTD4
DCFN[JL JDF"4 DCF`J[TF N[JL VG[ .lgNZF UM:JFDLG[ lCgNL ;FlCtI2[+[ D[/J[,
K[P
V\U|[c ;FlCtIDF\;]WF D]lT"4 lSZ6 N[;F.4 SD,F NF;4 XXL N[X 5F\0[4
lR+F lNJFSZGL4 GIGTFZF ;C[U,4 VGLTF N[;F.4 ~Y ÔAJF,FGL S,DGL
TFSFT kl;lâ 5DF0GFZL ZCL K[P
;XST EFZTGF\lGDF"6DF\;JF"ULI 2[+DF\EFZTLI DlC,FVM ;FDFlHS4
VFlY"S4 ZFHSLI VFtDlGE"ZTF ;FY[ XlSTXF/L AG[ VG[ ;XST JU"GF
~5DF\H :JFWLGTF ;EZ ACFZ VF[J[ TM :+L ;XlSTSZ6GM VFNZ[,M 5Y ;D'â
EFZT DF8[GL ;RM8 lNXF VG[ ãlq8 S\0FZL XS[ K[P
EFZTDF\DlC,F ;XlSTSZ6GF lJRFZG[ ;FY"S SZJF ;JF"UL lX264
5MQ62D VFCFZ VG[ VFZMuI lJQIS ;]lJWFVM4 ;JF"ULI 2[+DF\ZMHUFZL
DF8[GL lGq5gG YTL TSM VG[ SFINF VG[ SFG}GGF VlWlGID kDF6[GF ;DFG
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CÞM D/JF H~ZL H K[P
p5;\CFZ o
lJ`JEZDF\ J;L ZC[,L VgI GFZLVMGL H[D EFZTLI DlC,FVM 56
lC\DTE[Z ;JF"ULI lJSF;GF 2[+MDF\VFU[S}R SZL ZCL K[P ;DIGL ;FY[ ;RM8
lNXFYL ;O/TF5}J"S SND lD,FJL ZCL K[P *DL DFR"G[ — VFT\ZZFq8=LI DlC,F
lNG˜ TZLS[ 3MlQT SZFIM K[P tIFZ[ ktI[S DlC,FlNG[ T[DGF UF{ZJ V\U[GL TDFD
DFlCTL V[Sl+T GF YTL CMI 5Z\T] 5MTFG]\EFlJ 5MTFGL D]ÏLDF\;]Zl2T SZTL
EFZTLI ;FCl;S DlC,FVMGL ;\bIF JWL ZCL K[P
DVMt;[ T\UGL plST — J]DG CM<0 V5 CFO W :SFI˜ GF :J>GG[ ;FSFZ
SZJF Cc ,F\ALG[ ,FAL ;OZ EFZT[ :+L ;XlSTSZ6GL lNXFDF\SF5JFGL AFSL
K[P
ZFq8=GF\GJlGDF"6DF\VFH[ GFZLVMV[ V[S GJTZ 50SFZ hL,L ,LWM K[P
:+L ;XlSTSZ6GL ;LWL JFT lX26 VG[ :JFJ,\AG ;FY[ Ô[0FI[,L K[ H[
;DFHDF\:+LVMG[ ;gDFGLI :YFG VF5L XS[ K[P
— ZtG ;DFG GFZL J|H H[JL S9MZ
R\gãSFgT DlC,F H[JL VFã
;}I"SFgT H[JL GFH]S4 DMTL H[JL 5lJ+
lCZF H[JL VD}<I4 :Ol8S H[JL 5FZNX"S
:JrK VG[ lGD"/ ìNIGL :JFDLGL
;\;FZ VG[ VFwIFltDSTFGL V;LD
êRF.V[ H ;]lq8GF ;H"GCFZ[ :JLSFZ
SZ[,M K[P ;FS2FtSFZ VFnXlSTGF\:J~5[ H˜
— — CFS, ;]6L DF EMDGL CJ[ U6M :+Lv5]~QG[ NZßÔ[ ;DFG
V[DF\H K[ ;DU| GFZL ÔlTG]\;XST EFZTGF SFH[ ;gDFG˜ ˜
;\NE" ;}lR o
!f DC[Z HJF DN"4 5}HIzL DF,N[JZF6F S[XJF,F
@f
XMW .g;FGGL4 0F¶P ;tI5F, l;\C
#f VFNX" DFGJG]\lGDF"64 :JFDL lJJ[SFG\N
$f ;JFÅUL lX264 ßIMlTA[G YFGSL
%f :+Lv;XlSTSZ64 ,[8[:8 O[S8 .G HGZ, GM,[Hv@))(
^f EFZTLI DlC,FVM lJ`JYL AD6L CZ6OF/4 lNjI EF:SZP

lSZ6 VFG\N o V[S VFUJ]\ jIlSTtJ
EFZTL S[XJF,F
;\;FZRÊGL 5FIFGL A[ W}ZL :+L VG[ 5}Z]Q ;DFHGF A[ VlEgG V\UM
K[P A\G[GFGF 5Z:5Z ;\A\W 5Z ;DFH jIJ:YF ;\T}l,T AG[ K[P EFZTLI ;DFH
G[ J{lNSSF/YL VFW]lGS I]U ;]WLDF\+6 TASSFVMDF\JC[\RL XSFI VG[ VF +6[I
TASSFVMDF\GFZLGL 56 +6 l:YlT VG[ UlT HM. XSFI K[P
EFZTGM J{lNSSF/ EFZTLI GFZL DF8[ ;gDFGGLI CTMP 5]Z]Q ;DS1F
GFZL lXl1FT VG[ :JT\+ CTLP DwISF/DF\GFZL p5EMUGL J:T] AGTF T[ VtI\T
NIGLI AGL U. 5Z\T] :JT\+TF 5|Fl>TGF ;DI[ H[ ;FDFlHS ;]WFZFVM VFjIF
VG[ VFW]lGS lX1F6[ GFZLGF ÒJGDF\ 5lZJT"GG[ DCÀJ5}6" IMUNFG VF>I]\P
VFF]WlGS ;DIDF\J{7FlGS lJRFZWFZFGF lJSF;GL ;FY[ GFZLG]\ ÒJG
lJlJW :TZ5Z 5lZJT"GXL, AgI]\P Z)DL ;NLGF V\T[ VG[ Z!DL ;NLGF 5|FZ\E[
EFZTLI GFZLGF :J~5DF\VFD}, 5lZJT"G VFjI]\P lNJF,M VG[ T[DF\I[ BF; SZLG[
Z;M0FGL RFZ lNJF, ;]WL DIF"lNT CT]\P — — GFZL V[8,[ GFZFI6L XlST˜ ˜ H[ JFSI
OST 5]:TSM ;]WL DIF"lNT CT]\P T[ VFH[ BZF VY"DF\4 5}6" :J~5[ ACFZ VFJL
R}SI] K[P GFZLGF lJRFZ4 lX1F64 U]6 VG[ J,6DF\ ptÊF\lTJFNLGL h,S GHZ[
50[ K[P CF4 V[ 56 ;tI K[ S[ VFHGL GFZLDF\CSFZFtDS VG[ GSFZFtDS A\G[
J,6M HMJF D/[ K[P 5Z\T] C]\DFZF ;\XMWG ,[BDF\GFZLG]\CSFZFtDS J,6 VG[
XlST lJX[ JFT SZLXP
V[S ;DI[ VFlY"S p5FH"G V[ EFZTLI GFZL DF8[ V[S :J>G CT]\P
VYJF V[ ;\NE[" lJRFZ 56 SZL XSTL GCMTLP VFH[ ;DI[ SZJ8 ,LWL K[P
VFlY"S lJRFZMGF ptÊF\lTJFN[ T[DG[ VFlY"S :JFITTF TZO 5|[ZL K[P 5MTFGF
:J>GG[ 5}6" SZJF Sl8Aâ AGL K[P
@) DL ;NLGF V\TDF\lX1F6GL ;FY[ GJL CJF4 GJF 50SFZ VG[
5MTFGF jIlSTtJG[ GJL VM/B VF5JFGF ;\S<5G[ 5FZ 5F0JFDF\;O/ GFZLV[
@! ;NLG[ 5MTFGL SZL K[P Z!DL ;NLGF A[ NXSGF V\T[ GFZLGF IMUNFGG[
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HM.V[ TM ,UEU 5|tI[S 1F[+ H[D S[4 lX1F64 ZFHSFZ64 ;\ULT4 SM5[F"Z[84
ZDTvUDT4 lJ7FG4 S,F VG[ VFJL H S,FVMDFGL V[S V[8,[ — — Z;M. S/F˜ ˜
JU[Z[ 1F[+MDF\ 5MTFGL VFUJL VM/B VF5L K[P
!(*)GF NFISFDF\EFZTLI ;DFHGL BFGv5FGGL 5âlTDF\OST
EFZTLI JFGULVMG]\H 5|E]tJ CT]\PP 5|tI[S ZFHIDF\5MTFGL 5|FN[lXS
JFGULVMG]\R,6 CT]\P H[D S[4 U]HZFTDF\-MS/F\4 Y[5,F\4 BF\0JL4
TFDL,GF0]DF\.0,L4 -M;F4 ptT5D4 p5DF4 DCFZFq8=DF\Z;D4 EFT4 p;/4
YF,L5L9 JU[Z[ V[ ;DI[ SMg8LG[g8, O}0GM N'lq8SM6 EFZTLI
;DFHDF\BFGv5FGGL ZLTDF\AN,FJ ,FJJFDF\ GFZLVMV[ 5MTFG]\IMUNFG
VF5[,]\K[P TZ,FvN,F,4 GIGF XFC4 lSZ6 VFG\N4 VlD|TF ZFIN\N4 RLG]4
VG]5FNF; JU[Z[P
VFH[ DFZ[ H[ GFZLGL XlST VG[ ;XlSTSZ6GL JFT SZJL K[ T[ K[
— .g8ZG[XG, O}0 SJLG lSZ6 VFG\N˜ P SM.56 :+L 5]Z]Q 5|WFG
;DFHDF\;O/TF D[/JJFDF\tIFZ[ ;O/ Y. XS[ HIFZ[ T[ VFJTF 50SFZMG[
hL,LGP C, SZJF 5|ItG SZ[P VFJF ;\S<5 ;FY[ lSZ6 VFG\N[ *) GF
NXSDF\EFZTDF\SMg8LG[g8, O}0GL X~VFT SZLP
lSZ6 VFG\NGM HgD D]\A.DF\YIM CTMP AF/56 ,\0GDF\lJtI]\VG[
:GFTS 5[ZL;DF\YIFP 5[ZL;DF\lX1F6 NZlDIFG Y|L :8FZ Z[:8MZg8DF\ lJlJW
JFGULVMGL TF,LD ,[JFGL TS D/LP VFD56 T[DG[ GFG56YL H BFJFGM XMB
CTMP VFYL V[ 56 SCL XSFI S[4 “Food was passion to her.” lSZ6GM
JFGUL 5|tI[GM XMB T[GM ,UFJ AGL UIMP T[6LV[ 5[ZL;DF\VG[ ,\0GDF\VFJ[,F
H]NF\vH]NF\ Z[:8MZg8 VG[ Z;M0FVMGL D],FSFT ,LWLP lJlJW N[XMGL JFGULVM
5F8L"VMGL 5âlT4 YLD 5F8L" 5ZG]\VFIMHG JU[Z[DF\lG5}6TF D[/JL .P;P
!(*$DF\T[VM EFZT 5ZT OIF" VG[ 5MTFGL V[S VFUJL VM/B éEL SZLP
lSZ6 VFG\NGL CZ6OF/ ;O/TF o
lSZ6 VFG\ N G[ D] \ A .GL V[ S .g8ZG[ X G, SM5[ F " Z [ 8
S\5GLDF\.g8ZG[XG, SI];LG R,FJJF DF8[ lGI]ST SZJFDF\VFJLP VF SFDULZL
T[D6[ B}A H ;O/TF VG[ S]X/TFYL lGEFJL V[S lJx[Q JU" éEM SI[F"P
EFZTLI ;DFH !(()GF NFISFDF\5|J[X ZCIM tIFZ[ EMHGGL
DFGl;STF AN,F. R}SL CTLP EFZTLI O|0 S\5GLVM .g8Z SMg8LG[g8,
JFGULVM TZO J/L ZCL CTLP VF NZdIFG lSZ6 VFG\N[ lA|8FGLVF4 V[ZL0Mh4
H[8 V[ZJ[h4 0MDLGM 5LhF4 lCgN]:TFG ,LJZ4 .8L;L O}0hŸ H[JL DM8L S\5GLVM
VG[ Z[:8MZg8DF\Sg;<8g8GL SFDULZL D/LP VF p5ZF\T >,[;L H[JL SM5[F"Z[8
S\5LGDF\;,FCSFZGF ~5[ lGI]lST Y.P
VF ;DIUF/FDF\lSZ6 VFG\N ;DU| lJ`JDF\H]NF\vH]NF\N[XMDF\OZL
T[DGF O|0 S<RZGM VeIF; SI[F"P T[VM lJlJW YLD 5Z 5F8L"VMGF VFIMHG
SZJFDF\lG5}6 AGL R}SIF CTFP T[VMGL VF lG5}6TF AN, D]\A.G[ B{AZ CM8,4
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lN<CLNL .lg0IF C[AL8 ;[g8Z4 CFIT Z[U[g;L JU[Z[DF\ lJLJW 5F8L"VM VG[
N'xIvzFjI DLl0IF s8LPJLPf äFZF ;O/TFGF GJF ;M5FGo
lSZ6 VFG\N JT"DFG5+4 ;FDlIS H[JF l5|g8 DLl0IF ;FY[GM GFTM
S[/jIMP 5Z\T] N[XvlJN[XGF B}6[B}6F ;]WL 5C[F\RJF DF8[ T[VMV[ N'xIvzFjI
DLl0IF DFwIDG[ 56 V5GFjI]\P 8LJL ;FY[ lJlJW XM H[DF\ :8FZ >,; — W U]0 O}0
UF.0˜ ;LV[GAL;L 5Z — O}0 V[g0 JF.G ;[UD[g8˜ 4 8=[g0DL,4 VG[ lSZG VFG\N S[
S}S SM BFVM JU[Z[ XM B}A H 5|l;lâ 5FdIF K[P
lSZ6 VFG\N[ JFGUL lJQIS ,UEU !% 5]:TSM 5|SFlXT SIF" K[P
H[DF\ — W O}0 VMO .g0LIF˜ 4 — ,G" SI];L SZLh˜ 4 B}A 5|l;lâ 5FdIF K[P VG[ — lSZ6
VFG\N .g8ZG[XG, S]SL\U˜ H[DF\.g8ZG[XG, JFGULVMGM Z;YF/ ZH}SZJFDF\
VFjIM K[P VG[ T[DGF VF 5]:TSG[ @))#DF\A[:8 ;[,ZGL bIFlT 5|F>T YI[, K[P
CF,DF\lSZ6 VFG\NGF JT"DFG SFI"G[ Ô[.V[ TM T[VM — u,MA, O}0 XM˜
G]\D]\A.4 A[\u,MZ4 R[gGF.DF\VFIMHG SZL ZCIF K[P H[DF\S]NZTL BFZYL T{IFZ
YTF\VGFHGL lJlJW JFGULVM 5Z EFZ D}SL ZCIF K[P
V\TDF\VF\TZZFlq8=I bIFTGFD — lSRG SJLG˜ 4 — O}0 SJLG˜ 4 lSZ6
VFG\N 5MTFGL ;O/TFGL IF+FDF\5MFTGL 5[XG VG[ XMB p5ZF\T S]8]\AGF
;CSFZ VG[ 5|[Z6FG[ B}A H DCÀJ VF5[ K[ H[D S[ SM.56 :+L DFT'tJ lJGF
VW}ZL K[ T[D Z;M0F VG[ Z;M.GF XMB lJGF T[DG]\Vl:TtJ VW]Z] K[P 5Z\T]
5MTFGL GJL 5C[RFG sVM/BF6f VG[ 5|l;lâ ;FY[P
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